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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to trace the development
of public education in Daggett County, Utah, includt ng certain
arear of Sweetwater County, "Wyoming and Moffat County* Colorado, adjacent to the county political unit under consideration in this resort.

The region concerned in this research

consists at the present 'time (1959) of Daggett County, Utah,
the southwestern area of Sweetwater County, Wyoming, and the
northwestern area of Moffat County, Colorado•
Upon early investigation Into the problem, it became apparent that many schools in the Dag/ett area, were organized to serve the needs of puoils according to geographic
location, rather than political boundaries*

Territorial and

state boundary lines were usually aligned for political expediency without regard to geographical features such as rivers,
creeks, deserts, and mountain ranges.

Schools, on the other

hand, were -organised at the time and place where they were
needed*
A certain school would be established across the line
in Colorado, yet serve the needs of pupils residing in what is
now Daggett County, Utah*

This was also true of schools lo-

cated along the Wyoming boundary*

Daggett County pupils might

have attended, this particular school for years because it
served the citizens of the region for mile?! around*
- 1-

This was

2 m

especially true of the early schools whan transportation was
poor*
It was felt that a comprehensive picture of public education in Daggett County could not be adequately presented
without the inclusion of these Wyoming and Colorado Schools•
Greater emphasis is placed upon the schools of the town
.of Manila, the county seat of Daggett County*

In regard to the

number of pupils attending and modern day educational importance, the Manila schools hold the center of attention*

Con**

solidation brought about through improved transportation narrowed the number of operating schools in the region to the elementary and high schools at Manila, the elementary school at
McKlnnon, "Wyoming, and the new Flaming Gorge School at Dutch
John, Daggett County*

The foregoing schools, with the excep-

tion of the Flaming Gorge School, have been in session longer,
due to their location at population centers or crossroads, and
they merit more consideration in this study.
Research Into the problem was commenced by personal observation in the Daggett School District for a period of five
years*

The sites of the schools under study were visited sev-

eral times.

Personal interviews were undertaken with superin-

tendents, principals, teachers, and pupils, past and present,
along with the patrons and residents of the area under investigation*

Research was carried on through the records of the

Sweetwater County schools, the Minutes of the Board of Education
of Daggett School District, the archives of Daggett County, the

- 3~

Biennial Reports of the Utah Territorial and State Superintendents of Public Instruction, and the records and reports of the
individual schools concerned*
Reading was done on the general history of the Daggett
County region*

The Inventory of Daggett County 'Records' No* 5

and a short history of Daggett County written by Dick and
Vivian '.Dunham were used, as specific references.

For a general

history of public education in Utah, the work of Br* John 0*
Moffttt-served as a valuable source*

Several unpublished raas-

ter»s theses dealing with the subject were studied*

In regard

to a thorough history of the schools of Daggett County, no pub~
lished reference could be located*
The services of the Unive^sltjf of Utah Library* the
Brlgham Young 'University Library, the Salt Lake City Public
Library, and the Sweetwater County Public Library were utilized
extensively In this research*
throughout the implementation of this study various inconsistencies were noted among sources in .regard to certain
facts*

Where possible, written records and reports were given

precedence over oral Information based on the memory of the person being Interviewed, and the statements of those personally
participating in a given activity were given credit over the
statements of those who were not so Intimately involved.

Some

of the information contained herein was based wholly upon the
memory of a person, aa no written record could be discovered*
This wae particularly true of the earlier schools of the region*

** k ~

A combination of the chronological and topical methods
of writing history was considered the most appropriate mode in
writing up the results of this research.
Much of the history of the Daggett County area schools
is a repetition of the events and occurences of other similar
districts*

However! each school system and school represents

a story of evolution and development.

In view of its compara-

tive isolation* until recent yearsf and the historical interest
of the region, the schools of the Daggett County area present
a unique story in and of themselves*

It is hoped %im% this

study will serve as a contribution to the general history of
education in Utah and will aid in encouraging an appreciation
of their system of public education for the people of Daggett
County, Utah*

CHAPTER 1
A SYNOPSIS OP DAGGETT COUNTY AND ADJACENT AREAS
The Geographical Format
The region under study*

Daggett County is situated in

the extreme northeastern corner of the state ox" Utah at tte
point where the boundaries of Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado conjoim

This county assumed legal existence on January 7* 1913

and the Governor*s Proclamation of November 16, 1917 declared
the bounds of the new state subdivision to be:
Commencing at the point of intersection of the boundaries of Utah, Wyoming, amd Colorado, thence west to the one
hundred and tenth meridian of west longitude, thence south
to the watershed of the Uintah Mountains, thence east along
said watershed to the Colorado stat-line, thence north to
the point of beginning,*
In view of the fact that there is no clearly marked
watershed line in the eastern section of the Uinta range and
the controversy that soon followed between Daggett and Uintah
Counties, in 1943 the Utah Legislature established the present
political limits of Daggett County*2
Irregularly rectangular in shape, Daggett County averages approximately fifty miles In length and seventeen miles
Utah, Governor *s Proclamation: document in files of
Secretary of State,"'"lovember^'lST"1917»
*"Dlck Dunham and Vivian Dunham, Our Strip of Land: A
History of Dag-tett County, Utah* {Lusk, 7iyoming: "The Lusk

*»* Q

In width.

**

Sweetwater County, Wyoming, joins it on the north,

Moffat County* Colorado, on the east, Uintah County, Utah on
the south, and Summit County, Utah, on the west.
The northern, eastern, and western boundaries were established by legislative enactment, however, the southern
county limit is marked by one of the most unique mountain
ranges in North America, the Uinta Mountain Range, which is,
apparently, the only major mountain system in this continent
running in an, east-west direction.

The geological history of

the region reveals that millions of years ago, the range was
one hundred and fifty miles long and thirty-five miles wide,
reaching a height of 32,000 feet, surrounded by a great sea 3
Olaelation and river and stream erosion have created
some of the most spectacular and beautiful scenery in Utah, and
Daggett County has its full share. The Green 'River •and its
tributaries have carved canyons of outstanding beauty and grandeur.

The Flaming Gorge, Horseshoe, Red and Lado re Canyons of

the 0ree.n are magnificent to behold.

Sheep Creek Canyon, with

its vertical rock ledges and folds provides scenery to rival
that of Zion National Park.
Deep, rugged canyons cleaving the Uintah sandstone and
quartzlte; the steep, narrow hogbaekr, with the narrow gaps
or gateways cutting through themj these show the work of
fast flowing water. The rounded summits of the "Baldies**
the great.glacial cirques and mountain lakes show the carvings of the flowing rivers of lce# And all these things
bear witness to the million.0 of years of building up and
tearing down which have made this area called Daggett
County one of the most rugged, isolated and beautiful spots
3

Ibid., 1.

*m

|

—

In the nation,^The Green River, tributary of the Colorado, enters
Daggett County at a point on the Wyoming boundary about eight
miles east of Manila, the county seat*

It travels in a general

southerly direction, turning east about seven miles south of
the Wyoming line and flowing in that direction until It reaches
Brown'4a Park in eastern Daggett about five miles from the Colorado limit*

It then turns south for a few miles and east again

into Colorado*.
Two of the Green's tributaries, Henry's Pork and Sheep
Creek, shared a,n important part In the settlement of the Daggett
area*

Henry1© Pork flows in a general easterly direction along

the Utah-Wyoming border, entering the Green about eight miles
ea^t of Manila*

Sheep Greek, arising in the Uinta^, flows in

a northeasterly path, pouring into the 0P**$> about five miles
southeast of Manila.

Other. tributaries of the Green, in the

county, are extant throughout the Uinta area, most of them flowing in a north or northeasterly direction into the Groan where
it bisects Daggett County east and west.
In the northwestern tome of the county line are two
tributaries of Henry*s Fork, along which various ranches and
homes were established*

They are Birch Creek and Burnt Pork,

the former running in a general northerly direction and. entering Henry1a Pork about twelve miles west of Manila, just across
the Utah-Wyoming border•
^Ibld., 2,

» 8*

The Uinta region abounds with lakes, some of which are
Daggett, Weyraan, Spirit, and Green Lakes#

The creeks and lakes

of the locality are visited throughout the season by sportsmen
and seekers of recreation*

The Ashley National Forest includes

the greater portion of the Uinta watershed, and coniferous trees
are plentiful*
fo the north and east of this great Uinta Mountain range
lies a vast area of semi-arid land, extending into Wyoming and
Colorado, cohered with various arid-type vegetation, such as
sage and juniper*

These semi-arid areas in end around Daggett

County have become extensive sheep ranging lands, while cattle
are grazed In the grassier sections of the county, particularly
along the Green and its tributaries*

The settlement of the

region was largely determined by the location of sources of
water*
The |owns an.$ hamlgts« Beginning in the western extremity of the county, In the southwest corner of Sweetwater
County, Wyoming, near the point where the Summit and Daggett
County lines intersect the Wyoming boundary, lies the settlement of Burntfork, consisting of several scattered ranches*
The 1950 census lists one hundred and seventy persons living
in the Burntfork region at that time*-*
About three miles east of Burntfork is the hamlet of
McKinnon, Wyoming, in which there Is a church, a general store,
5u.St Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth Census of the
United States: 19S.Q* Population, 1, p. 50-9'.

»t «
a school, and a few homes and cabins * The population of
McKinnon* in 1950* was given as seventeen persons.

There are

mimereus ranches throughout the locality which center their
business, church, and educational activities at McKinnon*
On some maps the n&m® "Antelope* appears, which design
nates' a number of ranches situated about four miles wast of
Manila,

The residents carry on their social, educational, and

business affairs through the town of Manila*
Continuing further east there is the town of Manila*
located Just across the Wyomlng-TJtah boundary.

There were one

hundred and forty-seven persons living in Manila in 1950,

A

church, a school, soma service stations, the county courthouse,
a general store, a theater, and a quantity of homes are found
there.
Across the Wyoming line, about three miles northeast
of Manila, is the hamlet of Washam* Fifty-four persona are
ft
listed as living there in 1950#
It consists of a number of
ranches centering around a school which is no longer in use.
About four miles due east of Manila, along the Utah-.
Wyoming boundary, lies the village of Linwood, Utah,. Its popu~
lation in 1950 was eighteen persons,^

There are placed there

a few cabins, homes, a post office and a general store.
Bight miles southeast of Linwood, in the Uinta Houniinniiinwi^naiinnwiniMHii ni >MIII>II»«MIWI«I»» .mil

6

i-*i»»»iw»**«»in.wi>i»i m <iiiitiii>»tiii>ifc)1Mlai<M>rali>i.l,<.i»»'»»'i»*wi>»l^''^»'W»i<i'''i*Mti»iii»«

rtuwrt

»im

mi. Miiiiiiiii.mwi i.iiiii>i..M.i l i>>iniiw....i..»ww>»»»ii«w>ifiiinii l iili l tnii>iii

Ibid«, 50-9.
•MW.lim.K.M.»M..

' I b i d , l 1*4-10,
6

I b i d . , 50-9*

9

I b i d , , M4-IO.

iiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiMiii l iniiini<n>iwi>winimni»M»m l »WKW»

wwnniiwiwM.ui
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tains, are situated some isolated, ranches marked on most maps
as the locality of Greendale, The Green1s Lake fishing and
boating resort is also in this area*
Seventeen miles southeast of Manila stands the new town
of Dutch John, Daggett County* which is the site of the construction of the great Flaming Gorge project on the Green River.
This 1® the moat modern city in Daggett•County, with paved
streets, some permanent-type homes, various Bureau of Reclamation buildings, construction camp structures, a school, a post
office and shopping center.

At the present time (January, 1959)

this town numbers about five hundred persons.10 Within the
next few years it is expected to grow to over 2,500 workmen
11

and their families#

After completion of the dam, a smaller

number will live at Dutch John for the purpose of maintaining
the dam and power facilities*
Twenty-seven miles due east of Manila is Clay Basin
Camp of the Mountain Fuel Supply Company, which Is the center
of the development of natural gas wells in Daggett County,

It

includes buildings and homes erected by the company*
Approximately eight miles southeast of Clay Basin lies
an area known as Brown's Park, consisting of a few scattered
ranches and the uninhabited hamlet of Bridgeport*

Just across

the Colorado line, continuing as a section of Brown's Park, are
some isolated ranches comprising the Moffat County precinct of
^Opeseret. Newa, January ?.% 1959
n

ibld., May l$9

1958

- 11 -

Ladoga, the 1950 census of which was thirty-three persona*12
The total "population of Daggett County, in 1950* was
three hundred and sixty-four persons, residing in an area of
seven hundred and eight square miles.3-3

Since 1957* however*

the number of people living in the county has tripled m a result of the Flaming Gorge project, and still more growth is
expected, during the next three years.
Roads and highwayst As early as 1881, a military road
was constructed by 'Judge Carter's interests, joining Port
Bridger with Port Tl-ornburgh, across the Uinta Mountains near
the present site of Vernal* Utah,

Although it was extremely

rough, the road was maintained until the abandonment of Port
Bridger in 1890.14*
Another road followed Henry's Pork from the Burntfork
area, east, toward what was later to become Manila and Llnwood*
It continued on east to Brown*§ Park, crossing the creak several times*

Two roads joined Green River, Wyoming, with the

Henry's Fork settlements, one north, from Linwood and another,
northeast from Burntfork, Wyoming.
Until 19f*%# Daggett County could not be reached via. a
paved road*

In that year, Sweetwater County, Wyoming, com-

pleted the paving of Highway 530 south from Green River to the
Utah-Wyoming line at kinwoocU
12

A paved road, Highway 1+3, joins

0ensus, ot). clt»» p. 6-lf>*

3-3Ibid., kk* 9-10.
111* Dunham, op,« cit*, p.

- 12 m

Linwood and Manila, and continues west through Daggett County
along the Utah-Wyoming boundary, linking with the Wyoming road
through McKinnon and Burntfork, Sweetwater County*
Daggett County*s main connection with Utah is Highway
I4J4, which extends south from Manila and then turns east end
again south over the Uinta Mountains and into Vernal*

A new

paved road has bean constructed east from Linwood to the damsite town of Dutch John, Daggett County*

Shi* highway also

marks the erection of a temporary bridge across the Green River
about four miles east of Linwood, thus ending the extreme
difficulty of vehicular travel between eastern and western
Daggett County.

A former trio from Manila to Clay Basin, for

example* involved a roundabout journey through Hock Springs,
Wyoming* except for short periods when the Green was frosten in
winter*
Another bridge was recently completed at the dam site
making, it possible to motor directly from the Greendale area
to the town of Dutch John*
There are a number of other county roads, including a
scenic drive along Highway i}Ij.. south from Manila, thence west
along Highway 165 to the Summit County line and north, again,
down Birch Creek to the McKinnon-Burntfork area*

The latter

road is one of the routes to the Spirit Lake fishing area in
the high Uintas.

These byways are not paved, but work towards

their improvement is progressing*

- 13 ~

Natural resources*

The resources of the county are

primarily agricultural, with sheep and cattle as the principal livestock raised in the region.

Crops Include wheat* oats,

barley, hay and legumes, and white potatoes, along with varying amounts of other vegetables• .The Uinta Mountains have
yielded a quantity of coniferous timber throughout the years•
Natural gas wells were drilled In the Clay Basin zone
of eastern Daggett County during the thirties, 'but*resources,
other than agricultural, have not been highly developed*
Small deposits of metallic ores have been discovered in the
Uinta Mountains and a small coal mine existed near Linwood for
a number' of years.

The county has a large deposit of ohosphate

which has not been i»pp«I#
The t>o%jer potential of Flaming Gorge Dam is now being
developed and the probability or expanded tourist and recreational activity, within the county, is certain to increase
with the completion of the project*

» lit. *•

The H i s t o r i c a l Background
Early

fur trappers., and e x p l o r e r s ,

the Spanish e x p l o r e r ,

F a t h e r E s c a l a n t e , p a s s e d t o t h e s o u t h of the Uinta Mountains
and did n o t e n t e r Daggett County, however, t h e r e i s some b e l i e f ,
among c e r t a i n - h i s t o r i a n s , t h a t o t h e r Spanish e x p l o r e r s and .
t r a d e r s might have v i s i t e d t h e a r e a b e f o r e 1??6.
The h i s t o r y of the Daggett County r e g i o n i s q u i t e unique
i n t h a t i t war, the f i r s t a r e a i n the s t a t e of Utah t o be v i s i t e d
by white A m e r i c a n s . ^

In the s o r i n g of 1325, William Henry'

Ashley, the founder of the Rocky Mountain War Comuany, d e t e r mined t o tr*y to f i n d an e a s i e r r o u t e for t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n of
h i s company *s f u r s t o the

east.

He decided to e x p l o r e a por-

t i o n of t h e Green River and to s e l e c t a e i t e f o r a g e n e r a l
rendezvous f o r h i s t r a p p e r s •
Beginning n e a r t h e point where Henry's Pork empties
i n t o t h e Ctveen^ Ashley and h i s p a r t y followed the course of t h e
r i v e r through Flaming Gorge, p a s s i n g i n t o Brown's Park and on
t o Ladore Canyon, a r r i v i n g f a r down the r i v e r a t t h e
s i t e of Green R i v e r , Utah.

present

I n d i a n s convinced them of the

a d v i s a b i l i t y of n a v i g a t i n g the r i v e r f u r t h e r .

in-

They r e c r o s s e d

t h e Uintas t o t h e p o i n t of rendezvous a t the mouth of Henry f s
Fork # ^&

According t o some a c c o u n t s , t h e rendezvous was moved

^ C h a r l e s K e l l y , The Outlaw ' f r a i l
^
The Author, 1938), pp* $%?W* ^

( S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah*

^ H a r r i s o n C» Dale, The Ashley-Smith E x p l o r a t i o n s
( G l a n d a l e , C a l i f o r n i a : Aut hor H. Cia rk Co*, 19^'iF* PP* 1,33-139*
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further west on Henry's Fork to tha present area of Burntfork.
Ashley thus became the first white American to visit
the Daggett area and write about it*

Among his company of

trappers were the names of men who were to become famous
through the history of western America:

Jim Bridger, Etienne

Provost, Andrew Henry, Jededlah Smith, James Beekworth, Thomas
fltspatriek, and Antoine Rofoidoux. 17
The name fl'Brown*s Hole* or nBrown*s Park* was derived
from one Bapti8tie Brown who settled in the area in 182? or
1835* and la reputed to be the first white settler in Daggett
County*18

In 18J7 three trappers, Thompson, Craig, and Sin-

clair, built Port David Crockett in Brown's Hole*19
Another trapper Mho came to the Eteggett Gounty area
during the fur era was "Uncle* Jack Robinson, who built the
first permanent home in the county*

It still stands as a

portion of the Keith Smith property in Linwood*20

Jim Baker

arrived at an early date, making a name as a mountain man and
guide, later becoming a rancher in the region
By 18)4.0, the supply and market for beaver pelts began
to decline rapidly, and this signaled the end of the day of
the trapper*21
•^Dunham, op«. c l t » , p« 1 0 ,
18
K e l l y , op t | | i | | cit», p . Si*
19william M, Purdy, An Outline of the History of th*
Flaming Gorge Area. Anthrooologlcai"Papers, No. 37, University
6'i" 'UtaE CSal't TSSSS City: U. of U. P»?s, 1959), p. 7.
20

Ibid., 17

21

Dunham, op« clt., p. 12
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In 1843 John Charles Fremont, with Kit Carson as guide,
came e a s t from S a l t Lake through portions of Daggett County,
During t h i s period the Brownfs Hole region was frequently
v i s i t e d by other travellers heading west.

The place was well

suited for the wintering of c a t t l e , and during the eighteen
fifties,

i t was used for t h a t purpose*22
The Mormons, who were t o figure so strongly in the

c o l o n i s a t i o n of the western United S t a t e s , bypassed the Daggett
area i n l84|7, t h e i r route being sotne s i x t y miles t o the north*
Attempts were made to s e t t l e Ashley Valley on the ?!outh of the
TJintas, out no Mormon colonists arrived in quantity u n t i l near
the turn of the century*
S c i e n t i s t s were studying the geological and n a t u r a l
resources of the area following the Civil War* including Mr*
Clarence l i n g of the F o r t i e t h P a r a l l e l Survey, who was working
in the Uintas by 1872„ 2 3
The l a t e r h i s t o r y of Brown's Park,

In 1869# Ifejor John

Wesley Powell conducted his exploration down the Green River*
and i n 18?1, traveled the Green and Colorado* 2 ^

To him i s

given the c r e d i t for changing the name ^Brow^s Hole11 to
"'Brown1 s Park11 because ha was so g r e a t l y Impressed with it©
22lbId,» 19*
23

i£M*» 32.

2lj.John Wesley Powell, Explorations of the Colorado
:iiver of the West (Washington, D.C.:"""!]"," S. dkjverranent P r i n t i n g
Office, im),
-P. 10-23,
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beauty*

Powell also named the Flaming Gorge Canyon, .Ha noted

where Ashley had left his name and the date, near Ashley Palls
on the Green*
One of the moat interesting episodes of the history of
this region was the "great diamond hoax* perpetrated by two
prospectors, Philip Arnold and John Slack, against soma of the
richest and most Influential financiers of California*

In 18-71,

diamond samples, supposedly from a newly discovered deposit located somewhere Ha thousand miles east of San Francisco,*1 were
presented to William Chapman Ralston and his associates.
Halston, who was the head of the Bank of California, was duoed,
along with other men of means* Into investing some 1660,000.00
Into the project, after mining experts had assured him of the
authenticity of the find*

It was only after Clarence King, the

surveyor, noted that some of the diamonds were not placed where
natural formation would require than to be, that the hoax was
discovered.

Ralston shouldered the total loaf himself, and the

confidence 'men escaped with their loot*

Diamond Mountain, In

eastern Daggett County, is a momento of the swindle.^
As early as 1872, J* S. Hoy brought In a herd of cattle
to Brown's Park, and, in 1875, he established a cattle ranch in
Colorado, near the mouth of Ladore Canyon.26

x n 1873* Hardin

and Sam Spioer moved cattle Into the Park, followed by Valentine
Eo^<

Tn the seventies, W. 0* nBIlly Buck11 Tittsworth settled

^George D. Lyman, Halston*s..Ring (New York: Charles
Scrlbner*s Sons#, 1937), PpTl9^-201.
26Dunham, op* elt., r>* tjJU
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ft ranch north of the Park* J. C* "Judge* Allen had a claim on
the Green Hlver in Colorado, and Charles Grouse arrived and
purchased, the Jlmmle Heed cabin on the south side of the riv^r,
opposite the mouth of Willow Creek,'-7
In XS79# f't)cen

Parsons instituted a store -and Edward

Rife and C, B* Sears .moved in*
the Daggett end of the Park*
Willow Creak*

John Jarvle started a store in
Tom Davenport settled ft ranch on

Others who soon followed ware Martin Ooffontl

and Lewis Caro, who established a ranch at the mouth of Beaver
Creak, with Charles Grouse,

George Brads haw, Prank Goodman,

Jim Warren, Jim MclhJght, Barnes Peterson, Alfred ?4orey, George
Kelvington, Speck Williams* Aaron G. Overholt, and others, too
numerous to mention, soon appeared*^
BrownIs Park gained some notoriety In the eighties and
nineties as the abode ofT some of the most notorious outlaws of
the late Wast, the W M £ famous of Khich was Butch Gasslty*
Others* such as Matt Warner, "Bignose11 George Curr»y, Lonny and
Harvey Logan and Harry Longabaugh used the Park: as a headquarters from time•to time*
Trouble between the large cattle ranchers and smaller
operators over alleged rustling on the part of certain Brown1s
Par-.: residents* resulted in the arrival of the controversial
Tom Horn, thought by some to be a fearless fighter fcr law and
order, and by others to be nothing but a ruthless, paid, killer*
•?7ibid.* k?*
213

Ibid*
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By 1900, t h e f o r c e s of t h e law had p r e t t y w e l l ended
t h e r e i g n of the m i s t i e r and t r a i n r o b b e r i n Brown's P a r k . 2 9
Some of t h e most i n t e r e s t i n g s t o r i e s of the West c e n t e r i n and
around t h i s s e c t i o n of e a s t e r n Daggett County, Utah, and w e s t e r n
Moffat County, Colorado*

Today, Brown's Park c o n s i s t s of a

number of s c a t t e r e d ranches and a 'sparse

population.

There a r e

no paved roads and I t i s s t i l l a remote and I s o l a t e d section*.
The Burnt fork and McKInnon region*

In 1857 , Colonel

J o h n s t o n was s e n t west with an army t o pun;!, fh the Mormons who
were supposedly i n r e b e l l i o n a g a i n s t t h e a u t h o r i t y of t h e
United S t a t e s government•

Through the e f f o r t s of Mormon r a i d -

i n g p a r t i e s and the l a t e n e s s of the s e a s o n , J o h n s t o n was f o r c e d
t o take t o w i n t e r q u a r t e r s a t F o r t B r l d g e r #

T e pm% s u t l e r ,

William A* C a r t e r , who was t o f i g u r e p r o m i n e n t l y i n t h e h i a t o r y
of the a r e a , took a number of government h o r s e s , mules, and
cattle

down t o Henry's Pork to w i n t e r , and. becanB a c q u a i n t e d

w i t h t h e p o s s i b i l i t i e s of c a t t l e r a i s i n g i n t h a t zone.30
. One of Johnston*s s c o u t e , a. Mr*. P h i l Mass, aided i n the
removal of t h e army s t o c k to Henry's Porte, and some time l a t e r ,
a f t e r h i s d i s c h a r g e from t h e army, s e t t l e d a t Mentoya Meadows
on HenryH Pork, about two m i l e s n o r t h of the p r e s e n t McKInnon,
Wyoming* . Hefefen&abecame t h e f i r s t r e s i d e n t c a t t l e r a n c h e r I n
t h e upper Henry* 5 Fork or Burnt Fork area*
S^Duhham, op» oJ t » , p* t$.X#
3Qlfald», 19s

In 1862, he

*» 20 m

married Irene Beauxveaux and from this union there arrived
nine children.

An Interesting sidelight into the life of this

man is that ha served as one of the original drivers of the
overland stage into Salt Lake City, and as a pony express rider
for a short time.31
The first permanent settler at Burntfork, some three
miles southwest of the Phil Mass homestead, was Mr* George
Stoll, Hho established a ranch there in 18? 0-*

Mr. Stoll had

served In the Flrrt Nevada Cavalry commanded by General Connor,
and traveled with his regiment to Salt Lake City.

In the

spring of lSH|a the troops moved to For'-t Bridger, crossing the
mountains near Burnt Fork and Mr. Stoll became interested in
the region at that time.

In March* 1866, he married Miss Mary

A* Smith and from this family came the first school children at
Burntfork.

One of his sons, George Jr*, became the postmaster

at Burntfork in 1895* marrying one of the early teachers, Miss
Lillian McDougall, November [[., 1390.

The John B* Anson and

J arses Wid&up families aoon followed the arrival of George Stoll
Sr. and these three groups became the first continuous residents of the settlement of Burntfork.32
Approximately two miles east of Burntfcrk Is Bi^ch
Creek, a tributary of Henry*• Pork* along wh ich were established a number of ranches, including that of Robert Hereford,
Progressive Men of the State of Wyoming (Cbicago:
A* W. Bo we iT" and' do.," T^3T7' pp•'' "lit'6-iljl^'•' "
32

Ibid., 525-526.

who was the first to homestead on the latter creek*
removed from hla ranch in 1896*53

Hereford

Garibaldi mBm Gamble* •

Charles Wyman# and Clark Logan alao com&eneed ranching in this
section*
Ooon Hollo?/ is a tract of land located about four mile a
oast of Burntfork whleh was inhabited by permanent settlers by
*****

The area is Jtift north of the present MoKInnon, Wyoming,
The surliest permanent ranches were thus established at

both the western and eastern extremities of the Daggett region*
howeverg ranches ware soon to .appear along the Henry*s Pork and
Its tributaries parallel, the Utab^Wyomlng lino*
The central Daggett County region. In the eighteen
sixties. # on© Al Connor left his name to a baa in lying five
miles southwest of Manila and this later became the George
Solomon ranch*
Further east* along Henryfa Pork# Charley Davis had a
ranch about ©ne**half utile weet of the present site of Llnwood,.
by 1873*^' A*W*A* Johnson Is supposed to have run cattle on
the lower Henry1 a Pork in the early seventies and Shade Large
was living on the Charley Davis ranch by 1878#

Lige Driakell '

settled further east along Henry's Fork at &n earlier date*
the mouth of Henry's Pork was the George Pinch ranch*
l*j*lj|ii||M^^

At

George

m*iw^®m<muM+mmmmwnmHuvw>imttmmii

MlXmhBM, op, o l t . . P- l|B.
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Haraford l i v e d Juat watt of t h e Dri*kall « d Plnoh ranoboa*
about on# mil© e a s t of the pvaaant A t * of Uatf»*t»

Ulftfc Son

I n s t i t u t e d a ranch aftmat fefare^ nilaa dua iMpfh of Manila on
IfciiFf1® forte* m»3 Dmv# Waahua located hloaalf j u s t west of the
Dieic 3oa raneh about I8f0*

Hit nams s t i l l daaigAfttaa the m « i |

including lilt nofeoei b u i l t IIMMNI***

Starting west from the river and going up the Fork
around about 1890, you'd probably have stopped to say hello
to Lige Driskell, George Finch, and George Hereford, not
far from each other. You might ahve stopped to visit at
the little school just between the Finch and Herefor ranches, where Charley Driskell, Neal's son, was teaching, or
at Jim Large's cabin close by. Then, where Keith Smith
now has his home at Linwood, you'd find Bill Large. Going
up the stream a ways, you'd come to Shade Large's ranch.
Then if you turned off up Birch Springs Draw, or "Dry
Valley," to where Cliff Christensen now lives, you'd find
where the C. F. Olsen ranch is, you'd see a similar setup,
TheShade
formation
of ranch.
political units; Manila. In 1893
the
Large horse
If you had time, you might go over to Conner Basin to
Ellsworth seeDaggett,
f i r s t aurveyor-general
sent
George Solomon,
but more likely you'd of
cut Utah*
back over
to Adolph
the Fork to Dick Son's store and postoffice. Then, going
Jessen t oup northeastern
Utah
to ofcomplete
a survery of
to Burntfork, you'd
passintheorder
ranches
Dave Washum,
John Wade, John Stouffer, Si Erdley, Alex Hayden, C. B.
tha area*Stewart,
Jessen
became
of thaJimp oHauser,
t a n t i aTom
l l t y Welch,
of tha r # Clark
Logan,awara
Henry Perry,
Will Harvey, Phil Mass, Billy Pearson, and Robert hereford.
gioa for Then
farming,
i f back
w t t tover
r oould
ba Creek
aaouvad
with fcha aid
if you cut
to Birch
you'd
find the
9 and
ranches of Zeb Edwards, B. Gamble, and Charles Wyman.
of Daggatt and Mr. R.C. Chambers, he formed the Lucerne Land
•>&Xbld%t 5 0 ,
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and Water Company*

Shares were sold to prospective buyers,

man;? of whom came from Beaver County, Utah*

The valley which

was to ba developed came to be known aa ^Lucerne **!38
In the summer of l895# the company completed a canal
from Conner Basin to what was known as the Birch Springe ranch,
about four miles southwest of the present ait© of Manila, and
on November 6, 1895* the first settlers, Mr. Frank Ellison and
hia family, arrived.

Ellison was to serve as foreman of the

Birch Springs ranch*

Other settlers soon followed, including

the George Warby family, Steve Warby, Joe Warby, the Franklin
Twitchell and Daniel Kelson families and Alvin E* Smith*
Others located farms throughout the Lucerne Valley*

Among

them were E*J* Briggs, Fred Robinson* Cnarles Potter, J*K*
Crosby, Billy HcKalght, and Jim Merchant**'
Because of a desire of the Pioneers for community .benefits* such aa a church and school, Jessen determined to survey
a townsite, following the Mormon pattern of north-south, .eastwest streets*

The three north-south streets were named Jessen,

Chambers, and Oaggett, while the eeat-west lanes were numbered,
the first being the present state highway*

Jessen had planned

to name the new hamlet "Chambers11 in honor of the third founder
of the company, however, the news of Dewey*a victory at Manila
Bay in 1898 arrived and it was decided to name the town in
recognition of that event*
38

ibia.t 76.

39ibid., 77-78,

This town was to become the county

- 2k *
seat of Daggett County.^0

Manila was a "tcwnM only In the

sens© that there were a. group of homes and buildings clustered
together.

Until 1959, the hamlet was believed to be the only

unincorporated county seat in the United States, However, in
that year It became an incorporated town,**-1
Linwood,

In I899, following the example of the Lucerne

Company, the Peoole's Canal Company was organized to bring
water from Henry's Pork into the lower half of Lucerne Valley,
George Solomon, Edward Tolton, M.N. Lars en, George M. Stevens,
and Daniel Nelson were the incorporators.

Original share-

holder's were Frank Ellison, Ben F. Marsh, John DeSpain, J,B.
and Huge Hughept, Daniel Nelson Sr,, Frank Twitchell, Joe, Sam,
Steve, James H, and George Warby, Charles Large, George Pinch,
Alvin 1, Smith, James Reid, William McKnlght, Fred Robinson,
and Millard Schofield,^-2
George Solomon laid out a townsite some four miles east
of Manila, naming it "Llnwood" after a variety of cottonwood
trees planted in the tract.

In 1902, Keith and Sanford Smith

and their father, Frank W, Smith, purchased a number of ranches
in the area, including the townsite itself.

A village more or

less "grex-tf," A store was started in 1903, which is still
active,^

^°Ibid., 8l|.,
^•Personal interview with fiels Phllbrick, Daggett
County Assessor and resident of Manila, June II4., 1959*
^Dunham, op. cit., p. 8l{..
^3ibld.
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By 1906, business became brisk with the us© of the town
facilities by the shee^herders of the region, and because of
its location* a thriving trade grew in supplying the wants of
the sheepmen*

Gambling and other associated activities pros-

pered, and one particularly noteworthy establishment situated
just across the Wyoming line was known as the nBucket of
Blood,«kk
Within a few years, however, the sheep boom died out,
with the coming of trucks and easier freighting of supplies to
the camps from Green River City*

Several large sheep companies

went bankrupt and the roaring days of Linwood were over*.
Daggett County,

As can be noted from, the geographical

description of Daggett County, the Uinta Mountains presented a
natural barrier which separated Daggett from the rest of the
state of Utah, particularly in winter.

By 1916, the citizens

of the northern slope of the TJintaa felt that they were not
receiving their rightful share of the benefit* from taxes col*
lected as a portion of Uintah County*
In conformance with a state law of 191^* a petition was
prepared for the separation of the portion north of the Uinta
Mountains as a new county, and in July, 1917, an election for
this purpose waa carried*^

The county assumed legal existence

on January 7> 1918, and was named after Ellsworth C, Daggett,
the only surviving member of the Lucerne Land and Water Co*^6
mmm»,<,mm**m>**vmmm»m*mmmm«*,wmim*M<) \$mmi0&l/WHit^^

k^Ibld., 89.
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At an election held the preceding November, the following officers were elected:

George C, Rasmussen, Sels Psllesen,

and Marlus M. Larrenf county commissioners: A«J*B, Stewart,
clerk an*? recorder; Daniel K. Nelson* assessor and treasurer:
Ancil T* Mitchell* sheriff; and C,Ft Olson, county attorney.
On January 16, the Board of Commissioners held their first
meeting in a room attached to the rear of the old dance hall,
which sewed as the county courthouse until 1922*^7
Thus, Daggett County came Into existence with virtually trie saxm boundaries as it has today. Before X86*># it had
been included in the old &r*een Hiver County, Territory of Utah*
In that year much of the G-rem River County land was lost to
Idaho i later, Wyoming) tm& in 186(3, t ho present Utah -Wyoming
border wae established, with Daggett County becoming an extension of Summit County, Utah.

In i88o, the unit was attached, to

Uintah County, Territory of Utah, and, as was Indicated, became a separate political entity In 1913,'yC}
Clay Basin and Dutch John,

In 192k $ natural gas wells

were drilled in an area about twanty-seven miles dm east of
Manila, known as *Clay Basin,n

A small community or noampn was

get up in 1929 by the Maintain Fuel Supply Company for employees
and their families^ which Is a till in existence*
The Congress of the United States approved an appro^7Ibid.
^ M i l t o n R* Hunter, Utah In T her Western S e t t i n g ( S a l t
Lake C i t y , Utah: Sun L i t h o g r aphlhg" Co., i'951), PP • li?9~ij3%

priation for the construction of a concrete dam on the Green
River about eighteen miles southeast of Manila, In 1956. By
the winter of 19$6*57• a tcwnsite was in the process of being
surveyed under the direction of the 0*S« Bureau of Reclamation,
which was to be located about seventeen miles southeast of
.Manila, just north of the darnsite, The new town was named
11

Dutch John1* after sn early resident of the area*
'Dutch John is the largest population center in Daggett

County, numbering between five and six hundred persons, and it
is expected to grow even larger*

After completion of the pro-

ject, the community will house about two hundred people In
connection with operation m& maintenance of the dam.^-9
This summary of the history of the Daggett County re«»
gion Man attempted in order to contribute .toward an understanding of the background of the citisens of the area, exid their
schools*

Many of the names mentioned, earlier will appear again

as a more detailed study of each school la undertaken.

These

were the patrons of the schools of Daggett County and its environs, and the history and character of public education In
this region was largely determined by these people.
seret News* January 2, 1959«
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Summary
The foregoing chapter told how the region under study
is rich in the lore of western history having bean visitpd by
many whose names ara among the most famous in the tradition of
America*s frontier.
An attempt M M made to show how life in Daggett County
was, and is, determined by geography and economic resources,
with the earliest settlers seeking locations where there was
sufficient water and grassland for their stock*

In turn, many

of these early cattle ranchers were superseded by the Mormon
farmer and the county has remained predominantly L*D. S* in
religion and white in race*
Politically joined to Utah* most of the county's economic, NHftii&j and recreational activities were associated more
with Wyoming than with the parent state*
A rugged and arid land with an economy based upon agriculture resulted in a soarsa population* spread over many
square miles, preventing the growth of large towns, which is
Indicated by the fact that as late as 1950, there was no doctor,
hospital, drugstore, bank, library, or movie theater In the
entire region*
With the advent of Flaming Gorge, a community was ea^
tablished, larger than all of the other hamlets In the area
combined*

The immediate effects of this activity are now being

experienced, by the residents of the county*

That there will be
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an increase in the number of visitors to the area is almost
certain*

What permanent changes will result in the life and

economy of Daggett County* perhaps, only time will tell*

CHAPTER II
THE BURNTFORK AND MCKINNON AREA SCHOOLS
A Private Ranch School
The private school at the Phil[ Mass ranch.

In Chapter

1 of this research report a short paragraph was devoted to the
mention of Mr* Phil Mass* who settled on Henry*s Fork sometime
.around or after 1862*

His ranch was located about twelve miles

west of Manila and two and one-half miles north of the present
McKinnon School*- (Pig* 1* )
Mr. Mass was sincerely interested in the education
of his four boys and five girls, and during the eighteen seventies ha hired private tutors, maintaining the school at his
ranch horae»l

Ha engaged Mr* William Pearson as the first tutor

about the time of the coming of the railroad, ;» (1869) Mr*
Pearson taught at the Mass ranch until 1884, when he began
teaching at Burntfork.^
It seems evident, from the research done in the area,
that this school was, in effect, the first in the region under
study,

Judging from the opinions of those who knew him, Mr*

^Personal Interview with Mr* Vorhees Pearson, son of
William Pearson and native of Bumtfork, January 26, 1957•
Personal interview with Mr* Mark Anson, early resident of Bumtfork and lifelong citizen of the region under
study, January 16, 1957*
m
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William Pearson was an outstanding teacher* and. it may be
assumed that the Mass school was one of comparative high character*

k
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ht% Mass ranch
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The Burntfork Schools
The first Burntfork Schools

The first public school In

the region under study was located at Burntfork, Wyoming, when
District Number Sight, of the Territory of Wyoming, was organised on September l'i, 1877# to ba known as "Henry »s Fork Joint
District with Uintah County, Utah*113

The trustees for the dis-

trict In 1877 were John B* Anson, Clerk, George Stoll, Treasurer* end W*H* Mess, Director, and on January 9* 1878, the
amount of il63*36 was. apportioned for the education of a total
of nine children, the funds reserved at the office of the
County Treasurer at Green River, Wyoming*^Burntfork is situated approximately sixteen miles test
of Manila and the first school building was placed on property
owned by George Stoll, Srt, which is new the Orson Behunin
ranch.

It stood about two hundred and fifty feet north of the

present ranch home*

(Fig,# 2.*J

George Stoll was the matron

largely responsible for securing the school for the use of hie
children and the progeny of the Anson and Widdup families who
resided there#5
the school building was a log structure of one room,
about sixteen by eighteen feat in size. It had a plank floor
Ijfr^lWWEjMa^
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3Record Book lc# 1, of the County Superintendent of
School*** 1873 to iif|.| Sweetwater County, Wyoming, (in the
flies of the County Superintendent of Schools}, p* 19#
^Ibid,
^Mark Anson, interview, January 1c, 1957*

********

* w*
with a dirt roof, and w=>? heated by a larg- wood stove*

Drink-

ing water* was secured from the spring at Burntfork."

Fig* 2*-The site of the first Birrntfork School

This school operated on an average of six months of the
year, from 1877 to IS83* whan a new location wa; chosen*'

The

building was subsequently utilised as a milkhoiae and ite fI nal
d 3 8 \o F 11 i o n 11 unk n Ch n •
County fund? were apportioned fcr> the support of this
6

Ibid.

7lbid.
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school as follows:
January 9.
1878
December 1?, 1881
.December lk$ 1882
1883

f163*36
.-?75.91
|5l6*8l,,
1537.20°

There tn*-iN| nine jupils attending the school in 1877
and enrollment never ro^e to over twelve students*^

There was

no grading and pupils studied the same subject as the same
time*

Parents were notified of pupil progress by word of mouth*

A small blackboard was available for the use of the school*
There is no record of the names of the trustees who
served, between 1877 BUCI 1883* however. Mr* George St oil 8»*
continued as Treasurer throughout this period*
Early teachers at this school were Mark Manley, Robert
Hereford* and William Pearson* each of whom taught for an average salary of 150*00 per month* °
employment were unknown*

The precise years of their

Mr* Pearson became well known as a

teacher at Burntfork andother schools of the area*

That these

teachers were proficient In the use of disciplinary methods
common at the time is indicated by the statement of Mr* Mark
Anson, while being interviewed, that* "Since hickory was not
available, birch was utilised**
The curriculum consisted of reading, writing, arithmetic, spelling and history*
8
Record Book, op,f. clt*, pf* 19-35*
9lbid«
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The second and third Bumtfork Schools*

On June 2?,

lQQk.$ District Number Bight was reorganized into District Number Five with boundaries as outlined:
The south and west boundaries shall be on the south
and west boundaries of Sweetwater County* The eastern
boundary six miles east of and parallel with county line.
The northern boundary shall be one mil© north of Henry's
Pork Creek and parallel with the same**3Coincident with the changing of the district boundaries
and the establishment of the new District Number Five, the first
Bumtfork School was abandoned and a structure was moved onto
a portion of what is now the Orson Behunin ranch, about onefourth of a mile east and one fourth of a mile north of the
present Burntfork School, in order to be nearer the center of
population*

(Fig* 3#)

The children of the Stoll, Anson,

Widdup, and Mas families attended*
As soon as possible, a new school building was constructed near the site of the old edifice on what was known as
the '•Dave place/1

(Fig* if.*) .This new school was eighteen by

twenty feat and consisted of one room of log construction*

It

had a plank floor, dirt roof, and was heated by a wood stove.
Glare windows were installed, and all of the labor and material
was donated by the Stoll, Wldd.up, Anson, and Mess families*
The school continued In operation from 1883 until l89l+#

c

County funds ware apportioned for the support of the
^Ibid*, 36-38*
. 12Mark .Anaon, interview*

m 3^> *

s c h o o l as f o l l o w s ;
1.883
id&k
1385
1886
188?
1888

#537.0')
•201.09
•?9c.00

':::6l'.00
18.59

1889
1890
1891
1892
1893

1159.60
p#&*%?
39*97
$116.80 13
'#2ii5*00

Fig, 3«»Th© site of the second Burntfork School

Enrollment in this school was as the following list
indicatesJ
•^Record Book, >p. cii,, pp. 35-5^.

mm
m jf
f «*

13%

10

1888

19

1,190

23

JU391
1393
1693

Ik
16
11

m

fig. 4. -The site of the third Burntfork School

Grading

began in t h i s

school i n the B u r n t f o r k a r e a .

The curriculum consisted of r e a d i n g , w r i t i n g , arithmetic,
spellings,language,geography,and h i s t o r y . There was great
dependence upon recitation of the formal type. In the foren o o n , pupil studied a r i t h m e t i c , readings, a n dh i s t o r y ,and
in the afternoon, spelling, georaphy, and language.

14-XbirU

- 38 m

Parents were notified by note whether or not the pupil was
doing satisfactory work*^
Ttm school had a blackboard and homemade benches and
desks*

HMHHI were a number* of small maps and a large Atlas,

along with books on geography, reading, and arithmetic, plus
copy books for writing.

For recess, the pupils played base-

ball, using balls made of buckskin wrapped around a core of
cork*

A half bread named Hobinaon ma.de the balls for them,16
Teachers had now begun to be certified by Sweetwater

County after attending normal school and were granted graded
certificates.

School was held on the average of four to

six

months and teachers received about #60.00 per month.1?
The first teacher who taught at this school was Mr.
William Pearson, who was there in l8%. l c i

An interview was

afforded by the son of this outstanding early teacher*

Most

of the children of the school learned to write in his style
by copying sentences he had written.

He was highly respected

by the residents of the district *
Another teacher at the third Burntfork School was Miss
Lillian McDougal, who was granted a teacher1a certificate on
September 1, 1838, and later married George Stoll Jr.# son of
the early patron of the Burntfork schools*1^
l^Mark Anson, interview.
16

Ibid.
cord Book, op, eit., p. 55*

^Mark Anson, interview.
19
'Record Book, op* eit., p. 49,
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Mr* I , Otis Wesner was granted a second grade cart.iflocate on January 16, Id 91* aid was engaged to teach a t Burntfork
f o r six months*

Mr* Wfesnor was described, br one of h i s p u p i l s ,

as being a t r u l y outstanding teacher*- 0

Miss Mary Grant was

there in 1892 and she was succeeded by Addle McDerraott, who
taught for the next two y e a r s . 2 1
The., fourth Burntfork School.

By l894|* the t h i r d school

was no longer the center of the -population and i t was abandoned
In favor of the Sblacooal p a r i s h house, which is located about
t h i r t y yards southwest of the present Burntfork School***
(Fig* 5'*)
The building was o r i g i n a l l y b u i l t as a church and town
amusement h a l l and served as a school for one year only.

It

I s a log s t r u c t u r e , two s t o r i e s high, with a shingle roof and
plank f l o o r , about s i x t y feet long and t h i r t y feet wide.

The

building s t i l l stands, but i s no longer in use*
Funds appropriated for t h i s school i n l89l| amounted to
#214*50 from which the teacher was paid ^55*00 per month*2 3
I t was at t h i s school t h a t Mr* H.S* McMillin began his
career as a teacher in the Burntfork area, and from all. accounts
he was one of the most outstanding teachers of the time*

He

was firm, but f a i r , and believed In the l i b e r a l use of the
^Ojifark Anson, Interview.
2lRecord Book, op* c i t * , p* 53*
^Mark Anson, interview.
"^Record Book Ho* 2, pp„» c l t . , p* I4..

~ ko

hickory sticky always keeping a switch right over the door
where it would be most handy for immediate use.

Fig. 5*~The fourth Burntfork School

The following la an account of one of Mr* McMillin!s
experiences as told by Mr. Mark Anson:
In 1911, Mr. McMillin went to Lonetree to teach. Evidently the pupils there had given prior teachers quite a
bit of trouble, including the uae of a knife to threaten
or intimidate one teacher into resigning.
Mr# McNillin opened school and began by thrashing the
particular pustl who had tendencies toward the use of the
knife. The father of the pupil was annoyed and told Mr.
McMIllin that such treatment of pupils was no longer permitted in the public schools, this being stated in front
of the recalcitrant son. Of course the father failed to
mention that threatening teachers with knives was not

- kl ~

larly approved of either*
Mr, McMillin than removed his coat and offered, to
settle the matter with the father right then and there.
The father retreated hastily, and Mr.' McMillin stated that
if left alone, he felt he could straighten out the son,
and under no circumstances would he tolerate undue interference on the part of the parent* The pupil was straightened out, according to subsequent accounts.^
While educators of today do not particularly approve of
the methods used by Mr. McMillin, the story indicates some of
the conditions under which early teachers had to cope, without
recourse to such institutions as- principals and juvenile courts.
The fifth Burntfork, School.

In 1895, the school build-

ing which, had served between I88I4. and I89I4. as th© center of public education at Burntfork, had been moved to what was then the
Vincent homestead and'is now the Anderson ranch, about one-half
mile MK»til and one and three-quarters miles east of the present Burntfork School ^f) (Fig. 6.)
It was the identical building as described earlier, and
had about the same type of equipment and furnishings*

The

school continued in operation until 19-0"-, and the final disposition of'the building is unknown*26
County funds were an portioned for the support of the
school as follows;
1896
1897

.197*30
#£3.5.55

1898
1899

#192.65 _
#267.0? ™

%Mark Anson, interview.
2

^Hecord Book No. 2, op. cit., p. 7*

^%ark Anson, interview.
^"Record Book No. 2, on. ci t>, pp. Q-26.

<* I4.2 •

These funds were supplemented by appropriations from the Com on
School Land Income Fund.

Pig. 6.-The site of the fifth Bumtforfc School

The curriculum of this school consisted of reading,
writing, arithmetic, history, geography, language, spelling,
and drawing.

Pupils advanced through subject matter that be-

came increasingly difficult, and advancement was measured by
attainment of certain specified work.

Parents were notified

of progress by word of mouth or by not®.
It was stated in the County Record Book that the aver
age cost of educating on® pupil in Sweetwater County in 1896

- k3 m
was |2t?0 per month*2§

There were, on the average over these

four years, twelve pupils attending school at Burntfork, and
it was in operation from five to seven months of the year*2*?
Mr* H* 8* KcKillin served almost continuously as the
teacher between 1895 and 1900, for which, ha received an average monthly salary of around ;$0*00.

Mr* McMillin was granted

ft third grade certificate on February 16, 1896, and a second
grade certificate in August of 1899*^°
The., sixth .Burntfork School, On January 10, 1900, Agnes
L* Davis, Sweetwater County Superintendent of Schools, entered
the following in the County Record Book:
Being petitioned by two thirds of the voters of the
District No* $ to divide the district, have done so* One
will be District Wo* 5, the other No, lij..31
A written date of the construction of the next Burntfork School was unavailable, but personal interviews Indicate
that It was around 1900, and this coincides with the division
of District Five into two districts, which is recorded in the
County Record Book*
The construction of the sixth Burntfork School marked
a step forward in public education in the area, both in regard
to a better quality of building aid advancement in teaching
methods and materials*
28ibid*, If*
29Mark Anson, interview*
^Record. Book No, 2, op* clt*, op* 9-26*
31Ibid*, 30*

This school building was located about one«»quarter of
a mile east of the present Burnt fork School, on the north side
of the Buratfork road*

(Pig* 7..)

I t was a log s t r u c t u r e ,

l a t e r covered with wood l i n i n g , arid had a plank floor and a
shingle roof*

I t consisted of one room., t h i r t y - f i v e feet wide

and f o r t y - f i v e feat long, heated by a box heater in the center
of the room*

I t operated continuously u n t i l May of 192l|, when

i t burned down a f t e r being ignited by smoldering t r a s h , 3 2

Pig, ?•-The s i t e of the s i x t h Buratfork School

32p0j»SOnal interview with Mrs, George Peterson! student
a t t h i s school and r e s i d e n t of Daggett County, February 11, 196?*

** *4v> **

County funds were a p p o r t i o n e d f o r t h e s u p p o r t of th©
school as f o l l o w s !
1900
1901
1902
1903
190k

f30k,66
#268.75
#278.95
1238.70
:2?6.30

1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

221,53
•••1.U9
$2k7»60
#320.08
117.36

„

i5

By 1906 t h e r e ware twenty-two pxapils a t t e n d i n g school
a t Burntfork and i n 1907, t w e n t y .
twenty-four.3k

In 1908, t h e number r o s e t o

There i s no r e c o r d a v a i l a b l e on e n r o l l m e n t b e -

tween 1909 and 1916.

Following i s a l i s t of e n r o l l m e n t

after

1917!
1917-18
1916-19
1919-20

Ik
Jj.3
26

1920-21

19

1921-22
1922-23
1923-2i|.

2$
33 ,2k 3i>

During the early years, little attention was given to
grading, but by 1908, there was a definite grade placement
system.

By 1921, school was taught to the ninth grade,36 <jhe

school-year averaged between six ana seven months in length,
and there was no established time for opening or conducting
sessions.

Outlying districts, such as Burntfork, often had to

resort to conducting school in the summer because of a lack of
33necord Book No. 2, 00. clt., pp. $k-&7.
3kibid., 58-77.

Mm ©port of enrollment of Sweetwater County Schools,
1917-1953 (in the file? of the Sweetwater Coimty Superintendent
of Schools)*
^Personal interview with Mrs. Lucille Luke, teacher
and resident of the region under study, and Mrs. Barry Katzrayer,
resident of Daggett County, February i$.§ 1957*

- lj.6 *

available teachers for winter sessions.

On November 9, 1903,

the following was entered in the County Record Book:
Went to Burntfork, School was in session in one district, the other districts were unable to secure teachers,
I find teachers who do not care to go,, into the country for
•so short a term, only In the summer.37
The curriculum consisted of reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography, language, spelling, and drawing.
In 1917, the first report cards appeared, which consisted of a
white card with percentages marked, in each subject as an indication of progress in school.39

The school was well equipped

with blackboards, maps, and books.
A list of trustees for this district was not available,
however, E. H. Drlskell, K. Clyde Stewart, and William Stoll all
served as treasurers for the school,

Mrs, George Stoll Jr. and

Mrs, Ton. Welch did much to help and encourage the institution,
Vorhees Pearson, Dave Logan, and Hoy Perkins served as trustees
between 1917 and 1923*3 Q
A listing of the teachers who taught at the sixth Burntfork School follows, as accurately as there was information
available:
H,S, McMIllin
I.E. McMillin
H.S.McFlllin
H.l.McMlllln
Grace Hathaway
H.E, McMIllin

1901-02
1905-03
1903-0J4
190ij,-05
1905-06
1906-07
1907-08

H.E.McMillln
Molly Listrum
Monroe Ashton

1908-09
1909-10
1910-11
1911-12
1912-13
1913-114.
Amaza Davidson 1934-15

3* He cord Book Ho, 2, op pit,, p. it-3*
3QLucille Luke and Mrs. Harry Katzmyer, interview.
39ibid.

<W*-
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Amasa Davidson
Mary Oraham
Lucille Hanks
Lucille Hanks

1915-16
1916-1?
1917-18
1918-19

Lucille Hanks

1919-20

, r

^-

Lucille Hanks
Etta li&tzmjer
Lucille Hanks
Norma Hardin

1920-21
1921-??
192°~23 fc0
1923-21+ *

Other teachers who were mentioned as having taught here,
but who could not be pinpointed m to the actual year, were:
Jessie Mulr
Mr* McArty , 1
Deliah Decker
Pat Murphy ^
The school mm used as a community center for recreational activities and a race track was built on the site after
it burned in 1921^
The seventh Burntf-^rk School*

Following the fire which

destroyed the sixth school, a new building was erected in 192i^*
It la of frame construction, with a shingle roof, and la forty
feet wide and sixty feet long.

It still stands today at Burnt**

fork, about fifteen yards north of the present Burntfork road*
(Pig* §*.J It consists of a large hall, heated by a coal stove,
and cost #3,000*00 which was secured by bonding the district*^2
The school was in continuous operation until 19if.&, when
it closed because of a lack of teachers and a declining enrollwent,^3

Children who formerly attended at Burntfork are now

transported to McKinnon, soma four miles east*
Although the curriculum remained basically the same,

^Ibld.

-fy8*
improved materials and books were brought in#
carried on to the eighth grade*

'Education was

By 1927* there was a public

school bus or team for the transportation of puoils, who heretofore* rode horseback or walked to school*W+

Pig. 8.-The seventh Burntfork School

As an Indication of the Increase in the cost of education In the Burntfork district* the annual meeting of the
trustees, in 1911-2, was called to consider expenses amounting
Wj-Ibid.

49
tO ;y2,5;">0.00.45
Following Is a list of the enrollment between 1924 and
1946:
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
192-3-29
1929-30
1930-31
1931-32

20
18
19
26
30
13
13
17

1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-39
1933-39

21
21
19
13
15
13
13

11
16
14
13
9

1939-40
1940-41
1941-42
1942-43

1943-44
1944-45
194>-46

12
10 k 6

A complete listing of the trustees, clerks, and treasurers of the district could not be located,, however* next is
a roster of some of the men and women who served this school
between 1933 and 191+6:
Harry Hudson
William Welch
Mrs* George Stoll

Harry Katzmyer
Ida Stoll
Earl Gamble

Jerrine Rupert
Orson Behunln
Lyle Anders on^J-7

Following is a H a t of the teachers who taught at this
Burnt fork Schools
Lucille Hanks
Etta Katzmyer
Etta Katzmyer
Jessie Chipp
Jessie Chipp
Anna Angelovic
Anna Angelovic
Ruth Perkins
May Branson
May Branson
May Branson

1925
1926-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-&
193li~35

Glen Walker
Glen Walker
June Landis
June Landis
June Landis
Norma Buckles
Norma Buckles
Lyda HUBSman
Norma Gamble
Eva Ruple
Garylyn Liggett

193^36
1936-37
1937-38
1933-39
1939-40
1940-1+1
1941-42
19i|2*4.3
1943-44
19I&-45
1945-46 48

^ M i n u t e s of the Boa^d of T r u s t e e s , . D i s t r i c t No. 5*
B u r n t f o r k , tfyoraing* 1942* ( i n the f i l e s of the County Superintendent ) i
^"Report of E n r o l l m e n t , l e e v c l t »
^ M i n u t e s of the Board, D i e t . 5 , op» ...eit,, 1933-1+6*
4 % u c i l l e Luke and Mrs. Harry Katzmyer,

interview*

** ^)0 **

The

Burntfork

School began to participate In public

health clinics during the thirties, a n d various? public health
nurses end doctors continued to visit the school from that time
onward*.

During the

Depression, the teacher served hot soup and

b y 19if.0# a general lunch program was underway*
There was meagar playground equipment, but basketball
Mas played in the hall from time to time*

The school served a*

a community recreation center and meeting place, and continues
to b e used for that purpose.
An indication of the problems which may confront a
school district located on the border of two states is given
from the minutes of the annual meeting of the school trustees,
dated 19^1* from district Number Five:
The big event was voting the sum of money as per notice
of school election. The legal rights of some voters were
dlsouased, also, the<r qualifications• Whether voters were
legal voters if they were not living in district, and precinct* Some had children in school, but live in Utah*
Others, no children in school* claiming Wyoming as residence, yet living in Utah* Nothing definite reached in
this regard* Common sense was suggested and voters voting
In general election were recommended by clerk of district
for School Board, Members and only taxpayers of District
for voting m o n e y s | W
This concludes the history of the public schools of
Burrttfork, Wyoming, which operated almost continuously from
September 1 0 , 18??, until September, 191+6*

The elementary

school age children of the area now attend at McKinnon, W y o ming* and the high school pupiia are enrolled at Manila, Utah,
or other Wyoming schools*
^TK&ntttfti of the Board, Dist* 5, P_P«, clt«, 19*J-1»

The school at the, gamble ranch.

In 1897* • school was

organised for residents of Utah living in the area of Birch
•Creek., about sixteen miles west of Manila, and some four and onehalf miles aoutfa of the present Buratfork School*

The school

was established as District Number Thirteen of Uintah County.*^0
A building was erected on property belonging to Mr...
Garibaldi Gamble, and still stands on a different location at
the old Gamble ranch*

(Fig. 9.)

It was of log construction,

about twelve feet square, with a dirt roof, plank floor, and
glass windows. Blackboards aid other equipment were provided.
This school was in operation for two years, 1897 to
I898, and was attended by children from, the Chase,tfyman,Stoll,
and Gamble ranches*

Enrollment reached m high as fifteen

pupils, attending grades one through eight.

The teacher in

1697 was Millie Gatterson and in 1898, Mr, B«X* McMillln.^1
Funds received from the Utah State Treasury for the
support of this school were #100.65* in 1897* and $55»22 in
I898.^2

With the influx of new settlers to Manila, school

funds were diverted to that district, and the school in District Thirteen came to a close*
^Biennial Ret>ort of the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction ( S a W ^
PtahTstate of "Utah, WWf) $P* ?96.
l
"l
' P e r s o n a l I n t e r v i e w w i t h Mr* and Mrs. Karl Gamble,
r e s i d e n t s of t h e Burntfor^ a r e a , ' February 2£, 1957*
^ B i e n n i a l R e p o r t , op« c i t . , pp-, 2§IN*J$&*

~
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Fig* 9»*Tho school at the Gamble ranch

m
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The Coon Hollow aid KcElnnon Schools
The. Goon Hollow. School, With the division of District
lumber Five into Districts Five and Fourteen, on January 10*
19001 the Coon Hollow School, located, saxm twelve miles west
of Manila and three-quarters of a mile north of tha present
MeKinnon School* came to be situated in District Fourteen of
Sweetwater County* Wyoming*

(Plg# 10.)

The building was

erected about ISfS as a log structure about sixteen by eight-*
een feet., with a dirt roof.

It continued in operation until

1916, when a new school was built at MeKinnon*

The final

disposition of the building is unknown• S3
County funds- were apportioned for the support of this
school as follows:
1900
1901
1902
1903

# 73.73
$199*28
-\?62#15
-"119*10

190?
1906
1907
1908

|229.2i|
,??3#3l
1229*15
n«#-i3 .,.

190I1.

'°35*85

1909

rnm-M

5h

These funds were supplemented by appropriations from the Common
School Land Income- .Fund*,
This school was graded from one through eight and the
curriculum consisted of reading* writing* arithmetic* history,
geography, language* spelling* and drawing#

In 1906, there

were sixteen pupils in attendance at Coon Hollow, thirteen in
53'Vorhees Pearson* interview, Lucille Luke and Mr* and
Mrs* Earl Gamble* interview, February 25* 1957
Sif-Record Book No, 2, op* cit»* pp* 30-67*

-

%

1908, and twelve in I$ti|*$£

Fig. 10.-Coon Hollow

Because of a lack of written records,, it was rather
difficult to obtain information about the Goon Hollow School,
particularly In regard to teachers*

Following is a list of

teachers who taught at Coon Hollow:
May Vance
Hiels Pallesen
-Cora Smith

Lucille Eatzemyer
Charles E. Fish
Jane Brewer

Lucille Hanks
Lucille Smith
Mary Grah&m36
.»,m,»m«mt.»«>»m„,

55 I b i d ,
mmmmmm*

^Letter from Mrs* Jessie Chlpp McCort, Sweetwater
County Superintendent of Schools, Rock Springs,tfyo*,May 18, 1959.

- 5>5> »

It was at the Goon Hollow School that one of the most
outstanding teachers of the region under study began his career.
Mr. Niels. Pallesen came from Denmark to the U.S. in 1889, and
attended the Nebraska State Teacher's College,

He taught at

Goon Hollow in 1905, where he met and married one of his pupils,
Miss Dora Pearson, daughter of another fine teacher, William
Pearson, Mr»« Pallesen taught at Lone tree and Washam, Wyoming
and LInwood, Utah, In addition to Coon Hollow.

After his re-

tirement from teaching, he served as Clerk of the Board at
Manila until his death In

1941.57

Few

have given more

devoted support to the cause of oublic education in the region
under study than did Niels Pallesen.
The first McKinnon >School, With the Coon Hollow School
becoming inadequate for the needs of the area, a school was
constructed on the site of the present church at McKinnon, Wyoming, some three-quarters of a mile south of the former school.
Children in District Number Fourteen attended at the McKinnon
School from 191? until 1935* when the present McKinnon School
was established, 58
This school building was of board lumber, about thirty
by forty-five feet in aise, and painted red*

It was heated by

a coal stove and divided with a canvas partition*

Graded from

one through eight, it carried on the same general curriculum
J

*Personal interview with Mrs* Dora Pallesen* wife of
Hiels Pallesen, February 11* 195? #
^Lucille Luke, and Mrs * Harry Katzmyer interview*

** 3 o —

as the predecessor at Goon .Hollow.

Following Is a record of

enrollment at the school from 191? through 1925:

1917-18
1918-19
1919-20
1921-21

23
2k
19
kl

1921-2^
1922-23
1923-2k
l92k-2£

58
83
72 59
85

A list of the teachers at the first McKinnon School Is
as outlined!
1917-18
Julia Srikeen
Hoena Anderson
1918-19

1920-21

1923-2k

Mrs. A.H. Anderson
John. Vance
1921-22

Sadie.Chandier
Miss V'aughan
1919-20

Lowell Morrell

Robert Hamblln ,
Gertrude Hickey^0
1922-23

Mr s # A * H, An.de r $ o n L. E. Christisen
Roena Anderson
John Vance
Sadie Lassell
The above roster Is as complete as available records would allowfhe pre sent McKinnon School«

The present McKinnon

'School is located' about twelve miles west of Manila, at McKinnon,. Wyoming.

(Plg» 11*3

It is of frame construction, with

tar-paper roofing, the main structure being approximately sixty
feet square and a recant addition to the rear, thirty feet
square*.

The institution opened for instruction in the fall of

1925# •*£ has operated continuously until the present^ 1

The

^Rejorfa of Enrollment, loc« clt*
60

McCort, Jessie Chiop, letter*

^Minutes of the Board of Trustees, District No. li^,
McKinnon, Wyoming, 192.5* (in the files of the Scanty Superintendent),

** 57 **

building was erected at a coat of ;|9,000.00, which was secured
by bonding the district.^2
From th© time instruction began, the school has maintained an academic year of from eight to nine months, continuing the graded on© through eight system, until 1927, when the
first two years of high school were added, and carried on
according to the availability of teachers and funds.^3

Fig, 11»- The McKinnon School

62Ibid.
&3Lucille Luke, interview,
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This school was financed by the state aid for schools
program, including a transportation fund, and the district was
expected to tax itself to make up the balance needed, to oper~
ate the system*

Pertaining to the amounts of money needed to

carry on the school at McKinnon, it was noted that on June 19*
1933* the electors voted an eight and one-half mill levy In
order to raise some 31*500,00 needed to meat expenses for the
coming year*

On June 17, 1946» it was voted to levy thirteen

and one-half mills to raise the sum of $3*219*89 needed to make
receipts equal expenses.
set at fourteen mills*

In Kay of 1955* the mill levy was

On July f|-f 1955* Superintendent McOort

explained the new foundation program of the state of Wyoming,
The basis of finance would be placed on Average Daily Attendance
and the citizens of the district were to vote the necessary
levy in order to participate,

The school was to be allowed

two and six-tenths teachers and receive three-fourths of the
coat of transportation from the state-*% By 1959, the enrollment at McKinnon had receded to a point that there were only
two teachers employed at the school,
A list of enrollment for the McKinnon School Is as
follows:
1925-26
1926-2?
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
193^-31

89
97
92
79
63
67

1931-32
1932-33
1933-3'+
193U-35
1935-36
1936-37

61
^8

m
hi
yk-3

1937-38
1933-39
1939-14.0
1924.0-U
19i+l-ii.2
1942-1)3

50
63

55
57
61
50

^Minutes of the Board, Dist, Hi, op. cit., 1933,191-1-6,
and July 23, 1955.
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1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47

10
56

1947-48
1948-49 I4.2
1949-50
1950-51 i+3

1951-52
1952-53

39 5^
33

The curriculum was consistent with the normal course
of studies available in most of the smaller Wyoming schools,
up to the, tenth grade, including typing and sewing*

In re-

cent years, the children have had use of the L,D»S* ward hall
for indoor sports, such as basketball, and there is a small
playground available*
A list of those who have served the McKInnon district
as trustees, clerks, and treasurers, -since 1925* follows:
Roena Anderson
John
A, Anderson
John Briggs
William Reiner
F.D.White
William Cox
G. F. Briggs
Crystal Youngberg
Rulon Anderson
Birnell
Olsen
Jex Terry
Norma Gambia
Ruel Triplett
Bill Branch
Glen walker
M. Reynold Heiner
Christian Behunin Jed McGinnis
Morris Anderson
Orson Benunin 66

Thomas Anderson
L*R. Anderson
Hf3# Anderson
Harold Brady
Bob Briggs
Delia Harris
S.O* Dorman
Calvin Stevens
Jesse Youngberg

On June 14, 1950* & special election was held In Districts Five and Fourteen on the question of consolidation of
the two*

The election was carried and District Five was merged

with District Fourteen,^

In 1955* District Fourteen was In-

corporated Into District Two, and is now directed by the Superintendent at Green River, Wyoming,
Following is a list of teachers employed at the MeReport of Enrollment, loc« elt*
6
6

%lnutes of the Board, Dist* 1^, op* cit*, 1925-1956*

7lbid,f June ll±, 1950*
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Kinnon School since 19?£J
1925-26
Ernest Clayton
Mae Terry
Veloy Terry

1926-2?
Veloy T a r r y
Mae T e r r y
ValentIne Anderson
E r n e s t Clayton

l927-28
Valentine Anderson
Evelyn Daniels
Bessie Heiner
S. Adciel Norman
1928-29
Val Anderson
Roena Anderson
Opal Walker
J e n n i e Lusher
LeGrand Jarman
1929-30
Luella Blackner
Opal Walker
LeGrand Jarman

1930-31
Gertrude Bicart
Glen Walker
Agnes Marshall
Veloy Terry
J*D, Harper

1931-32
J . D . Harper
J u l i a Harper
Glen Walker
Veloy Terry
1932-33
J . D , Harper
Glen W a l k e r
B a r t l e y Heiner
Marie- Johnson
1933-34
Glen Walker
J.D. Harper
Merle Johnson
H«B. Heiner
1934-35
Owen M. Clark
Bart l e y Heine r
Glen Walker

1935-36
D. D. Lamph
Glen Walker
Hartley Reiner

1936-37
Flora Murray
Leona Booth
DkD. Lamph

1937-38
Leona Booth

1938-39
Rose S t a i n b r o o k
Cloketa Brough
Glen walker
Verdi Powell
1939-40
Glen Walker
Hose Stalnbrook
Ruth Hollins
Verdi Powell
19?4.0-ia
Anna Collett
Leah Boyer
G. Ariel Sharp
Patricia O'Hara
1941-42
Anna Collett
Leah Boyer
G.Ariel Sharp
Patricia 0»Hara
1942-43
Marie Clifford
Glen Walker
Carylyn Liggett
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1944-45
Roena Anderson
Glen Walker

1945-46
Rosa Lewis
Glen Walker
Roena Anderson

1946-47
Iva Montgomery
L u c i l l e Luke
Lida l i White
Glen Walker

1947-48
Lucille Luke
Glen Walker
Pusche1 Honeycutt
191+8^9
Lucille Luke
Roena;. Anderson

1949-50
Hoena Anderson
Margaret Olson
Lucille Luke
Owen B# Williams
1950-51
Lucille Luke
Owen B* Williams
Jennie Rigby
Hobert Rigby
1951-52
L u c i l l e Luke
Norma Gamble
M. Jean Goodrich
Hartwell Goodrich

1952-53
Lucille Luke_
George Hepworth
Boyd G. Williams

1954-55
Agnes M* Brlggs
Boyd G« Williams
Lucille Luke
1955-56
Boyd G# Williams
Norma Gamble
Ralph Baddley

1956-57
Norma Gamble
Hoena Anderson

1953-59
Norma GambleA
Merle Elmer 0 0

1953-54
Agnes M* Brlggs
Hoena Anderson
Lucille Luke
Boyd Qm Williams

Since its organisation* the district has had a unique
transportation problem, and as late aa Jlugast, 195U* with an
enrollment of about thirty pupils, had to contract for buses to
carry pupils on four different routes $w

An arrangement with

Daggett District permitted the attendance of Utah pupils at Mc~
^Teacher Enrollment in Attendance at Sweetwater County
Institutes and Later Sweetwater Rural Teacher's Institutes*
1925-195^* (%n the files of the County Superintendent*)
69

Jbid*# August, 19#W
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Kinnon for the sura of $350,00 tuition per student for the year
1950.70

A similar arrangement existed for a number of years,

although, after 1952, Utah students were transported through
McKlnnon to Manila to attend school*
About 1935* the McKlnnon School initiated, hot lunches,
and a modern kitchen and lunchroom was constructed in 195^»
The building served as a community center for all types of activity, including dances* sporting events, and church services.
At the present tlmo the McKlnnon school enrolls about
twenty pupils, and with improved roads in recent years, the
time may not be far off when the school will be closed and all
McKlnnon xmpils will be transported to the improved school at
Manila*
70

Ibid*

^ L u c i l l e Luke, interview*

CHAPTER III
THE EASTERN DAGGETT COUNTY AND BROWN'S PARK SCHOOLS
The Brown's Park Schools
Turning from a review of the schools in the western
extreme of the region under study, attention now turns to
the educational centers in the eastern extremity of the Daggett area, extending into the northwestern section of Moffat
County, Colorado•

As indicated, earlier, this area was one

of the first to be settled in Paggett County, and is known as
"Brown's Park*11
The first school in Brown*s Park was held in 1879 in
a dugout under the bank close to the Green River near,, the Ladore School in Colorado,

The windows were covered with flour

sacks, tightly stretched to keep out the cold and admit the
light*

Mrs» Jennie Jaynes was the first teacher, instructing

some seven pupils*1

This school was located acme twenty miles

into Colorado and had nothing to do with, the education of pupils living in the Territory of Utah*
The .first.,.Beaver Creek School*

The first real public

school in Brown's Park was established on Beaver Creek, about
^Esther Campbell, "Trails and Tales of Yesterday in
Brown's Park*11 Crajg~Moff at..Golden Jubilee Historical Booklet,
(praig, Colorado: Privately Printed,' l^S&JV p* 10T"
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forty-four miles southeast of Manila, some three quarters of
a mile east of the Utah-Colorado boundaryf and just north of
the present road.2

(Fig* 12#)

Pig, 12.-The Site of the First
aid Second Beaver Creek Schools

-Personal interview with Mrs* Minnie Grouse Rasmus sen*
early resident of Brown* s Park, January 25* 1957*

# 6S **
Charles Grouse and a numbar of other settlers constructed the building about 1890, and hired and paid the teachers to instruct the children of the Jarvie, Davenport*
Warren, Goodman, Bassett, and Grouse families, until the
school was abandoned about 1911 when a new school was built
at Ladore, some eighteen miles further southeast into Colorado*3
About sixteen by thirty feet In »$§*$ the building
was of log construction, with a dirt roof, and heated by a
wood stove. School was in operation five to six months of the
year for an average enrollment of fifteen pupils*

There war©

eight grades with a curriculum including reading, writing,
spelling, language, geography, and history*

A blackboard and

homemade desks were aval labia# h
The first teacher at this school was Mr* Peter Dillman, who became a prominent settler of Uintah County*

Be-

tween 1891 and l8'95. Mrr* William Blair taught, later serving
as postmistress at Ladora*

From 1895 to 1897* Mrs* V* S* Hoy

was the teacher. Two others who taught here ware Mrs* Jennie
Jaynes and Blanche Kllton*^ lamas of other taachers were not
available*
As was true of many of the earlier schools, this was
a recreational center and meeting hall for the residents of
^Personal Interview with Mrs. Leah Myers, early resident of Brown's Park, pupil at Beaver Creek, May, 195?.

£lb!d.
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the area*
It should be remembered that this Beaver Greek School
Ifftt In operation In an area that continues to be one of the
most remote and isolated sections in the West, and at that
time* had recently been a center of activity of several outIan gangs*

That the country was rather wild la indicated by

the two Incidents related by Mrs* Leah Myers-, who recalls that
In 1891# the schoolhouse door was left open during the night,
and when the students arrived the next morning, two coyotes,
who may have felt that they needed a little learning,, too,
emerged quite rapidly, much to the concern of the children*
The second incident occurred whan a number of playful pupils
threw loaded cartridges into the isood 2toye.6
A final sidelight, which reveals the resourcefulness
of Charles Grouse, was the building of a bridge across the
Green River about X898 or 1899*

In 1900, Mrs. Rasmussen

watched the ice destroy the latter, which, for the short time
it existed, was the only crossing' on the Green River between
Oreen .River City, Wyoming, and the Uinta Basin in Utah.7
The Ladore School.

With the cloning of the school at

Beaver Creek, a new one was built at Ladore in 1 9 H »

about

eighteen miles southeast of the former location, and situated
In M a t r i c t Number One of the state of Colorado.

Of frame

construction, with a tarpaper roof, it is about thirty feat
6

|bid,

^Minnie Crous© Rasmussen, int©:pvi©w»
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Hide and fifty feat long, with a good wooden floor resting
upon a cement foundation,

it still stands at the original lo-

cation, (Pig* 13*1

Fig* 13,-The Lador© School

School continued in operation, rather irregularly,
from 1911 until 19i|~7* when it closed due to a lack of enroll-

** 6u m

ment* No figures were available in regard to enrollment a t
Ladore*, however* some Utah pupils attended there, with tuition
being paid by the Daggett School District.

Evidently an effort

was made to maintain a. school for a short time in the Utah end
of Brown's Park between 1911|. and 19l£* as the Utah School
Directory l i s t s a William and Lucy McClure as teaching at
8
Bridgeport, Utah during those years*
No further information
could be located about this school*
The Ladore School was well equipped with blackboards,
desks, and other materials*

Following Is a l i s t of the

texts that were being used in 1911 at the Ladore School:
H u n t ' s "Progressive
Speller w
11
National Health
Brooks* and Barnes1 Headers ,
Wentworth's and Smith's Arithmetic
Hoenshel's$ Grammar
MeWaster*s History
Fry's Geography
Fulich»s and Overton f s Physiology
School was in session from six to eight months in the
e a r l i e r years* reaching nine months by the forties*

Teachers

received about #6(3*00 par month after 1911. 10
The f i r s t teacher was Hiss Winifred Denney* who taught
for six months and received a salary of $65#00 per month*
% t a t e of Utah Public Schools* The Utah School Directory*. Compiled by the Superintendent of Public Instruction (Salt
Eake City: State Dept* of Public Inst f * 1924-16), pp* 37 and 60*
9June Sweeney, "Education In Moffat County* n O.Aden
J u b i l e e * pp» e i i * * p* %,$£m
^Leafa Myers* I n t e r v i e w *
• ^ Sweeney * , op fj , c i t * * fNg %$
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Others who taugiit here were Helen tangley, G* Bowers, Mattie
Taylor, and a Hr»# Camrobell.12
In the sparsely settled area In which it is located,
this building served as a recreational and civic center, and
dances are still carried on there from time to time.
Pupils who attended at Ladcre now go- to the present
Brown*.s Park School or "board out" to larger Colorado towns.
The,: second Beaver Creek School: In 1918, the need was
felt for a new school at Beaver Oreak, and in that year, a
building was erected on the site of the first schoolhouse*
Of frame construction, about twenty by thirty feetf it was
Situated on the concrete foundation pictured in Figure IS*
The building was moved in 191+8 some miles east to its present
location* 13

(Pig* lij.t)

Following the same general curriculum of the Ladore
School, the enrollment averaged around fifteen puoils*

Next

is a list of some of the teachers who taught at this school:
Marine Clifford
Vera Worl

Mis a Shay
Mary Kawchack

Harold Babcock
Vera Bandewender

Catherine Fry

Sanna Hardin

Isabella Stewart14*

As a final Item on the second Beaver Creek School*
this Institution was still in operation at its new location
in 1957 > with one teacher and three pupils.,
12

Leah Kyers, interview,
mil m m »ii.ii«tow»»i.

^Ibicl,
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Fig* ll.|..#*fha second Beaver Creek School
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The. Bridgeport School*

As was mentioned earlier, Mr*

Charles Grouse constructed a bridge across the Green River in
Brownfs Park., and since that time, the point at which this
structure stood has bean known as ^Bridgeport*11

About one

mile southeast of the latter spot, was established the first
school located in the Utah end of Brown1• P&rk*
By 1925* residents of Brown*s Park, living in Utah,
Mere meeting with the Board of Education of the .Daggett School
District on the possibility of establishing a school for their
children*

Because of a lack of funds and the•difficulty in

securing teachers, little was done, and the Utah children
continued to attend at the Colorado school in Ladore* ^
On September 1, 193^ > the Board of Education determined
to establish a achool at Bridgeport, using a building donated
by Mr* Charles Taylor, which was to be moved onto the location,
thlrty*eight miles southeast of Manila*16

Mr*, Taylor and his

wife were leaders, in the movement to obtain a school at Bridgeport*

The site was chosen because it was the center of the

achool population and there was a spring for drinking water.
Built of logs, with a shingle roof and wooden floor,
the building was heated with a wood stove.

It is about

^Minutes of the Board of Education, Daggett School
District, Manila, Utah, 1925. (in the files of the Daggett
School District,
l6

Ibld., September, 193^.

twelve by fifteen feet in size,

later serving as a teacherage

when a new school was built nearby,, The building still, stands
at Bridgeport,

(Fig* 15*)

Fig* 15»-The first Bridgeport School

In September, 1936, the school opened for a six months
term, with Twilla Christensen as the first teacher*1?
On August 6, 1930* Mr. Levi Reed was awarded a contract
for the construction of a new school at Bridgeport, for the
sum of #285*00.
^lbid.,

This structure Is sixteen by eighteen feet
September, 1936.

in dimensions, of log construction, with a shingle roof, lumber
floor, and walla lined with celotex,18 This school operated
from 1938 until 19l|3* when i t dosed due to the inability of
the Board to obtain teachers for the remote area.
sold to gessB Taylor for #100,00 in 1952. 19

Fig,

I t was

(Fig. 16,)

16,-The second Bridgeport School

This school functioned with eight grades$ for an
^ l b lid a» Augast 6 f 1938,
19

Ibid,l February, 1952

—
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enrollment of about ten pupils, with children from the Taylor,
Cole| Radosevich, Jenkins, Garrison, and Allen families in
attendance*

A general curriculum of reading, writing, arith-

metic, spelling, language, geography, and art was carried on*
There"Was good furniture, a blackboard, and materials and
supplies that were mailed in*
Funds for the support of the school were appropriated
from the moneys of the Daggett School District*

After ite

close, patrons were allowed amounts of money in lieu of transportation for school-age children who had to be sent out for
their education*
Mr* Larsen made a motion to allow Jesse Taylor $25*00
per month, from start of school, to aid him in paying tuition on five children in another school because of no
teacher In IIMLBridgeport School* This 2nd* by Mr* Reed
and approved.'--"1,
A similar policy wa$ continued throughout the history of the
Daggett School District until the present time*
Teachers were paid from $60.00
•£30.00 per month in 19l|^*^

per month in 1936 to

This salary was supplemented by

a rent-free teacherage, consisting of the one-room cabin which
was described earlier*
A listing of the teachers at the Bridgeport School is
aa follows:
I "U

•IB|lMW^M»MM>WM»l*ln|l^
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mmmll^mi^m.,n^^^M<rmmtM0mmM>m

m,i

•,.,.„,„„.,„•»,...„•„.,,,.

^ P e r s o n a l i n t e r v i e w w i t h Mrs* Mary E. T i n k e r , l o n g time t e a c h e r i n the s c h o o l s of t h e r e g i o n under s t u d y , Februa r y Si 1957*
2lMinutes of Daggett D i s t r i c t , ere, c i t * . , November, 19l|3#
22

Ibid,,

1936-19if2*
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!fwilla Christenson

193&-37
1937-38
1933-39

Mary B* fiafeft*

Mary I* Tinker
J.D* Harper
Delia Blake
fnilla Calloway

1939*40
19^0-ij.l
lW*fei
19l|2*4f3 2 ^

It was at this school that one of the outstanding
teachers of tha region under study served between 1938 and
1940*

Mrs. Mary Bt Tinker arrived in .Daggett County in l£U|>j

with her husband, who was tha only doctor who ever practiced
in Daggett County until the advent of Flaming Gorge * She
taught at Washam* Greendale, Linwood, Bridgeport, and Manila,
taking employment in order to support her family after the
death of her husband*
Arriving in the fall of 193$ ftt Bridgeport, accompanied by her little daughter, Isabel, H m # Tinker moved into
the old school building which s.erved as a tea che rage*

This

structure had no ceiling and was entered via a battered old
door*
ing,

Rats ran around on tha logs near the roof and one mornthese rodents ran off with her stockings*

The bathroom

consisted of a wretched privy built of cast-off boards, with
a gunnysack as a door*

For recreation, she and her daughter

hunt ed arrowhea&s* **
What courage it must have taken for a woman and her
daughter to live alone in a one-room cabin of such description in the middle of a sagebrush flat, miles away from the
nearest fellow human, In a region that continues to be a lonely
and sparsely settled section. Mrs* linker now lives in a welldeserved retirement at Manila*
fr^iMW^llWIW^
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The, private school, at., the Charles{ Grouse rancli, Prior
to attending the public school at Beaver Greek, Mm* Haamuasen
stated, in an Interview, that her father maintained a private
school for his children at his ranch in Brown's Park about a
mile southeast of the Beaver Creek location* , (Fig* 17*)

Fig* 17•-The Grouse Ranch

Mrs, Rasmussen stated that she attended this private
school the year before she began at Beaver Greek, thus the
school must have been in operation about 1889*
^Minnie Grouse Rasmussen, interview*

Charles

«. j7

**

Grouse hired a private tutor, whose name w&e not available,
and purchased books and supplies for the education of his
•children,
Mr* Grouse deserves much credit for promoting educa*
tlon in this region, as does Phil Mass at Burntforkf for
attempting to provide schooling for their children when no
public facilities were available*
All of the Brown1a Park schools have been quite isolated from the greater area of Daggett Countyf because of the
path of the Green River, and it has only been since 1957 that
a bridge was built connecting the Manila«*Linwood area with the
road leading to Brown*s Park*
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The Eastern Daggett County Schools
The Clay Basin School»

As was stated in Chapter If

Clay Baain is the site of the Mountain Fuel Supply Company
camp in eastern Daggett County,
Prom the Minute Book of the Daggett School District
the following Is quoted:
September 30, 1939* It was moved by Mr* Schofleld*
seconded by Mr* Read* and carried* that the Daggett
School District advertise for bids to build the*" Clay Basin
School House according to spacificatIons now on file and
accepted by the State'Board of Education,
October 30, 1939* It was moved by Mr, Schofleld and
carried that Mr* Llcht*s bid of If*170•00 to build the
Clay Basin School House be accented,26
The building Is twenty-four feet by forty-five feet
In dimensions* of ehlplap lumber with a shingle roof,

lb is

plastered on the Inside* with a plywood-type wallboard on the
lower section of the walla,

There is a good wood floor* and

the -school is heated and lighted by gas. It ia divided into
a main school room* a hall* teachers room, and lavatory.

The

structure still stands at Clay Basin Camp* about twenty~seven
miles due east of Manila,

(Fig, 18,)

This school was In operation from September* 19lj-G
until the airing of 1950* when It ceased because of lack of
enrollment* one child of school age being present at the camp
In that year. Enrollment remained around twelve pupils* de~
^Minutes of Daggett District, op. clt., September
and. October, 1939.

m y y •*

clining rapidly during the last few years of Its existence.

Pig* 18•-'The Clay Basin School

fbi common curriculum, similar to that of the Bridge*
port School was carried out, including education to the eighth
grade*

A email library was maintained, the building was well

equipped with furniture, blackboards, and teaching materials..
A nine month program was instituted throughout the years
school was In session*
In 191+0, the first teacher was paid a salary of $7J>*00
par month, and toy 191*8* an annum! salary of |l,88o#00 was re~
contended for the position.

Following is a list of the teachers

- 8(3 **

at the Clay Basin School:
• Marion Piatt
Mary J. Nielsen
Florence Fletcher
Florence Fletcher
Florence Fletcher

19^0-lj.l Florence Fletcher 19lir>*46
19I+1-I+2 Florence Fletcher 191+6-4?
1914-240 Florence Fletcher lfc*4$l
^ M k
Florence Fletcher 191*8-4.9
19kM|5

Helen Leathcrwood

19^9^50 2 ?

A good g»i of playground equipment was provided for
the school* and the building served as a center for recreational activities in the camp*
Money for the support of this school was received
from the general funds of the Daggett District under the pro*gram of the Utah State School Equalization system*

In order

to continue the school, it was felt that there should be a
minimum of twelve pupils in attendance.

It is now the policy

of the Mountain Fuel Supply Company to refrain from, sending
men with families of school-age children to remote areas aich
aa Clay Basin*
The building began to deteriorate rapidly when, in
195>3* the State Fish and Game Department offered to lease the
structure and keep it in good condition* under the stipulation
that it must be made available for school purposes upon thirty
days notice*

The school continues under that arrangement at

the present tlme*^
The Flaming Gorge .School,

On November 19* 1956, a

a special meeting was called for the Board of Education of Daggett School District in order to consider the needs for applimmmmmmmmmmm
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?Utah School Directory, op. clt., 191*0.-1950.

28Minutes of Daggttt District, oo. clt., Sept. 1953*
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cation for federal support regarding schools in connection
with the construction of the Flaming Gorge Dam,

The purpose

was to consider application for federal aid under Public Law
Jl5* which is designed to help finance school construction
and operation in areas where the need has arisen due to federal activity*
Information waa obtained from Bureau of Reclamation
and State Department of .Education officials which was as
follows:
Estimation of school children to be provided for in
classrooms 3
End. of 1956 school-year, estimate of 30 increased enrollment over present 88, End of 1958, to increase by 39
or' an enrollment of 117 in Manila.
At thfe- damsite, estimate of 376 average dally membership and to increase by 110 to total of I4.86 when work is
at capacity. By and of 1958* on federal property, 269*
not on federal property, 39* Or probably II4.3 temporary,
165 permanent,2^
This estimate was an indication of what was expected, however,
enrollment did not increase aa rapidly as predicted.
On March 4, 1957* the following was noted In the Minutes
of the Boards
Telegrams from Senators Watkins and Bennett and Representative Dixon were read stating that application for
Federal Aid to build the school at the darasite had been
approved for 120 students and in the amount of |l53,l?9.00*
On August 22, 1957* the bid of $108,655*00 submitted
by the firm of Hogaa and Tingey was approved and accepted as
low bid for the construction of a four-room elementary school
2

9lbid,, November 19, 1956*

30ibid., Wwmkt

1957.
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at Flaming Gorge Dam*31

After alterations in the specifica-

tions | this bid was raised to 1340,000*00*32

Construction be-

gan during the winter of 1957^58, and the school was ready for
uae fay the opening of the aehool term for 1958~59#
This institution is currently in operation,, with an
ewer increasing enrollment as work progresses on the Flaming
Gorge Dam*

The new community in which the school is located

was named "Dutch John*11
Situated about twenty miles southeast of Manila* the
building is a brick structure, buff in color* with green trim
and a gravel composition roof*

(Fig. 19*) The school con-

sists of four classrooms and an office * with tiled floors and
plaster walls•

It is equipped, with new* modern furniture and

materials* and Is* without a doubt* the finest school building
e*ror erected in the region under study*
Since September* 1953* the school has been in -.operation, and will continue throughout the construction period*
during which time-* its peak enrollment will be reached.

After

completion of the project, it will serve the families of the
maintenance workers stationed at Dutch John,
Enrollment for the 1958-59 school-year was -ninetyfive*33

pupils in grades one through six attend at Flaming

Gorge, while junior and senior high school students are transifljjifrilftlfr^^

WjWiilifMMiia^

31

m

ummm

« ni»»'*wwi.w

mum*****

«w»»mwni

Xbld >f August 22* 1957*

32par®onal interview with. Kay W* Palmer* Superintendent of Daggett School District* May 10, 1959*
Ibid*
mm wmm

ported to Manila*

The curriculum consists of the basic course

of study for grades one through six currently in us© in the
state of Utah* Progress reports continue with the latter system of grading, however, study has been undertaken toward the
adoption of a different type of report card, similar to that
used by other Utah districts*

Pig* 19•-The Flaming Gorge School

Financial support cornea through federal aid and the
general funds of the Daggett School District*

Salaries for

teachers with a Utah Certificate and Bachelor*s .Degree, at
Flaming Gorge, rang© from -$+,000*00 per year to a maximum

«• Ql^ m

of #5,500,00 for 1958-59.
Following is a list of teachers who taught at Flaming
Gorge during 1958*-59:
Aleda f.-# 3e.hl.ing
Bo.rothy E# Bussell

Hasel B. Polhamus .
Patience Stewart -^

During the first year of its existence, the school has
served as a community center for Dutch John*

Square dancing,

club, and scout activities have been carried on there,
Plans are being studied for the addition of new rooms
to the existing building in 1959 as enrollment rapidly increases*
With the report on the Flaming Gorge School, the history of the schools of eastern Daggett County ia concluded.
It was noted that the Brown's Park schools ware contemporary
with the early schools at Burntfork, on the western extreme of
the region under study, and that new educational activity is
growing In eastern Daggett County as a result of the Upper
Colorado Storage Project*
'WU
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CHAFTER I?
THE MANILA AND LIKWOOD A1BA SCHOOLS
The Lowei* Henry •s

Fork Schoola

From the eastern extremity of the region under study*
attention is turned to the central portion of the Daggett area
and the schools on Henry *s Fork-*
The,

schoolron .the .Dick. Son ranch*

The first public

school in the Manila-Ltnwood area was established on the Dick
Son ranch, about three and cm-half miles north of Manila* in
Wyoming* on property now owned by Mr* Tom Swett•

It stood

Just i*orth of the present road on the hill above the Tom Swett
ranch,

(Pig* 20«}

District Number Bight of Sweetwater County

was established on July if l88<i, with the following trustees:
F«M* Easton
RfB* Son
D»K» Was ham
School began operation in 1888 and continued until
1892 with .an enrollment of between eight and fifteen pupils
from the Shade Large, .Dick Son* and John Wade ranches.2
About fourteen feet by sixteen feet in si&e* tha building waa of log construction, with a dirt roof*
;iqnr.:i'.-- ifTTi.nTi.--irt:i M.,:I.L i.].-iirri'--r.---":-[iiTT-:T;niff-:iiifr.-.-rr-'-Tr--i;ir [-or-:- r t r ri——-T- t - ' f r r r r r r - r - ' - T ' n

n

-

I

-
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'

^Record Book No, 1, op. cit., p. 5>Q.
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sition of the structure. Is 'unknown^

Fig* 20,-The site of the school
on the Dick S O B ranch

County funds were apportioned for the support of the
school as .outlined!
1888
1889

I263.G9
#171*00

1891
1892

179.99 .
165.70 &

The curriculum consisted of reading, writing, arithmetic, spelling and history, with no grading, and an academic
year of about five months*

The first teacher was Miss Annie

%ark Anson, interview*
^•Recorcl Book lo* 1, pp«. ,cit«, op# $0~$Q*

S

im

Fape, who was certified on September | f 1888.5

On June 9# 1891#

Hiss Mary Grant was engaged to teach at Henry*s Fork at #60.00
per month*^

j

n

i|ff| Miss Bernadotte LeCount taught at the

school*?
Mr. 'Richard E» Son served as treasurer of the district
throughout its existence*

Mr. Son and Shade Large had married

Indian'women, and many of the pupils were of mixed blood.

The

wife of Shade Large became well known as a midwife and nurse
u
in an area which was fifty miles from the nearest doctor.ft

The;firs.t Daggett County School. The first public
school located in wfeat is now the county of Daggett was situ*
ated about five mllaa due east of Manila, just south of the
Utah~Wyoralng line* on Henry*s Fork.

(Fig. 21.)

The site is

located on property which,, until recently, belonged to Mr.
Keith Smith." There is no written evidence of its existence,
but many old-time residents verified and described it in detail.
Of log construction, the cabin was about fourteen by
sixteen feet, with a wooden floor and dirt roof, heated by a

frtbld.. 50*
6ibid,, 55*
7Ibid., 53,
" P e r s o n a l I n t e r v i e w w i t h Prank and Mable Adams on, l o n g time r e s i d e n t s of t h e Washam-Linwood a r e a , January 2 3 , 1957.
^Mark Anson, interview.
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wood stove*

The building was later used as a homestead by Jim

Large and was ultimately torn down*3*0

Pig* 21#-The site of the first school

Established about lif|* the school continued for two
years instructing pupils from the Large,, Finch, and Hereford
families*
rolled*

There |i no record of the number of students enSlates were used* and the curriculum consisted of

reading, writing, arithmetic, spelling and geography*^
The teacher who served hers was Mr# Charles Driskell,
10

Ibld.

ll

IMd,

** Q y

*w»

who was paid by tuition fees charged for each student• Mr*
Driskell was* in effect, the first public school -teacher in
what Is now Daggett County, Utah*

It must have been a real

challenge because the Finch, • Hereford, and Large children
were* like their contemporaries at the Dick Son ranch* of
mixed blood, living in an area far removed from many of the
more tranqullining facets of civilisation*
The .schooliat the Stouffer ranch*

On December 20,

1899* District lumber ?wlv« of Sweetwater County, Wyoming,
was organized, and a school Mas established about six miles
northwest of Manila, by the south bank of Henry's Fork, on
property which became part of the John Mackay ranch*' _ (Fig*
22}•

Mr* John B. Wade and Mr* John Stouffer were largely re-

sponsible for securing the school, and Mr* Stouffer served as
treasurer for moat of the period of its existence * ^
A log structure, the building was about sixteen by
eighteen foot, with a dirt roof*
nearby Henry*a Pork*

Mater was obtained from

The final disposition of the building is

unknown*^
Children from the Wade, Slagowski, and Stouffer ranches
attended here from the summer of 1900 until May, 1908*

By

1906 there ware ten pupils in District "Twelve -and in 1908,
this number rose to eighteen, dropping abruptly the next year
with the purchase of the surrounding ranches by the Mackay
12

R«oopd Book Ho. 2, OP. cit., pp. £8-77.

13Mark Anson, interview.
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sheep interests.*4

School was carried on from four to six

months of the year, with a curriculum of reading, writing,
arithmetic, geography, history, spelling and drawing.

There

was no grading.

Fig. 22.-The site of the school at
the Stouffer ranch.

Funds were apportioned for the school as follows:
1900
1901
1902

vlSO.OO
209*66
1222*69

1903
&9Q&
190$

{67*66
vi97,55

1906
1907
1908

$197.55
$237. Qk ,c
$221*®£ l j

HfHecord Book Mo. 2, op. c i t . , pp. 58 and 77.
l

% M I * i 30-77.

*•*

j JL

dp)!

These funds were supplemented by additional appropriations
from the Common School Land Fund, which varied from $ijX)*00 to
#60*00 per year*
On December 28, 1900, a second grade certificate was
granted to Mr* William Pearson, who began teaching here in
that year**"* Mr* Pearson Is mentioned In the County Record
Books as having taught in District Twelve in 190i}. and 190f>*
Mt% Ohesley B* Clark was the teacher in ifft?#^*

There was no

further record of instructors at the Stouffer School*
In 1908, the school came to an. abrupt end with the
incorporation of a number of smaller ranches Into the Mackay
sheep outfit, and the school became the property of the latter.
The west.Linwood school*

About one month after the

organisation of District Number Twelve, District Number Thir18
teen was established near Wastaata on January 12, 1900*
Charles Large, Robert Swift, Prank Ellison, George Pinch, and
George Hereford were instrumental in securing this school for
the use of their children.

Trustees were Robert Swift, John

DeSpain, and Frank Large#*9
A log building, about twelve by fourteen feat in

size$

it had a dirt roof and plank floor, and was heated by a wood
stove«

The school was located about three and one-half miles
l6

Ibia., 30.

^Ibld., 6?*
l8

ibia., 30.
^personal Interview with Mrs, Francis Campbell, pupil
at the Linwood area school?» February 6, 1957.
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northwest of Linwood.

m

(Pig. 23*)

The building was later moved

and is now used as a shad by one of the ranchers.

Fig* 23.-The sit© of the west Linwood school.

From the spring of 1900 until the spring of 190l|,* this
school continued in existence, until a new school was completed
on the Utah~Wyomlng line about one .mile to the east.

It was

in session from four to six months of the year, usually in the
spring and summer months, for an enrollment that ranged fr*om
eighteen, In 1900, to twenty-six in 190l|..20 Beading,
20

H.cord Book No. 2, op. c.it.« pp. 30-U.7•

«* 9*3 *"

arithmetic, arid history were studied. In the morning, while geography and spelling ware undertaken in the afternoon*

Report

cards consisted of yellow cards* with the letter system of
grading*21
County funds were apportioned for the support of this
school as follows:
1900
1901
1902

itt£o.oo
?219.26
•-262.15

1903
249.10
1904 240.65

Teachers were paid between $$£*@0 and $60*00 per month.
The first teacher at this school was Mlsa Lizzie Mulr, who
later resigned and was replaced,by 1*1* McMillin.23

Mr* Mc-

Mlllin was followed by Mr* William Pearson, who was the last
teacher in the school* ^
The Llnwood School*

Following is an account of one

of the most interesting schools in the region under stiidy*
It was a unique example of interstate cooperation in an educational endeavor, wherein the districts of two states, Utah and
Wyoming, joined forces to provide a school for children living
in a Bone divided by a state boundary line*
With the closing of the school "two miles west of Lin*
wood, a new school was built through the cooperative efforts
of Sweetwater County District lumber Thirteen and Uintah
21Francis Campbell, interview*
22

Record Boole Mo, 2, op* eit,, pp» |<W%?*

2

3ibia„

30.

^ F r a n e i e Campbell,

interview*

County D i s t r i c t Number Seventeen in the f a l l of 1 9 0 1 ^ 3 Mat e r i a l s and labor were donated by c i t i z e n s of both d i s t r i c t s
and the school was located on the Utah-Wyoming s t a t e l i n e ,
about three and one#half miles due e a s t of Manila and one-half
mile west of Linwood,

(Fig* $i>*)

The ridgepole of the b u i l d -

ing was l a i d d i r e c t l y on the l i n e so t h a t the southern half
of the school was in Utah and the northern half in Wyoming*

Fig* af^-Tfae Linwood School

Consisting of one large room, t h i r t y - f i v e feet by
2

5 He cord Book Bo* 2, op* cit»* p* 1^7«

* 95 twenty-three feet in size*

the building is of frame construc-

tion with m outside cover of metal sheeting, painted red*
It was heated by a large wood stove and lighted by coal oil
lamps stationed on shelves around the room*

The interior was

attractive, with wall-board and a matched pine floor*

There

was a blackboard on the west wall and good furniture was provided.

After the close of the school, the building was finally

sold to Thomas Jarvie and it still stands at its original location***
Curriculum consisted of music, reading, penmanship,
arithmetic, and spelling, in the morning, with language, geo**
grapby, history, and penmanship in the afternoon*

There were

long recitation setts, and much more .dependence on formal recitation and drill than in modem times*. The puolls used slates
and pencils, and various lessons were placed upon a frame
while the teacher turned the leaves over, going from lesson
to lesson*

Grading was from one through eight, and progress

was reported to parents with the uae of the letter system
cards, corning into use after 1912* '
School was in operation from seven to eight months of
the year with an enrollment which ranged from about twenty, in
1905,

to forty in 1907> declining to about twenty by 191?. ZQ

Next is a list of pupils at Linwocd School in IfOfJ
iw.iM^i.i^w^wi^tw liIWiwiw-i>»»>^ii>l»i>tiwMNii.t>ii M>ii >ip.i^w> ,l.llw.l-lilri^>.l,>l..»»....inrt*.>..,w..w^.ifl».M.***. ami i»p»j*i***frif««^^

'~^Frank and Mable Adams on, interview*27Josephine Peterson, interview.
• 2 %rank and Mable Adamson, interview*

<**i**i>t*j*i**ii** mmamm t
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LIJWOOD SCHOOL
District No, 17
Linwood Towns hip
Uintah County, Utah
IVAR 0* BUTTS, Teacher
Utah Pupils
Julia.. To 1 t o n
Ye m a Hereford
E l l a Pinch
E d i t h Towe
George Pinch
Alonaso Finch
P e a r l Pinch
Nora Pinch
Lavlna Smith
Inez Hersford
Prank Towe
Edgar Finch

Nona Pinch
Ernie Towe
Oleoohus Hereford
Ethel Hereford
Vera Stephana
Wllford Tolton
Alice Pinch
Lucille Smith
Glnda Tolton
Willie Hereford
Mary Tolton
Margueri te Olson
Mabel Olson
Directors

Keith Smith

George Finch

Edward B* T o l t o n
D i s t r i c t Ho, 13

Lucerne Township
Sweetwater, County,. Wyoming
Wyoming
Myrtle Smith
Rene Swift
Idftb Ellison
Bora Son
Ira Ellison
fivard Richardson
U n a Swift
Clinton Ellison
John Marsh
Othniell Son
Robert D* Swift

Pupils
.Prances Ellison
Letha Smith
Edna Swift
May Marsh
Clara Marsh
John Ellison
Prank Marsh
Charlie Richardson
Lola Swift
George Marsh

Directors

Iff it Large
2

Seletha J* Swift ?
29copy of school list loaned by Francis Campbell*

#»

£ji(

m

These students either walked or rode horses to school and a
hltchrack wag provided near the building.

For recess, they

played ball and tag games*
Trustees were elected from both districts to administer the Institution and it received stipport from the county
funds of Wyoming and Utah,

Robert D, Swift, Bill Large, Keith

Smith, George Finch, If* N. Larsen, George Hero ford, and George
Solomon Mara largely responsible for securing the school*-*
Following is a list of those who served as trustees;
Melissa M. Despaln
George Finch
Robert D. Swift
Keith Smith
M»N* Larsen
Edward Tclton^
Sf.fie Large
Seletha SwiftJ
Nesct la a list of Sweetwater County funds apportioned
for the support of Wyoming pupils at the school:
1905
1906
1907

f2l+l*13
*2$6,li
$2^2*72

19^8
$298,81 0 O
1909
#330,05 *d
(End of Record Book)

In regard to discipline In this school, the hickory
stick mode was prevalent* and one story tells that in one of
the states* corporal punishment was frowned upon, while it
was more or less condoned in the other*

Thus* all the teacher

had to do was escort the recalcitrant pupil to the appropriate
state, just across the room, and administer whatever he felt
was necessary for the situation*

In, this same line, Hilda

and Rulon Anson graduated out of the eighth grade, one
1 r n ....r
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3Qpersonal interview with. Timothy and Bertha Potter
longtime residents of the Linwocd -Washam area, January 18, 1957•
31 Ibid*

$%#@#4*i Book lo# t| op,,..cit,, pp , 5^-88,
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s i t t i n g i n Utah and t h e o t h e r I n Wyoming*33
Following i s a l i s t of t e a c h e r s who t a u g h t a t the L i n wood School:
m§ FInckney
Thomas HoDkins
lorman B e t t s
I v a r 0* B u t t s
Niels Pallesen
ffr* Doty

1905
1905-06
1906* of
lWf*m
1908-09
1909-10

P*tf* T i n k e r
Gerald Thorn

1911-12
1912-13
1913-1*1Mary E* Tinker 1914-15
Mary E* Tinker 1915-16
Ruth Stevens
191*6-1? A

1910-11

Ruth S t e i n a k e r 1917-18

3

L i t t l e i n f o r m a t i o n on t e a c h e r s a l a r i e s was a v a i l a b l e *
however, M r . N l i e l s

P a l l e s e n was p a i d #75*00 p e r month d u r i n g

the 1908-09 schO'Ol-year*35
Among the o u t s t a n d i n g t e a c h e r s a t t h i s s c h o o l was Mr*
Pinckney, who was h i g h l y regarded*

Gerald Thorn was a s m a l l

man who had t o d e a l with l a r g e b o y s , some of whom t h r e a t e n e d
t o drag him t h r o u g h Henry*a Fork*

Mr* Thorn r e s o r t e d t o .the

u s e of a r u b b e r hose a s a weapon and s u c c e s s f u l l y
himself,^6

defended

Dr« Tinkar* who came t o t h e a r e a a^ b o t h a d o c t o r

and a t e a c h e r * was r e s p e c t e d b j p u p i l s and p a r e n t s *

Niels

P a l l e s e n and Mary E* Tinker wore d i s c u s s e d e a r l i e r *

One can

o n l y look i n admiration* however, t o a l l of t h e s e e a r l y t e a e h e r a j who c e r t a i n l y .taught under c o n d i t i o n s t h a t were j u s t as
difficult

and t r y i n g as many t h a t confront t h e modern peda-

gogue f
»iM<i<>»)>a>i>.^'».»i*i^>'iiw.Mi»^iii.^w^j».w»^.<. i.ii.i.i,l»N.M»li..,( ,I..»»IM..»».I..WM*».»..^. ^ n . , . ^ . , , Mi,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,..,.,..,.,,.,,,!,!,,,...,,,,, pmm

^^qjinothy and Bertha Potterf

m m III "» ^•»^»<^>»m*;Mm.««. mm m* mm*i**

midfimimm <-mmV^^m>m^lmm^

interview#

3'l-Frank and Mable Adamson, M K
interviews*

and. Mrs* Timothy Potter,

^ D o r a Pallesen* interview,
36prank and Mabla Adanson, interview*
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The school was a recreational center during moat of
the period of its existence*

As was mentioned, it had a good

floor, and almost fftvy Friday night, a dance was held, with
Edward Tolton doing the calling*

Baseball games were engaged

In on the ball ground, and, considering some of the types who
frequented the area as spectators, and the rivalry between the
hamlets of Linwood and Manila, many was the time that the vm«*
pire had to be given an escort off the field**»
One Incident la reported wherein a gentleman, with a
30*30 $*lfle, walked up to the door of the eehoolhouse and
fired, a round into the wall at the rear of the hall.

No dam-

age was done to any person because a fast dance had just ended
and all were sitting down around the aide a of the room.38
About 1910, Wyoming pupils began attending school at
Washam*. one mile to the west of the Linwood School, near the
site of the first school in District Thirteen*

Utah, pupils,

living in or near Linwood, continued at Linwood School until
1918, when they, too, began attending at Washam, and the Lin**
wood School was closed.39
In ending this account of the two~state school, one
must remember that this was a frontier country in the early
twentieth century, and the people who lived here were scraping ft Hiring out of a reluctant environment*
"Frank and liable Adaiason, interview.

XDXO, •

It la a credit

•» 10 0 **

to them that they had enough interest in schooling for their
children to establish and maintain an institution as fine as
the tinwood School*
The

First

Washam

School.

In the - summer of 1910, the

citizens of Was ham, Mho had been sending their children to the
Linwood School, decided to build their own school on a hill
justtilMfflithe site of the original District Thirteen site,
about three and one-half miles northeast of Manila on ground
owned by Mrs* Frank Adamson, and continuing as Sweetwater
County District lumbar Thirteen***-0 (Fig, 25, }
Mr, and Mrs, Charles Large and George D, Solomon
initiated the establishment of the school, which continued in
existence on the location from the fall of 1910 until 1925*
and In 1926, was moved about one~half of a mile directly west
to a place on property owned by Mr, Timothy Potter, and
attached to a new school building constructed in 1925#^ 1
Built by Mr, Daniel M, Nelson, the structure la of
frame lumbar, with a shingle roof, and is twenty feet square.
The interior was of matched lumber and it was heated by a
wood s t o w and lighted with gas lamps,H-2
The school operated from six to eight months, as a n
eight graded unit, with a n average enrollment of fifteen students, who studied a curriculum of reading, writing, arith**
M,mm*nmimt*m**mmmwmm
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metic, spelling, geography, history, and physiology*
cards came into use by 1918*

Report

Following is a list of som

of

the texts used at the school in 1915:
Milnes* Standard and Elementary Arithmetic
Jones* and Blodgetfc*s Readers
Mother Tongue CJraiiMar
Tarr's and Murray's Geography
Blaisdell * & rhysiology
Gordyfs and Barnes1 Elementary History
Palmer*s Writing Ketbb&skS

Pig* 25t~The site of the first Was ham School

11111'^ii.iiiiwiiwwiwwiiwKwiw^iiiiiniiiKiiiMw.rtiiM mmum

mtmmmmimmmim m» •miwH—ww
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&3Minutes of the Board of Trustees, District No. 13,
Wash&m, Wyoming, Kay 1, 1915* (in the files of the County
Superintendent)*
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Citizens who served thij school' as trustees were
George D, Solomon, Charles Large, Effle Large* Mr. and Mrs*
Timothy Potter and Prank Adams on, who was District lumber
Thirteen Treasurer from 1911+ through 1931.^

The majority of

the eitiaens of Vasham suppcrted their schools to an admirable
degree, and all of the families. resident there deserve'credit
for their support of public education.
Average salary for teachars, in IvlO* was between
#60,00 and #65,00 per month and by 1920, this had risen to
about #100.00 per month,^

A Hating of the' teachers who

taught at the first Washam School follows:
Mm Williams
1910-11
Ully Kepner
1911-12
Mrs, Ous Hagerman
1912-13
Miss Sprowl
1913-14
Niels Pallesen
1914-15
Niels Pallesen
1915-16
Mary Moahn
1916-17
Marie Cole
1917-18

Sadie Lazzell
1918-19
Sadie Lazzell
1919-20
Sadie
Lazzell
1920-21
Gusaie Chandler
1920-21
Bessie Finch
1921-22
Beatrice Xverson 1922-23
Bessie Finch
1922-23
Mary E, Tinker 1923-24 **

Outstanding teachers in this school were Miss Marie
Cole, who was particularly well-versed in the teaching of
mathematicsf and Mrs* Mary B, Tinker and Mr, Niels Palleeen,
who- were mentioned earlier.
The .second Washam School,

In 1925* because of in-

creased enrollment and the need for establishing a school at
a more centralized location, District Number Thirteen con^H-Prank Adams on,
•>«iiii»iiiiiiiiini'iinii»iimu

^6Ibid.

interview,
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strueted a new school about one-half mile directly west of the
first Waaham School, on land owned by Mr. Timothy Potter.^
Built under contract with Mr* Hie Is Pallesen for the
sum of $2*600.00, this structure was of logs* with a shingle
roof* twenty If thirty feet in si&e.

The interior was walled

with *f0elot8xfl and. was heated by a coal stove* with gas lamps
for light*

It was equipped with blackboards and good furni-

ture * and water was obtained from, a tunnel driven into a hill
behind the school. A bell was provided., which could be heard
all around the valley.

The building, along with the original

Waaham School, still stands at Washam.^

(Fig. 26.)

Operating with grades one through eight, between seven
and nine months ,of the year, the school maintained about the
same curriculum as the earlier Waaham School, with the addition of science and art in later years. Enrollment, in 1925*
was fifteen,' in 1935* twenty-one* and in 191+0, nine.

In 1957

there were twelve pupils from Waaham attending the Manila
School.^-9
fhere were two rooms in the school, and when enrollment necessitated it* the grades were divided into two sections*
one through four* and five through eight*
cards were in use.

By 1918, report,

At the.' end. of the eighth grade, the pu-

pils took testa, sent out by the County Superintendent, to
^•'Timothy and Bertha Potter* interview.
Wprank and Mable Adams on, interview.
^9ibld.

- 10J| determine whether or not they graduated*

In 1935% there was

a small library, connected with the public library in Green
River, having nearly three hundred volumes available for use
by the oupils*

Other equipment, such as wall maps, charts,

and globes, was provided*^0

Fig* 26*-The second Washam School

This school was supported toy county and state funds,
supplemented by local taxes which were levied according to the
amount received from other sources, A budget was outlined and
-^Timothy Potter, interview*

•** • J L % ) ' ^ >

***

a public meeting called, in the spring, where patrons could
vote adoption or rejection of this budget.

In 1932, the mill

levy for District Thirteen was eight and one-half mills, and
this ros# to fourteen mills in 1953*

In 1939# the estimated

cost of operating the school for the year was I3A72.QO*
Citizens who served the district on Its Board of
Trustees wares
Prank Adanison
Bertha Potter
Timothy Potter
Ratie Searles
Charles Lowe
Thomas Jarvie
Josephine Lamb

Dewey Lamb
Sena Mackay
Elaa Walker
Vena Swett
Beulah Lowe
^
Bodney Schofield^

Most of the families of the district were faithful In
support of the school, including the Solomon, Nelson, and
Large families, In the earlier years, and.trie Adams on, Potter,
Searle, Jarvie, andLamb families, later#

Particularly out-

standing patrons ware Mr* Timothy Potter and. Mrf Frank Adamson, from whom much of the information contained herein, was
obtained.«
Teacher salaries averaged around #100*00 per month in
1985># declining to about $60*00 during the Depression, and
rising to some |160#00 by 19li0#53 • Following is a list of
teachers who taught in W&shara District between 1925 and 1914-2:
^Minutes of the Board, Diet. Ho. 13, op. cit.., 1932*
1939, and 1953*
^Timothy and Bertha Potter interview*
^Prenk and Mable Adamson, interview.
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Eva Voss
Hazel Sprowell
Ruth Landis
Ma© T e r r y
Erma C o l l e t t
Erma C o l l e t t
Agnes M a r s h a l l
Ann Noble
E l e a s e Elmer
Bessie Pinch
B e s s i e Finch
B e a t r i c e Mason
B e s s i e Finch
B e a t r i c e Iveraon
Opal Walker

1925-26
1926-2?
1927-28
1927-28
1928-29
1923-29
1929-30
1929-30
1930-31
1930-31
1930-31
1931-32
1931-32
1932-33
1932-33
1933-34

B r e a c o t t Walling
Mrs. S. J., S c o t t
f r e s e o t t Walling
Oracle Boze
Claudine Mltchum
Evalyn Darling
J u l i e Harper
S y l v i a Martin
Otey Benson
J . D , Barper
Anna Soence
Norma Jean Wade
Helen Weaver
Martha B a l t r u s c h a t
B e a t r i c e Boyle
Martha B a l t r u s c h a t

1933-31+
193**.-35
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1936-37
1937-38
1937-38
1937-38
Ixlfpll
1938-39
1939-40
1939-1+0
Im&ftl
191+0-til ^i.
191+1-42 "^

Mr. P r e s c o t t W a l l i n g , one of the Washara t e a c h e r s ,
s e r v e d as t h e f i r s t Scoutmaster i n Daggett County.55
In 1933, high s c h o o l age s t u d e n t s a t Washara began
a t t e n d i n g t h e upper grades a t Manila School,

An arrangement

was worked out w i t h t h e Daggett D i s t r i c t i n August, 191+2» f o r
a l l Washam. c h i l d r e n t o a t t e n d the Manila School f o r #10.00
p e r month p e r c h i l d , w i t h t h e Manila School t o f u r n i s h
t h i n g except t r a n s p o r t a t i o n .

every-

In 1957, a t u i t i o n fee of ;,•:• 350,00

p e r y e a r f o r each s t u d e n t was charged by Daggett D i s t r i c t
t h e e d u c a t i o n of Washam p u p i l s , 5 f o

At the p r e s e n t t i m e , a l l

p u p i l s a t t e n d i n g a t Manila a r e t r a n s p o r t e d by Daggett
vehicles.

for

District

The f i r s t bus r o u t e i n Washam D i s t r i c t was o r g a n i z e d

i n 1936 and t r a n s p o r t a t i o n was f u r n i s h e d by the d i s t r i c t
the f a l l of 1 9 5 8 . ^
^ J e s s i e Chipp McGort,
•^Timothy P o t t e r ,
^ Frank Adamscn,
$7lbid#

latter.

interview*
interview#

until

*» 10Y *•

In regard to public health, by 193^* the county nurse
gave eye examinations,, and in 193i|# physical examinations
were provided for pupils*

During the Depression, a school

lunch program was instituted.^®

On June &$ f 1936, it was de-

cided to build a teaoherage and, after the close of the school,
this house was ranted for the benefit of district funds.*9
By the spring of 19^2, a declining enrollment and the
difficulty in obtaining teachers forced the close of the Washam
School.

Students continue to be sent to Manila School at the

present time.

District Thirteen remained under the adminis-

tration of its local trustees until 1955* when it was incorporated into District Number Two with offices in Gvean River* Q

* JIM*
*>9
Minutes of the Board, District No* 13, op, elt«,
June 15, 1936.
^®Frank Adamson. Interview*
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Two Outlying Daggett County Schools
The Antelope School#

About four miles west of Manila

lies the hamlet of Antelope* where, because of transportation
difiioultles, a school was built for a small number of pupils
in 1916*.

The building was located on the lf« M* Larsen ranch,

and Mr, Larsen, along with Charles Olson, Charles Terry, and
a Mr* Hagerman, war® largely responsible for its establishment* ^1
The building was fourteen by eighteen feet in size,
of log construction, with a shingle roof, lumber floor, and
was heated with a wood stove*
location.

It still stands at the original

(Fig. 27*) The building reverted to M# N* Larsen

when the school closed, in 191?*
Uintah School District paid a portion of the cost of
supporting the school and families paid tuition*

The enroll-

ment was twelve pupils, who studied a curriculum similar to
that of the Linwood and Washam schools, for seven months of
the year*

Lucille Hanks Luke was the teacher at this school,

later teaching at a. number of other schools in and around
Daggett County* & 2
A final item about the Antelope School, indicating the
frontier-like conditions in Daggett County in 1916, follows*

^Personal Interview with Mr* and Mrs* Charles Olson,
early residents of Daggett County, Wtey 3 % 1957*
62

Lucille Luke, interview*
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On© day, when Mr, J. Kent Olson and his two sisters
were walking to school, something crouched behind a dead sheep,
alongside the road,

ks the three children came closer, a cou-

gar rose up, arched Its back Ilk© a tomcat, and leaped away.6^

Pig. 27,-The Antelope School

"^Personal Interview with Mr, J. Kent Olson, resident
of Daggett County, January 21, 1957.
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The Greendale Schools*

The area known as "Greendale, n

lg situated about twelve miles southeast of Manila,, in the
Uinta Mountains, and consists of a few cattle ranches* :
fhara have b#en three buildings used as schools at
Greendale between 1921 and 1955*

There was little .^formation

about the first school, except that, on July $, 1919# the
Daggett School District authorised the amount of #300*00 for
building a school if the residents would do the work* 4- xt
was not until November, 1921, that a school was opened, and
it continued, Intermittently* from November, 1921 until May,
1955#65
In 1926, a new school was built of logs, with the
people of Greendale furnishing the material, while the district
paid for the work*^

This building was heated by a wood stove,

had gas lights, and still atands at Gv®endale*

It was fairly

well equlpned with furniture, a blackboard, and a small library*
Enrollment averaged between seven and ten pupils,
following a curriculum similar to that of the other one-room
schools of the region*6?

Pupils were attending for five

months in 1921+, seven months in 1936, and the school-year
^Minutes of Daggett District, op, clt., July $% 1919.
JBtfMJA* November, !$t|j May, 1955.
66

Ibid,, November, 1956.

6?Mary S. Tinker, interview.
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remained a t seven'months u n t i l the s c h o o l c l o s e d i n 19l}.2*
A s c h o o l was reopened i n the f a l l of 195>2 and con«*
t i n u e d f o r t h r e e y e a r s , u t i l i s i n g the bunkhouse on the Burton
ranch,

This was a s m a l l $ t a r p a p e r - c o h e r e d b u i l d i n g , which was

a t t e n d e d by e i g h t s t u d e n t s *

(Pig* 28*}

Pig* 28»*The t h i r d Greendale School

Between 1952 and 195>5># school was c a r r i e d on for n i n e
months*

Funds f o r i t s supoort cam© from t h e g e n e r a l moneys

of the Daggett School D i s t r i c t *

S a l a r i e s ranged from #80*00

^Minutes of Daggett D i s t r i c t , op, c i t * » May 3* 190}i
March 7 , 1936* and October 30, 1939*
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per month in 1922 to ::;:60,00 par month in 1933* to #70*00 in
1939, and to Hf§»§§ in 1952 * 6 9
Some of the teachers at Greendale were the wives of
residents, while others boarded with families or lived in
cabins at G-reendale*

Following la a list of teachers who

taught at these schools:
Lucille Swett
Maud Martin
Nelson G. Sowards
Vivian Powelsen
Anna McDonald
Mrs. a, Baril
Nelson 0. Sowards
Nelson $» Sowards

1921*22
1923-21*
1924-25
1929-30
1930-31
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35

Hyrum 0, Toone
Hyrum C* Tocne
Hyrum Q* Toone
Mary g* finker
Helen Evans
Mary Burton
Mary Burton
Mary Burton

1937-38
193c)~39
1939-14-0
1940*41
1941-42
1952-53
1953-54
1954~'55

70

An outstanding personality in the field of education
in Uintah County taught at Greendale after his retirement as
Uintah County Superintendent of Schools•

Mr* Nelson <$•

Sowards was principal of the Uintah Stake Academy in .1092
and by 1896, had become county superintendent of schools, a
position he held until 1914*

He was instrumental in setting •

up graded schools and consolidating Uintah County into one
school district, which was accomplished by 1914* only after
overcoming strong opposition. ?*• After his retirement, he
taught for three years at the Oreendale School*

The progress

of public education in Uintah County (of which Daggett was a
6

9jbid«, May 31, 1922; August Ig 1932. October 30,
1939; November 1, 1952*
70ptah School Directory, op* clt«, 1921-1955•
7lThe Historical Records Survey, Division of Professional and Service Projects, Works Projects Administration, Inventoryoftthe County.Archives of Utah: Uintah County, (Ogden,
tJtah, " lovember, 1940)',' p«""JK

***

JuJkJj
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portion until 1918: between 1896 and 1911+ owes much to this
man*
The following ia quoted from the Minutes of the Daggett
School District*
Deeember 7* 1953*f Caxafcbell moved and seconded by Bead
that parents living in Green&ale, Bridgeport* Sheep Greek*
and Connor Basin all off bus routes and on farms from
which they would not leave if it ware not for their child*
mn having to go to school• but who move to a school| be
paid #30*00 -pm school month in lieu of transportaticm*
except for time bus service might be furnished.72
Sines 1955* no school has been

operation

at Green

dale* due to the lack of enrollment and the almost impossible
task of obtaining certified teachers willing to live in such
a remote and Isolated location*

Since the advent of Flaming

Gorge» with the resulting improvement of roads in the vicinity,
Greendale ia no longer as isolated as it once was*

It is un-

likely that a school- will ever open at ilreendale againf due to
the proximity of the Dutch John coOTiunity across the Gvmn
River*

©io Greendale School was significant due to the fact

that it was the last one-*room school in session in Daggett
County*

?*v!inut©s of Daggett D i s t r i c t ,

1953*

O^I«I

oit»» December 7$

CHAPTER V
THE MANILA SCHOOLS
Early Manila Schools
The first Manila School*

Th© earliest school in

Manila was situated on the northwest corner of the Archie Lamb
property about on© block east of the present Manila School,
near the home of Mr. Lamb*

(Fig, 29.) The building was con-

Fig*, 29*-The sit© of the first Manila School

** J-. JLLL ***
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structed by the Nelson* VV&rby* Tolton* and Twltehell families
for the education of their children* along with the Large and
Hereford progeny*

It served as a school building from 1893

until 190.3* when a larger school was built a few blocks fur*
ther east to accomodate a growing population* ^

The structure

was later moved and torn down*
About twelve by fourteen feet in dimensions, it was a
log building with a plank floor and dirt roof* heated by a
box stove*

Water was obtained from a community tank which was

situated one block to the east* in turn, joined to a tunnel
driven into the hill northwest of Manila#fhis institution was in operation from four to five
months of the year for an enrollment of about eighteen pupils*
and there were seven grades with a curriculum consisting of
arithmetic* reading* spelling.* writing* and history*

There

was much emphasis on handwriting and Bancroft readers were in
use*

Good furniture was provided* along, with a small black**

board* an eighteen Inch world globe* slatea for beginners* and
adequate books* paper, and pencils sent out from Salt Late
City*3
Recitation benches were utilised* with each group
called upon to recite while others worked*
m-mmm

0

t***ft*

|lft*>l|*»*»^^

i»|»*fr3|*^

Most of the #ti»**
mmm<»mn
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miw.rtwMWM^wiiwwi

^-Personal interview with Mr* Don Twitchell, pupil at
the first Manila School* January * , 19572

!bid*

3personal interview with Mr* Benjamin Slagowski,
teacher in the first Manila School, August, 1959*
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dents were beginners, and parents ware notified by note or
word**of-*mouth as to the progress of their children«

For

recess the pupils played baseball and tag games*
During the first year of its existence, the school
was generally .supported by donations from the citizens, however, in I898, meetings were held with the Uintah County
school authorities in order to gain support by public fund©
of public education at Manila. District limber Fifteen of
Uintah County w&e organised at Manila, and funds that formerly
were- .apportioned to District Thirteen {Birch Greek) ware
diverted to the more populous Manila***
Teachers received about $]>G*GO P*» month*

The first

teacher wa$ Mr* Benjamin ^I&gowaki, who was educated at the
Deader Stake Academy, and taught at Manila in 1093*

He was

followed by Mr* Andrew Vernon, who was the first teacher
brought in for that spcolflo purpose*
Vernon was an outstanding teacher*

Prom most accounts, Mr*

He was followed by lattie

"Vernon* who- was the last teacher#5
the building was one of the first to be constructed
on the site of the nmw community of Manila, and served as a
church and social center as well as a school*

%bld*.
^Don Twitchell, interview; Bertha Potter, interview*

•
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The second Manila School*

With the increase in school

population at Manila, the first school building became inade*
quate by the simmer of 1901$.• Meanwhile, a community hall and
church had been built by the citlj&ens, and this building was
to become the second school in Manila*
Located two blocks east and one block south of the
former building, this school was constructed, originally, as a
church and community hall about 1902, under the leadership of
Bishop Willis fwitehell and Peter G. Wall*

In 190if., a frame

church was erected Just south of the community hall, and the
**01d Hall/* as it is referred to, continued as a school until
1912*6
Of log construction, with a shingle roof, this school
was about thirty by forty feet In siae, m& had the first
tongue and groove floor in Daggett County*?

A t\fenty foot

addition was attached to the west in 1915* and this section
became the first Daggett County Courthouse#®

After it ceased

operation as a school, the building became the property of
Peter 0« Wall*
Manila*

It still stands at its original location in

(Pig* $%l
While in session, the school was heated by a large box

• 6 Ibid*
' Ibid*
JLDXCX*
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heater* and drinking water was secured from th© community tank,
oae block northwest * It was equipped with blackboards* fairly
good furniture, and a. number of wall maps.*

Fig* 3G.~The second Manila School

It waa an eight graded school* with a curriculum similar to that of the contemporary schools at Mnwood* Coon.
Hollow, and Burntfork*

Report Cards ware baaed on percen-

tages written on notepaper* and u statement was. issued at the
end of the year stating whether or not the pupil waa promoted*
School w&s in session about five months* in 190ij.* growing to
eight months*In 1911.* with an enrollment that averaged nearly
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forty pupils by the latter year*

As the number in attendance -

grew* two teachers were hired, and the hall partitioned by
canvas, forming two classrooms*

The pupils played baseball

or tag games for recess*^
Continuing as a part of Uintah County School District,
tb** institution remained in District Number Fifteen, administered under the general supervision of the Uintah County
Superintendent*' Support came from local taxes m& the school
funds of Uintah County*

The citizens were helpful in the

donation of building material and firewood*

Patrons who ren-

dered service for the institution were Peter G» Wall, Willis
Twitche11f Anciel Twitchell, Leo B. Stewart, and Daniel M.
Nelson*.^

Following is a list of those who served as trustees

for District Fifteen between 190lj. and 1912s
James S* Twitehell
Daniel Hi Nelson

Anoiel T* Twitchall
Lao B# Stewart

Peter G* Wall

Charles Olson**

There was no record of the salary of teachers, but
their contemporaries at Burntfork, Linwood, and Coon Hollow
were receiving between 50.00 and $60.00 per month*
Next |i a list of teachers who taught at the second
Manila School:
.Etta Sllingsford
Rossina Shepherd
Andrew Loftgren
Paul Koas
9

Ibid»

1Q

Irs* Paul Ross
Josephine Lewis
S. 'Ira Jensen
Mr* Spriter

Frank ffatkina
Latri&ha Grey
Dora L* Wall *2

Ibid*

•^Utah School .Directory, op». c.it», 190l{.-1912»
^H>on Twitchall, interview} Bertha Fetter interview*
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Mr* Andrew ioftgren is noted aa the first man to start
a store in Manila, which was a cooperative enterprise set up
in order to provide necessities for the community**^
This school, aa was stated earlier* sarved as a church
and community cantor and, although church services have long
since ceased, it was utilized aa a community hall as late aa
1957*

It has been used aa a church, school, dance hall, cafe,

saloon*'garage* roller skating rink, basketball court, and a
movie theater.*

No other building in Daggett County has pro-

vided aa many varied experienced aa the **Gld Hall***
The third....Manila School*

In 1912, a new school was

established about two blocks directly west of the "Old Hall***
Funds were appropriated from the Uintah County District, and
the building was-constructed by George and Adolph Hastrup*^
It was a frame structure of ahiplap aiding, with an interior
of planed boards and tongue and groove flooring-*

A two story

building, there, were four cl*sa*oons, two on each floor*

The

edifice was twenty*»five by fifty feet in ills and waa heated by
a coal and wood stove, with water piped in from the community
tank*

The school was in operation until 1922 when, in that

year, it was aold to Daggett County for the sum of #1,600*00,
and continues to serve as the Daggett County courthouse*IS It
has recently been remodeled and is one of the attractive build-*
W*<**p|iijWligWj^^

jnminM»>Mwtnrti»

I3Bertha Potter, interview.
^4Mark Anson, interview*
I^J* Kent Olson, Interview*

tttmmumwm

ings of the community*

{Pig* 31*)

Fig# 31*-The third Manila School

A. curriculum of reading* writing, arithmetic$ spelling»
geography* language* and history was provided* and by 1915*
the first two grades of high school were added*
printed report cards were in use*

In 1913*

She school was divided into

the following classrooms*" on the ground floor* the north room*
grades one, tv/o, and threej south room, four* five, and six*
On the aeoond floor were located grades seven and eighty plus
the first two years of high school*' Geometry* literature*
English* and history ware taught in the upper grades*

The
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building waa well equipped with blackboards , furniture, and
other necessities#-^
For recreation* the school had a fine ball ground, although no special playground equipment was provided*

The town

rodeo grounds were, and still are, located nearby*
School waa conducted for to average of seven to eight
months of the year,, extending to nine months by 1920*^7
Following la a list of enrollment at this third Manila School
between 191? and 1922i
1917-18
1918-19

82
108

1919-20

112

1920-21
1921-22

8?
92

lA
m

Patrons who were particularly outstanding in the
support of the school wore:

Peter G* Wall*. Prank Neboker*

Samuel Warby, M* H* Larson, Charles Olson, John Briggs* and
Willard Schofield*19 .
Following Is a H a t of trustees and board members who
served while this achool waa in existence!
District lumber Fifteen Trustees
1912** 34
Ancle 1 T* Twitchell
jLeo B* Stewart
Charles P« Ola on
leleon G# Sowar ds*. County Supt*

^Minutes of Daggett District* op* clt*, May 17* 1919*
l$BIennial Reports, opr*ri ett • 1 1917^22*
^Berths Potter, interview; J* Kant Olson, interview*
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Uintah County School District
Board Members1914*15

1916-17

Wlllian Oaks
0. B* Bartlett
A.G. Goodrich
Lewis W* Curry
Joseph H* Bodily
'Nelson 0* Sowards, Supt*
1915-16

William Oaks
C. B* Bartlett
A* G« Goodrich
Lewis W* Curry
Joseph Bodily
Earl Thompson, Supt#
1917-18

William Oaks
C. B. Bartlett
At d» Goodrich
Lewis 1# Curry
Joseph H» Bodily
Sari Thompson, Supt*

William Oaks
| # B* Bartlett
A* 8* Goodrich
William Siddoway
Leonard Harris
Earl Thompson, Supt*

Daggett County School District
"Board Members
1918-19
A, T* Twitchell
Peter G> Wall
F* W. Tinker
Keith Smith
A#J*B* Stewart
Paul C* Miner, Supt*
1919-20
A* T* Twitchell
F. W. Tinker
Charles P* Olson
John Tolton
Marion Twitchell
Paul C. Miner, Supt*

1920-21
At f* Twitchell
Charles F# Olson
John Tolton
Marion Twitchell
Vera. Hardy
Paul C. Miner, Supt*
1921-22
Charles F# 01son
V e m Hardy
George 1* Walkup
Leo B* Stewart 2 n
Marion Campbell

It was during the existence of this school that Uintah
County was consolidated into one school district in 1911M thus
eliminating all of the smaller districts within the county* "
2

0utah School Directory, op* clt», 1912-22,
Ibid,

- XBk ~
In 1917, the residents of Uintah County, living north of the
Uinta Mountains, voted to separate themselves from the parent
county unit, and on January 1, 1913, the new county of Daggett
came into existence*

On January 2ij., If IS, the Daogett County

School District was officially established*
The following ia quoted from the Daggett District
Minutes of the Boardi
After the organisation of Daggett County on January
ljr 1919# the control of the schools was taken from Uintah
District*
The District was formally laid out and divided into
five representative Precincts January 21|* 1913, when the
following division was made and the following members
appointed by the County Commissioners*
First Representative Precinct: The east half of
Manila Townsit© proper east of the T* P* line between 19
and 2.0 East Salt Lake Meridian including Linwood*
Second Representative Precinctt All south of Manila
Townsite east of aforesaid T* P* line including Greendale
and Bridgeport*
Third Representative Precinct: South Section line at
the south of Manila Townsito and west of T* P* above
mentioned to and including Birch Springs*
Fourth Representative Precinct: The west- half of
Manila Townsite end west*
fifth Representative Precinctt- All Yjest of Birch
Springs Ranch to Summit County line*
The following members of the School Board were
appointed by the County Connies lone re to serve till the
next general election?
lb* 1 Henry Twitchell
No* -2 Blbert 1* Waite
lb« 3 A* J* B* Stewart
No* k Htttl« Pallesen
No* 5 Charlee P* Olson
The clerk was instructed to procure the necessary
minute and account books for the district, also a seal*
E* E* Wait© was appointed to £0 to Vernal to arrange**
for transfer of the school records from Uintah District* •*
fills school was supported by local taxes, state funds.
22

Minutes of Daggett District, og*i olt*s January, 1910*
23
^Ibld*

- 125 the Uintah County Seliool District and, later* the Daggett
County School District*

Following is a copy of expected

expenditures for 1921*221
Tha Daggett County School Budget for the year 1921-22
as passed by the Daggett County School Board and ordered
filed with the County Clark*
Sinking

Interest

fund

56* Q®

chars****•**** *•*»***»•**********••*#** -^**»^.4#^**^«i«i^-«*.

i|.7Q7*25

Salary f o r jinitora*----------^--*----*--*--*--

176*00

Books a n d

100#00

suppllies^»^^^«*^--*^^-«*«*^*^***«****»-

Fual and lig^ts®*^

176 #25

Janitorialfiuppli0S-*^^^**,*,<wM»*#**-*^*-****.«*.«r-*--.^^^*r*.20*00
fiepairs and replacemen^s^^-^**^*^*^****^-------

15*00
313 • 00

Transportation****^***^^*^
2^013^^

*• **•**«•* «*•

Sit ©3 and Buildings******^«»****#*******»**M^WM^WW^WWW^*#«*

30 * 00
100*00

Postage and stationary**^**^^***^^

15*00

Expanse of Supt* Office*--^-*^***^^^

50*00

Salary of Board ijembors-**-^^-*-**-^*--^^**^^'*
\jf

©

!

! »T

0

is * " * * * * ' * * ' * *

* * * * * ' * * • * • * * ' * * # * • • * • «Ki* -•«••* * * • • <«Mt Jjli*» MMk»- #ki» **<»' MM* • * » ^Mt'-«^(» MM* 4MW- «*PI*'<••»••«•* «W»••••W • * * *•»•> <Mtafc M M *•*» # • * <*•» « * ^ • N i l '

ISO*00
JL * •

*

vir'VJ

Administration and General Expense****-*—-—m**«m

260*00

Xioan Payabla**^^^^;**^******^^

315* 00

*»—*•,***
Total

Paul C. Miner, Clerk

%lbid*» Jun© 1921

§ 6,9<J9.5'0
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Teachers received from $60*00 to |90*GG per month,
in 1918* with the principal earning between |20«00 to $30*00
mora par month for carrying on his added responsibilities**^
Following is a list of those who taught at the third Manila
Schoolt
1918-19

1912-13
S* Ira Jensen

Blanche Folks
Maud Leatham
Paul C* liner
1919-20

Lissi© Rasmussen
Charles S* Iverson

Paul C* Miner
Blanche P o l t a
E l l e n Whitxitore
Elizabeth Bailey
E t h e l B» Miner

19:14*15
3* I r a Jenaen
Beatrice Largston

1920-21

1915-16
S# Ira Jensen
Beatrice Langston

Paul C# Minor
Besale Ransbury
Dessie WiHover
Prances Christansen
H* Arthur Davidson

1916-1?
S* Ira Jensen
Edna Jackson
Arta Madson

1921-22
Paul C* Miner
Ruth Sterling,.
Heber Bennion*-"

1917-18
S* Ira Jensen
lienor Hulat

It was at this school that one of the teachers was
appointed to be principal* Mr* S* Ira Janson being the first
1 97

to occupy that position, in 1911+ •
mmmrn, mmM*

»*IWil**i*i^^

m&mM&im^

The first man to bear
tUmm *

^ J b l d * * March 1918*
^ % t a h School D i r e c t o r y * ofi.y:i...ncitr* 9 1912-22*
2

? I b i d * t 1911-b p* 60*

mmim*«mm«mmmmm*Mm,m*mm»

**

Xu£. {

•*•'

the title of Superintendent of the Daggett County School
District* Mr* Paul C# Miner, was hired in that capacity on
September 2fy, 1918* also serving as Clerk of the Board*

Mr*

Miner* however* worked primarily as a teacher* while the Board
of Education carried on the greater part of the duties of a
superintendent and principal*

It was not until the nineteen

fifties that a full-time superintendent and principal was hired
to perform those administrative duties* Another teacher, Mr*
Hober Bannion* took up sheep ranching and servod Daggett as
its representative to the Utah State Legislature for many
years* becoming prominent in Utah political circles*
Wyoming puplla began attending here to take advantage
of the upper grade education available*

A bus was provided to

transport pupils from Linwood aftor the close of the Linwood
School* in 1918-• fhis was a Model

H

f Ford* purchased in

August, 1919 and driven by Ancil Twitchell* who waa paid f&0»00
per month for hie services*

Pupils living more than two and

one^half miles from school were to be paid fifteen cents per
day, If transportation was not provided*29

she Board made

provision for the renting of a barn for sheltering horses
ridden by pupils*
This school played a small part in the maintenance of
public health in Daggett County*

fhe following is quoted from

the minutes of the Daggett School District!
2

% i n u t e s of Daggett D i s t r i c t , op r c.it«» Sept*, 1918*

29

3£lcL, August* 1919*
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Mr* Miner read a correspondence from the State Board
of Health and. the Bept of Health Education regarding a
fatal type of small pox, and after a thorough discussion*
a motion waa made by fir* Stewart that the School Board
purchase 150 tubes of 'vaccina from the State Board of
Health and arrange for the free Vaccination of $11 school
children* Carried*3$
A small library waa instituted, providing for* the
checking out of booki by students*

This school did not serve

as a community center to the extent that others did In the
past* due to the fact that lha "Old Hall** was readily avail**
able and mora convenient to use*

!Ehe third Manila. School

Ceased operation as an educational institution on December 8,
1922*31

{

Thaiifourth ^Manila^ School*. Soon after the formation of
the new Daggett County School District* it waa felt by many of
the citizens that a new, larger school plant was desirable*
AH early as March* 1919* the Board act in motion a plan to
bond the district for the ran of $8,000*00 for the erection
of a new building, however, it was not carried out because of
difficulty in securing a certified list of registered voters
from Vernal in time for the election*-**On August 6, 1920, an election was carried to raise
the Bixm of $26,000*00, however it api3arently was impossible
to sell the Daggett District bonds in that year*

Another

election was called on May 29* 1922, for the purpose of voting
3°rbld*, January 7, 1922*
3^ lb id*,. December 8, 1922*.
32ibid*, April 11, 1918* :-
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a bond of #18,000*00*

This was carried with A vote of forty-

two in favor and two against#33

On June 26* 1922, the George

W« Vallory Company accepted the Daggett District bonds at
ninety cents.on the dollar. The contract for construction
was awarded to the-Green River Limber Compfutsy for the sum of
$13*932*50 ami the bid of Mr* William 0* Boran to dig the
tunnel arid lay the pipeline for water was accepted at f250*00*
Plans and, specifications• were drawn by Mr* Charles Atkins *3*l
The new Manila School was occupied for school purposes on
December 9* 1922*3^
About sixty by ninety**three feet in dimensions, the
building was.located one block north of the former school*
(Pig* 32*)

It was of frame construction, with a stucco cover-

ing on the exterior and a. shingle roof*

The interior walls

were plaster, with a tongue .and groove floor, and it was
heated by two coal furnaces, located in separate rooms,
connected by a corridor, beneath, the building*

The main

floor consisted of an entrance on the south, a hallway, three
classrooms, a small library, which later served as a classroom,
an office, and a combined auditorium and recreation foom*
In X93itf application was made for a federal loan in
order to increase the number of classrooms and provide indoor
lavatory facilities*

The basement was completely excavated,

33ibi£*, Hay 31* 1922*
July 1, 1922•
33jfoid..»» December 8, 1922*
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providing two classrooms , a shop* kitchen* two indoor lava**
tories, and a room to houae an electrical generating unit*
Entrances on the east and west aides were also completed*3o

Pig* 32*-The fourth Manila School

After the excavation project was finished, the school
was organised as follows: In the baseniimt, to the southwest*
the first and second grade room; to the northwest, the kitchen
and cafeteria; in the canter, to the north two lavatories;
on the south, the two furnace rooms; on the southeast,
'3&Jbicl,, January 6, 193iu

** X J? X

*

the third and fourth grade room; on the northeast, the shop*
On the main floor there were situated!

to the southwest, the

fifth and sixth grade room; on. the northwest, the seventh and
eighth grade room} in the center* to the north, the combination auditorium and gym* to the center, south, the library
(eleventh and twelfth grade room) and the principalis office;
to the southeast, the ninth and tenth grade room.
The fourth Manila School obtained water from a tunnel
driven Into the hill, Just to the north, and was lighted by
kerosene lamps until January, 1929, when a light plant was
purchased*-"

in 1934 an electrical generating unit was placed

in the basement, and, in later years, the school was joined
to a power unit operated by He is Phllhrick*^

By 1952, the

B* E* A* agency brought electric power into Manila*
In 1953* the graduating seniors, aided by one of their
teachers, painted the exterior white, and in 1955* the building
was remodeled and still stands as an extension of the present
Manila School*
fhis school operated, continuously, from December,
1922, until it was closed for remodeling in April, 1955* as
an eight graded institution*

The school term waa from seven

to nine months, according to funds available*^

With the

advent of state equalisation, school was carried on for nine
37Ibid#, January$ 1929*
3®Nels Fhilbrick, interview*
^Minutes of Daggett 'District, ogir»r eit,», March 1|, 1935*
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month**
Financial aid from the state enabled the district to
maintain a permanent senior high school organization*

In

earlier years, the Board had to resort to the payment of
tuition by high school students*

It a meeting on May 31* 192i|:

A*J*B» Stewart recommended that the parents of the
high school students meet with the Board* Also* that a
tuition fa© be paid by all students above the eighth
grade *
Discussion of the high achool problem was held and the
possibility of paying a teacher 1 a salary thru co-operation
of the parenta in the form of a tuition in the total amount
of $750#00, Elisabeth Stanton m&m4 that P* G* Wall be
appointed a committee of one to meet with the parents of
high achool students and offer the students high achool
at a tuition of #75*00 with an abatement to resident
students of amount equal to the state allotment, but to
have a total income from these students of f750*GG#
J* &« lade seconded* Unanimously carried•ij-O
Because of the inability of many parents to pay the
Uii'.

1 MQtyMMP f M a e classes had to be die-continued from time

t& tl&*+-

w

7 1 9 2 4 , some high achool work wa® in session, and

in 1928, the first person to gradiiate from Manila High School,
Mr* John Green, received his diploma*^ 1
The high school work was usually conducted by twoteachers in the twenties and thirties, and by three, in the
forties' and, early fifties*

Heedless to say, the ourriciilum

was highly limited, and was carried on according to the ablll**
ties of the small number of teachers, one of 'Whom always
served as the superintendent and principal, 'until 1952, Mien
P l b i d * , lay 3 1 , 192)41 August 2 2 , 1925*
^ G r a d u a t e Record Book, Manila High School, 1928* (in
the files of the Daggett County Superintendent of Schools*}
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Mr* William Purely assumed the role of the first full-time
superintendent and principal, without any teaching duties#^
History 1 algebra, geometry, Sngllah, and literature wore
•tauglit in tho early years of the hi£h school*
regular class in typing was conducted.^

By 1929, a

prom time to time*.

sewing was taught, and after 1934* provision was made for a
smallj poorly equipped shop*

Elaen Williams was the first

certificated home economics teacher in Daggett County, arriving at Manila In 193?**&
Because of a lack of adequate shower facilities and
the limited BIZB

of the gymnasium, the physical education

program was rather undeveloped*

In the early thirties, Manila

had a basketball team, playing games with small towns auch as
MoKinnon and Mountain View, however, there was no league play
Of any type until 1950 §k$
In spite of their isolation and lack of adequate
facilities for conducting a high school, it was a noteworthy ,
achievement of the teachers and students that no pupil #aa
ever turned down by any Utah institution of higher learning
because of holding a diploma from Manila High School*+
^Minutes of Dargett District, op* cit*, August 25*
^Personal interview withers* Sue Masters, pupil at
the Manila School $ January 1?, 195?*
^Ibldt
[

^Ibid*

^Personal interview with Mr* John 0* Allen, Clerk of
the Board, Daggett School District, February lk» 1957*
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Following Is ft list of the graduates of Manila High
School between 1928 and 1955*
1928
John Gj*een
1929
Albert Green

1938
Vlrgie Slaugh

1939
Gene Campbell
Richard Schofield

1945
Chester Fields
Dixon Christiansen
Donne. Twitchell
ledra Lamb

191+6

1930

19^0
Alice Green
Muerl Searles

1931

Dessie Twitchell
Sybil Slaugh
Joy Nelson
Pamela Jarvle

Ruth Warri.0

Douglas Jarvie
Doral Pallesen

19^7
Reva Slaugh

191+8

1932

19^1
Scott Bennett . ~
Ora Schofield
Wanda Twitchell

1933
Harold Twitchell
Rex Masters
Sua Anson
Mary Potter

1931+

Twilla Twitchell
• Keith Lamb
Bill Hanks
Ron HeIson
Jess Burton
Farren Boron
191*2
Kelvin Licht
Eugene Ruble
Zora Stevens

19tf3
1935
Ava Anson
Glen Bggerts
1936
Mary Bllen Tinkar
1937
Harry Mann
Eugene Slagowski
Delbert Pallesen
Berfca Bennett
May Twitchell

June leison
Lenord Lemon
Ivan Bennett
Hertha Twit elm 11

wkk
Janice Ruble
Norma Searle
Lucille Grothe

Eutona Brlggs
•Reva Potter
Rita Twitchell
19^9
Alonzo Jarvie
Alan Pallesen

1950
Levi Reed Jr#
Dorl Reed
Glen Harris
Don Briggs
1951
Clifford Christensen
John OlsonLloyd Nelson
Perl Lamb
1952
Eutona Anderson
Bonnie Behunin
Shirley Behunin
Mary J* Christens©n
Weldon Potter
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Manila High School graduates* cont#

1953
James Masters
Larry Biorn
Mickey Larson
Juanita
Darrell Mitchell
Clyde Forbes

1954

1955

Sheila Masters
Burnell Lamb
Lata Olaon
Leah
Potter
Marilyn Schoflcld Judy Elmer
Robinson
Bills Sadliar
Larry Beck
Karl Behunin,i?
David Potter4*'

The curriculum of the elementary school remained about
tha same as in earlier schools, adding art* music, and. physical education in later years. The* basic curriculum of the
high achool was taught In alternate years because grades ware
joined together In one room, Ie#, seventh and eighth, ninth
and tenth, eleventh and twelfth*

Is an Illustration, Utah

History was taught one year, followad by tearlean History tha
next, for the seventh and eighth grades• Teachers often had
to work far astray of their fields as Is Illustrated by the
following list of teachers at Manila in grades seven through
twelve* with their subjects taught?
Hae Baxters

(1952*53•) •

English, Biology, Geometry, Physical
I;ducat ion, and Handleraf t s *

Don Baxtert

History, English, and Type*

PlorJn HulsetArithmetic, Algebra, Psychology, General
Science, Physical .Education, and Shop*4^
The enrollment for the Manila Elementary and High
School between 1922 and 19.55 was as-follows!
^Graduajbe Record Book, QRy.cit*, 1928*1955*
^XJtah School Directory, op.» o l t » f 1952-53, P* 52*
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1922-23
1923-%
19%25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930 r >i
1931-32
1932-33

_
86
114
113
112
115
124
110

1933-34
1934*35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-kp
1940-Jvi
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44

131 •
116
114
130
113
119
li|2
128
139
127
127

191*4-1*5
1945-46
1946-4?
1947-48
1943-49
1949-50
1950-Sl
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55

105
114
95
98
101
106
100
101
126
109 ho
116 |9

Wyoming pupils continued to attend at- Manila in order
to take advantage of the higher grade level available* The
following, is quoted from the Minutes of Daggett Districts
The next question of discussion was that of admitting
cut of state students* -and what foe should ba charged
them* It was finally decided/to make a tuition fee of
#10*00 for all auch students*50 .
In turn* Daggett County student© living in the aaatorn extreme
of the county attended the Colorado school at Ladore*
The clerk was authorised to write a warrant in favor
of v;» E* Gadd, treasurer of Ladore School, for the payment
of our share in furnishing school facilities for phe
children of Brown*3 Park* Approved Nov* 6* 1926•^^
Mrs. Jesse Taylor requested b y latter that consideration be given to the matter of paying tuition for two of
her children while at the Craig, Colorado High School,
next year* April 19, 1941*52
At various times between 1922 and the present 1959*
agreement was reached between the various Colorado and Wyoming
districts and Daggett District,- on the transfer of students to
the nearest available school*

Utah children living at Birch

4-9Biennial Beports, oi)*.rclt*, 1922^1955*
^Minutes of Daggett District, op,^ eit*> Sept* 2, 1922.
^^Ibici* 3 November 6, 1926*
JM*t*» April 19, I94I*
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Creeks in western Daggett County, attended school at McKinnon,
Wyoming, just across the Wyoming** Utah boundary, and Wyoming
pupils, living at y/asham, attended the Manila School after
their own closed in 1942*
As of 1952, all Utah children living at Birch Creek,
were transported through McKinnon to Manila over a distance
of some twenty-five miles, ae it was felt that this tfould be
acre economical than paying tuition to the Wyoming school
district•"

After l?l|.f| all children from Washam attended

the Manila School* and high school children living at McKinnon
also undertook their studies at Manila High School*

In 1956

Wyoming students were given the choice of,being educated at
the Utah school or hoarding out to go to the nearest Wyoming
high school*
Isolated pupils , living In Daggett District* have been
accorded funds paid in lieu of transportation, dating even
before 1922, as was mentioned in the report on the third
Manila School*

In July, 1953* the amount'of $270*00 each was

paid to three families living in eastern Daggett County* in '
lieu of transportation*^
Between 1919 and 1935* pupils made their way to school
as best they could, the same being true before the former
year*

Because of extreme distances, In some c$ses, and the

hardship that was apparent, in September of 1935* the citizens
^Ibia., May 21, 1951
^Ibid., Julj 6, 1953
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presented a petition calling for him service and the Board
adopted a resolution to raise the budget by 1300*00 to pay for
the transport of children living beyond the two and one*»half
mile limit from the Manila School*

On September 28, 1935*

the Board appointed Merlin Schofield to transport children
over three proposed routes for a period of six months at a
salary of #5^#00 per month*

Bach family was to pay a fee of

#3*00 per month in order to help support the program*p^

On

July 29$ 1939» Mr* Howard Iveraon was given a contract to
transport school Childreng he to provide the conveyance*

On

September 30, 1939* the following waa written in the Minutes*
It waa moved by Mr* Allen# seconded by Mr* Reed and
carried that this school district purchase the school bug
now in ufttf from Howard Iveraon by paging him $300*00 and
paying the Freed Finance Co* $910*13*^®
This bus waa a 1939 Chevrolet Suburban .and was the real start
of bus transportation in the Daggett School District*
In 19lf-8* the district purchased a 1948 model Ford*
twenty-eight passenger buat and in 1951» another, smaller Ford*
In 1952* the larger Ford waa sold and a 1952 model Chevrolet
was purchased* all for the use of this fourth Manila School^'
In 19$(S$ Daggett Diatrict was operating two district-owned
vehicles and paying for the use of another, while V/ashaca pupils
were transported to Manila in their own bus*

It is noted that

these four bua©3 were operating for a school with an enroll^Ibld., September, 1935.
^IbicU, September 30, 1939
•-^Nels Pfailbriek, interview.
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mont of about on® hundred pupils* many of whom lived in Manila*
which indicates the sparsenoas of population in the area*
For recreation* the school provided the combination
auditorium and gymnasium* which wm used for athletic gamest
movies* dances* and programs of various aorta*

In 19l|*7* a

number of swings and a -'slide were erected to the east of the
eg
building*"'

4s was mentioned*earlier* BOM©' organized basket-

ball was carried on by the high school students, although
there was little opportunity for any type of league play until
1958*

Many plays were presented over the years* and by 1950*

a movie was shown to the student body every two weeks*

The

annual school picnic became a tradition with the Manila School*
Patrons who were particularly outstanding in the
support of this school were J M# R* Larson* Silver Licht*
Niels P&llesen* Leland Mayers* George Walkup* and John C#
Allen*

Two of the above spent many years in the office of

Clerk of the Board; Mr* P&llesen* who* of course* served as
a teacher in the various schools in and around Daggett County
•^n& was clerk 'until his death in lft§&| Mr. Allen served as
clerk from 19i|l until 1959* rendering much faithful service
to the Daggett School District^
Following is a list of Board Members of Daggett
District between 1922 and 1955*

;>

*J# Rent Olson* interview; John C* Allen* interview;
Personal Interview
with'Mrs« Elizabeth Stanton* former Board
Member* and resident of Daggett County* February 14* 195?*

* li|.0 m

Jk S &m€m
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Vern Hardy
Charles F* Olson
Leo B# Stewart
Marion Campbell
George Walkup

1923-24
Vern Hardy
Charles P» Olson
Elisabeth, Allen
Leo B* Stewart

1924-25
Yarn Hardy
Charles Olson
Elisabeth Stanton
J# L# Wade
Peter G>* Wall

1925-26
Vern Hardy
Charles P# Olson
Elizabeth Stanton
J* L* IVade
Pater G.« Wall
1926-27
Elizabeth Stanton
Fete* 0, Wall
John St Bennett
If* W* Laraen
Oscar Swett
1927*";23
Peter G« Wall
John S* Bennett
Oaoar Swett
Hlels Pallesen
Archie Lamb

1920-29
Peter G. Wall
John S* Bennett
Oscar Swett
Niels Pallesen
111 Brigg®
1929-30
Peter G* Wall
John S* Bennett
Oscar Swett
HieIs Pallesen
Ell Briggs
1930-31
Peter G* Wall
John S$ Bennett
Oacar Swett
liela Pallesen
111 Brigga
1931*32

193W5
John S# Bennett
John C* Allen
Leland A* Mayers
Anclel T. Twitohell
Silver Llcht

1935-36
John C* A l l e n
Leland A* Mayer3
Silver Llcht
Martin Schwab

1936-3?
John C« A l l e n
Leland A* Mayers
S i l v e r Licht
Martin Schwab

1937-38

John S# Bennett
John G« Allen
John 0* Alien
Leland A# layers
Leiand A# Mayers
Silver Licht
Mark A. Anson
Kenneth Reed
Ancle1 1% Twitohell Prank J. Schofield

1932-33

1938-39

John C* Allen
John S* Bennett
Leland A* Mayers
John §4 Allen
Silver Licht
Leland A# Mayers
Kenneth Heed
lark A* Anson
Aneiel f * Twitohell Prank J* Schofield
1933-3i|
Jolin S* Bennett
John C» Allen
La land A*. Mayers
ilneiel T* Twitohell
Silver Licht

1939-If.O
John 0* Allen
Leland A« -Mayera
Kenneth Reed
Prank J* Schofield
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19^i|2
John C* Allen
Leland A* layers
Kenneth Seed
Frank J* Schofield
Archie Lamb

19^1-42

1910^6

1950-51

Archie Lamb
Clifford Christensen
If* E# Lareen
PStUl "Willlama

191*6-1*7

1951-52

Leland A* Mayers
Archie Lamb
Kenneth Read
Clifford Christensan
Archie Lamb
M. I* Larsen
Vernon Nelson
Paul Wllliamg
Clifford Christensen Claude C% Jones
19i|2-l|3

Clifford Chris t-ensen
M* ft. Lareen
Gene Campbell
John Ylincheta
Kenneth Reed

19^7^8

M* I.* Larson
Gene Campbell
John Ylincheta
Kenneth Reed
Dick Bennett
1952-53

Leland 4* layersClifford Christansan
Kenneth Heed
M« I. Larsen
Archie Lamb
Paul Williams
Vernon Ifelson
Howard 1verson
Clifford Christensen Vernon liaison

M* V« Larsen
Gene Campbell
John Ylincheta
Kenneth Reed
Dick Bennett

lennath Reed
Clifford .Christensen
Archie Lamb
M* I? Larsen
Vernon Kelson •
Paul Williams
Clifford ChristensenHoward Iverson
Norman N* Larsen
Vernon Ifeiaon

Gene Campbell
John Ylincheta
Kenneth Read
Dick Bennett
Alton Beck

19l+lHj5

19^9-50

195U-55

Kenneth Reed
Clifford Christensen
Archie Lamb
II* If* Larsen
Clifford Chris ten a en Vernon Kelson
Herman 1. Lara en
Gmw Campbell
JNrnl Williams
John Ylincheta

Gene Campbell
John Ylincheta
Kenneth Rer.d
Dick Bennett
Alton Beck 6 0

It was during the existence of this school that the
Daggett District was redlatrlcted into the'five representative
precincts that are extant today*

On October 6* 1926* the

following was recorded in the ?€lnute Book?
At the regular meeting of the County Consmiss loners
Oct* i|,* 1926, the county was redistrlcted in accordance
Utah School Directory, op*i clt*>f 1922** 1955*

** li.f.2 **

page 106 Session laws of 1925*
Representative Precinct "So. 1, all of Brown's Park*
Greendaie, and of the territory east of the Nelson Lane
between Sees* 16 and 17 TWP* 3 N» Range 20 K on the north
by the looming line, on the south by the Uintah-Daggett
County line and on the east, by the Colorado line*
Representative Precinct No» 2, bounded on the north
by the State Road, on the east, by the Nelson Lane,
on the west the TIP line between Ranges 19 and 20 east*
Representative Precinct No* 3# bounded on the east by
the T?/P line between Ranges 19 and 20 E, on the north by
the State Road, on the west* by the line between the
Birch Springs and John Brlggs ranches, or the line between
Sec* 21 and 22 1 I, 19 E*
Representative Precinct No* 4, bounded on the north
by the State Road,, on the east, by the Nelson Lane between Sec* 16' and 1? T* 3 N* Bangs 20 'E$ on the west by
the line between Birch Springs and John Briggs ranches*
on the north by the Wyoming line*
Representative Precinct No* 5, ill west of the line
between the Birch Springs and John Brigga ranches*
In 1941, Greendale changed from Precinct 1 to Precinct 2*°^
This school was supported by the tax funds of Daggett
County, state aid* and, in later years , by the funds of the
statd equalisation program, which has made it possible for a
high school to exist at Manila*

Manila School was one of the

schools accorded a f*Special Schools** statue in regard to the
number of Distribution Unite allotted to it*

The district has

received a larger amount of funds than the number of pupils
attending entitled It to receive! because of its status as an
extremely isolated district*
Following are three budgets for the years, 1934# 1944*
and 1954, which indicate the growth of expenditures for educa*
tlon in the Daggett District!
^Minutes of Daggett District, o;o»r clt»y October 4*
iyCU*
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Daggett D i s t r i c t :
Jtme %| 1934
General Control
Salary- & expense of School Board
Salary of Clerk
Salary of Treasurer
Admlnia trative

#180#00
18CU.0G
100#00
,350*00

§6X0 • 00

Instruction
Teachers Salaries
Text Books and Supplies

$3,900*00
300#00

Health

25.00

tU,225»0Q

Operation of School Plant
Salary of Janitor
Janitor*s Supplies
Heat* Light, and Water
Maintenance of Plant
Repair of Buildings and
Upkeep of Grounds*
Capital Outlay and Debt
Service
F u r n i t u r e and F i x t u r e s
Library Books
Redemption of Bonds
I n t e r e s t on Bonds
I n t e r e s t on Short Time Loans
Total

#330*00
25*00
. JJMMM*

1300.00

#755*00

$300.00

$125*00
50*00
1,000*00
if25*00
20#00f1,620*00
^'

~ I 7/710.00

Estimated Revenues
Cash on Hand
State School
Forest Service
Estimated Deficit
(to he made up by local levy)

flf,00*00
!{.,000*00
32^*00 #U»725«00
#2,995*00

- lijlj.

Daggett Districtt
Jim© 30 $

l%k

General Control
Salary & ISxpense of School Board
Salary of Clerlc^Treasurer
Administrative

280*00
300.00

120.00

Instruction
Teachers Salaries
textbooks and Supplies
Health
Tuition

#9*250*00
400.00

120*00
^£»QQ

PJ),270.00

Transportation

#2,025*00

$2,025.00

|?20*00
500*00

fl,220.00

#1,000.00

|1,000.00

f100.00
50.00
50.00

1.200.00

Operation of School Plant
Janitor and Supplies
Be ait 1 Light, and Water .
Maintenance of Plant
Repairs and Upkeep of Buildings
Capital Outlay and Debt
Service
32quipment and Furniture
Library
Interest
Total*
IstImated Ha^enues
State District
Equalization Fund.Forest Fund
High School
Uniform School Fund
House Bill 20
Lunch
Estimated Deficit
(to ba mad© up by local levy)

115,535.00
#3,650.00
1,350.00
1,000.00
55.00
605.00

i,57i*oo
_5pi.oo

$8,792.00

#6,?l|3.oo

# 1I4.5 **

Daggett District!
J u n e 7 , 195if~

Administrative
Compensation of Board Members
#350.00
3*7$°*00
Salary of Superintendent
Salary of Clerk
750.00
Election of Board Members
100#00
Supplies, Materials, Travel Expanse ... 800.00

#5*700.00

Instruction
$21,000.00
250*00
900.00
800.00

Salaries of Teachers
Substitute Teachers
Textbooks
Library Books & Periodicals
Teaching Supplies
Audio-Visual Supplies

5QO,OO

500.00

#23,950.00

Other School Services
Health Services
transportation Salaries
Transportation Supplies and Main
Transportation Insurance
Transportation Contracts
Payments in Lieu of Transportati*

100.00
1,800,00

750.oo
§17*00
3,115.00

#7,822.00

%n 1,620.00

School Lunch
Maintenance of Plant
Equipment

2,^00*00

#2,500.00

500.00

$500.00

1,549*00

|l,5i|.9.00

Operation of Plant
Salaries
Goal
Power
Supplies
Grounds Development Fund

iA35*oo
700.00
360.00
310.00

#2,805.00

1,100,00

#1,100.00

* 11+6 -

Fixed Charges
Retirement '
Social Security
Insurance
Collection of School Taxea

364*00
SO$»pO
280*00
..1,500*00

#3*250*00

•Debt S€*rvioa
Redemption of Bonds
Interest on Short Term Loan
Interest on Bonds
Other Debt Service

4,000*00
100*00
2*080*00
. 1,267.00.,

Totals

MijMiMB
#56*723*00

Estimated Receipts
Basic 11 mills
Transportation
Bond 10 mills
Lunch
Forest
RetirementTuition
Cash on Hand

#30*000*00
k*964*00
6*964*00
2,500*00
1*200*00
1,470*00
3*575*00
:6,300*00..,

,0
156*723*00 bc~

For many years* Daggett District.experienced some
difficulty in trying to finance its school's* and irvmy refer-*
©noes are made in the Minutes to the need for borrowing money.
on abort term loans* in order to carry on the' educational
program*

With the advent of a stronger state equalisation

.system* the district has been financially more stable*^
It was during the existence of this Manila School
that the first full-time superintendent and principal assumed
hia duties*

Since the end of Worlo War I* a number of persona

have held the title of Superintendent of Daggett County Schools,
however* moat of the administration was provided directly by
62
Ibid«t June k$ %93kt June 30* 191*4; June 7, 1954«
"3John C* Allen* Interview*

** if) 7
the Board of Education, even as late m World War II. Follow*
ing.that conflicts•the state required that more direct administration of the school ha given

to a professional superintend

dent and principal, while the Board of Education was to perform its more indirect administrative* duties. After the war*
J. Maiben Stephenson and L. Dale Gibson assumed more direct
administrative duties, however, both taught classes.

In 1952,

Mr. William Pur ly became the first fi*!!*time superintendent
and principal, followed by Mr. Kay V* Palmer, who is the present Superintendent of Daggett County School District • %
Following is a list of average salaries paid to teachers at this Manila School between 1922 and 1955s
1922
1923
192^
1925
1926
1927
1928

1929
1930
1931
1932

f100.00 Per Month ' 193*1 #75*00 Per Month
1100.00 * n#*
1935 175*00
f100.00 w
1936 $75.00
1100.00 ** *
1937 #80.00
1100.00 •
*
1938 §80*00
n
m
$100;00 1939
#100*00
"
191^0 §80.00
#80*00 tf
M

iiio.oo
#110*00
$100*00
| 75*00

1933 I 75*00

m

*

.

*

w

*
*

m

f

n

*

191J1
I9l|.2
19i|3
191*4

mi»m
*
#85*00 •
100*00 *
110.00 «

On April 22, |f|i|| the Daggett School District
Board of Education met for the purpose of adopting a salary
schedule in conformance with House Bill 2o.ofo This marked the
first year that an official salary schedule was ever adopted
in Daggett District*

Following ia a copy of that schedule:

^Minutes of Daggett District, op»i ,citt, Aug. 25* 1952*
6

%bid*, 1922-19141-*

66ibid.f April 22, 191&.

- ll|8 »•

Years of
Experience
0
to
16

Less Than
Bachelor. Degree .

Bachelor
Degree

Master's
Degree

8!|£U00
960*00
1,056*00
to
to
to
#1*595*00
#l|7O5.O0
#1,801.00 6 7
On May 3* 191+9* the following schedule was adopted!

Certified, without a degree, start at #1,800*00 and
reach maximum in five year© .of #2,000* Certified with a
degree f2280 and reach a maximum in seven years of #2700*.
On March 6, 1950, the schedule was aa outlinedt
Sixty dollar increase per year for seven years, increased to #75»OG for next nine years for teachers having
B*8* degree, with base of |2ijj)0*00 and a maximum of
#3495*00*
March 7$ 1955* Bachelor degree and certificatej
start at #3300*00 with annual increase to #ty.800*00 in
fifteen year$* Degree and no certificate start ^2800*00
with annual #50*00 increase to 13550*00 in fifteen years*
Wo degree and no certificate to atart at #2300 with annual
150*00 increase to #3050 in fifteen years»65
Superintendents and principals received from twenty to fifty
dollars more per month during the twenties and thirties, with
the differential increasing in later years*
Following is a list of those who taught at this Manila
School:
1922-23
Srma Bradford
Bllen Anderson
Baulah Itarsen
Paul C* Miner, Prin* & Supt*

1923-2i|
Marva Bullock
Arvilla Meredith
Harlow Clarke, Prin*

67Ibid*
68ibid*, May 3* ifPl March 6, 1950; March 7» 1955*

*• li}*9 •*

1 9 2 l j - ?$

Verda Stewart
Otey Lewis
Harold B* Lindaman* Prin*

1930-31
Beulah Stout
Melba Black
Ruth Allen
Christine Roberta
B* C* Brock* ?rin#

1925-26
Verda S t e w a r t
Iforv 1* Tinker

1926-2?
Miriam Burton
11Ida Hardy
Ephraim Kingsford, Prin*
1927*28
Mar 1 am ATvBurton
Wilda Hardy
LeGrand Jarman
Ephriam Kingsford, Prin*
1923*29
Vanona Whitehead
Edna L* Allan
Norma Jarman
Sert;c N. Benson*. Prin*
1929-30
Margaret Berghout
Jeanne Stewart
A* L* Baxter
C* H« Frogue* Prin*

Ann Noble
Seymore Mikkelkon
Melva Black
Beulah Stout
D.C. Brock. Prin.
1932-33
Katharine Miitney
Lucy Watt
Buth Smith
Franklin Nielsen* Prin.
1933-3U
Maxine Myers
Olive Galloway
Orville Norton, Prin*
1931^35
Maxine Myers
Lucy Watt
Ruth Smith
Olive Galloway
Orville Norton, Prin*
1935-36
Madge Campbell
Ruth Peterson
Mary Brown
Delmar Nelson
J. D* Harper* Prin*
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Manila teachers, cent*
1936-37
Madge A* Campbell
Ruth Peterson
Rowena Bangertar
John H. McConkle J# D# Harper, Prln*

1937-38
Mary Miner
liean Thomson
Jane Reid
J* H. McConkle
Jt D* Harper, Prln»

1938-39
Reca Darnell
Eleen Thomson
Warren 1* Dean
Jane Reid, Prln*

19^2*4*3
Vivian Arrowsmlth
Agnes Briggs
Geneva Marriott
Mary 1. Tinker
Eleen Williams, Prin.

19k3~hk
Aguea Briggs
Mary 1* Tinker
Eva Ruble
J, D. Harper, ?rin#

19l*Mt5
Agnes Briggs
Mary E» Tinker
Eva Ruble
J* D* Harper, Prin*

1939-4*0
Reca Darnell
Virginia F* Cady
Sarah Sargent
Ralph Brown
Silas M* Young, Prln*

Agnes M* Briggs
Mary 1* Tinker
Gwendolyn Jackson
Lucille Hanks
Roy Lee, Prin*

19ifi)4a.
Geneva Marriott
Margaret Anderson
Kenn a th Whi tw00cl
Hoy Spear
Alvin J* Teuscher, Prln*

191*1*1*2
Geneva L# Marriott
Mary E# Tinker
Thomas K» Pratt
William Heisler
Jesse 0* Holt, Prin*

Agnes Briggs
Mary S# Tinker
Eva. 0* Ruble
Eleen T# Williams
Arsa B* welch, Prin*

19itf*4|B
Agnes Briggs
Mary S* Tinker
Eva C. Ruble
J* D* Harper
Harrient Slagowski
J* Malben Stephenson,
Prin* & Supt*

*• l5l

m

19i{J3^9
leva Beckstead
fifary Km Tinker
Eva C* Euble
B e t t y Corn
Dean Cora
J* Malben Stephenson, Rrln*& Supt*

1952-53
Anne Purdy
Ruth Olson
Carolyn Markham
Donald Baxter
Rae Onda Baxter
Florin Hulse
William Purdy, Prin* &
Supt*

1953-51}*
lienor Hemingway
Mary B# Tinker
Orlando Williams
Deon A* Gibson
Samuel R* Hemingway
L* Dale Gibson, Prin* k Supt*

1950-51
Jean Goodrich
Hartwell Goodrich
Shirley Chumley
William L* Garner
David A* Sullivan
L* Dale Gibson, Print & Supt*

Fonta11a Galloway
Vesta Jarvis
Donald Baxter
William Jarvia
Beverly Palmer
William Purdy
Kay W* Palmer, Prin. &
Supt*

195£f~55
Fontella Galloifay
Vesta Jarvis
Beverly Palmer
Rae Onda iBazter
Thomas Welch
Donald W. Baxter
Kay V* Palmer, Prin* &
Supt*

1951-52
Gherle Smith
Anne Huggins
Shirley Ohumlay
Keith C# Badham
Joseph 1« Olson
William Purely
L* Dale Gibson, Prin* & Supt 69
Among the teachers at the fourth Manila School were
two who have already been mentioned earlier, Mr* Paul C*
Miner* who was superintendent during the construction of the
school, and Mrs* Mary E* Tinker, who taught at various schools
throughout the region under study*
^Utah School Directory, ,op*.,iicit», 192£vl955*

Others who were mentioned in interviews as having performed
fine services in their fields, or who rendered more than the
usual time and effort for the benefit of the community and its
school w«i*e as follows 1 I* 0* Kings fordt C* II* Frogue, H* B*
Lindeman, Verda Stewart, Otey Lewis, Orvilia Norton, Melba
Blacky Lucy Matt, Maxine Myers, Jane Held* Alvin Teueher, Arza
Huff Welch, J* Maiben Stephenson, L* Dal© Gibson, Vivian
Arrowemith, William Heialar, Thomas Pratt, Geneva Marriott,
Hoy Spear, A&nes Brigga, Samuel and Slenor Hemingway, Hartwell
and

Jean Goodrich, William L* Garner, and William Purdy«7G

There were, no doubt, many more teachers who should be mentioned, and much, credit should go to all of these -m®n and
women, many of whom taught under rather* trying conditions, with
a lack of adequate materials and teaching aids*
During the existence of this school, the status of ,
the school custodian rose from that of a part-time position to
a full-time situation*

Following Is a list of the custodians

of the Manila Schools
A*J*B* Stewart
Rulon. Anson
Merlin Schofield
Mr* Anderson

v

Rax. Masters
Ren Kelson
George Petersen
Joseph Urwin '*

Mr* TJrwin served the district for nearly ten years, prior to
its closing for remodeling in 1955*
In matters of discipline, aa was mentioned, one of the
70John C# Allen, interview; Sllssabeth Stanton, interviews J* Kent Olaon, interview} Nels and Mable Philbrick,
interview; Sue Masters, interview*
71jbid*
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teachers served as a teaching principal-superintendent during
moat of the existence of the fourth Manila School*

Severe

disciplinary problems were handled through direct action of
the Board*

This administrat x on o f discipline was also applied

directly to the activities of teachers as ia indicated by the
following quotation}
Be it Resolved* That it is the sense of the Board of
Education of the Daggett School District* that all teachers abstain from attending social entertainments after
10s00 p#m,f during the school week which we believe will
prevent"them from putting forth their full efforts in
teaching*
Be it further Resolved: That any teacher violating
this resolution will be called to account for their action
• before the Board*72
It was not until the advent of a full-time superintendent and
principal, in the early nineteen fifties, that discipline be<*
came the function of professional personnel, reserving only
extreme cases for action by the Board*
With the advent of the depresalon of the thirties* the
Manila School took an. increasing part In the maintenance of
public health in the county*

Mable Philbrick has served as

public health nurse for the county since about 193U*

B

J 1937*

doctors ware coming out and giving physical exams to pupils
through the facilities of the school*

Since that time* regu-

lar eye examinations* irmoculatlona* and dental examinations
have been common*

With the exception of Dr* Tinker and some

associated with the Civilian Conservation Corps, Daggett has
never had a resident doctor until the beginning of the Flam'^Minutes of Daggett District, op* ,clt* , D»#* 6, 1930 •
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Ing Gorge Project**^
The first mention of a school lunch program in the
Daggett District Minute Book was dated March 6, 1937J
The serving of aehool lunch was discussed and it was
decided to furnish acme supplies and begin serving March
8, 1937*74
Again* on April 2, 1938*
It was moved by Mr# Schofield, seconded by Mp* Reed
and carried that the school lunch project for the schoolyear of 1933-39 be applied for as prepared by the Ogden
Office*75
By October* X92&I $&• school began serving a "Type A" lunch,
'charging a fee of ten cents per clay#

This program haa con-

tinued until the .present, 1959*76
Following Is a list of cooks who have served the die**
trlct since the institution of the lunch:
_ Lena Schofiold
"Bertha Beckatead
Myrtle Rued
Lilly Nelson

Patricia Se&rla
Aver111 Schofield
Ida Schofield
Josephine Peterson

Beatrice Beck''
The first books donated to the library arrived in 1923,
and since that time, minor additions have been placed therein.
By 1955, the library was highly inadequate*
Prom time to time, classes for adult participation
have been offered*

The public health nurse has given courses

73nable Phllbrick, interview*
'^-Minutes of Daggett District, op* cit», March 6, 1937•
7

%M.f

April 2, 1938*

7 6 l b l d i , October 7,

191&.

' *Ibi4»i October, 19ij.ii. t o August, 195!|*
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in first aid, and studies in crafts and hobbies have been
presented according to public interest and available teachers*
The fourth Manila School has served as a community
school almost from the day that it opened in 1922•

Because

of the lack of any civic 'center,. other than the church or r*01d
Hall*** the residents of Daggett County utilised the schoolhouse for their cultural, recreational! and social activities,
perhaps more than any other building*

Political conventional

church programs* clubwork, extension service activities,
dances, plays, movies, smokers, and funerals were carried on
throughout the axistones of the building*

One of the acute

problems of the various boards of education has been the proper administration of the school building as a civic center*
The. Fifth Manila School*

By 19^0, the Manila School

had. deteriorated into a condition that merited either a complete remodeling or the building of a new school*

Two fires

had broken -out because of overheating of the furnaces, the
lavatory and showering facilities were in a run-down state,
the plaster on the walls and celling was cracked and broken,
the roof was in a weakened condition end the stucco exterior
was worn and needing repair*
On October 6, 1953? a meeting was held with State
Superintendent Bateman and Building Director Fowler on the
possibility of participation in a special state building fund
for the construction of new buildings*

The district was ad-

vised that it would need to bond itself in an amount of at

- 156 -

least $66,000»0Gj or more$ in order to qualify for aid from
the state*7o
On February 24, 1954* a special meeting of the Board of
Education called for an election to be held on the question of
bonding Daggett County School District for the aura of |70|000*00
for the purpose of building a new school*
place on larch 9# 1954*

and was

The election took

carried by a vote of fifty-two

•td nineteen* '^ The firm of Budd and McDermott was contracted
with to draw up plana and specifications*
At a bid opening on June 9# 1954*

a

^

o f tile

deemed too high and were rejected by the .Board*0^

bids were
It was de- •--

elded to altar and revise the plana and specifications in
order to lower the cost*

Efforts ware made^ in the meantime,

to try to -gain approval from the State Office of Education to
build % o-u.i>late new school rather than remodel the old one
and add to it* Because of the relatively low tax rate in
Daggett County and. complaints to the State Board of Education
that Daggett was receiving too much consideration and not taxing itself to the limit* the remodeling of the old building
had to be included*
At a meeting on February 7# 1955* the Board determined
to reject all bids submitted at a prior meeting on January 27j
1955* and to' negotiate with a contractor on acceptable changes
78pbld«f October 6, 1953*
79

I M d . # March 9, 1954*

SOibid., June 9, 1954*
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in the plana and specifications in order to lower the building
coat*

Negotiated figures and acceptable changes resulted in

a figure of §^0*556*00 for remodeling the old building and
the 2\mi of |231*96l*QQ for the addition* or new building*
totaling some #272*8^7*G0*

The building contract was awarded

to Quinney and Unburn Construction Company on February 7*
1955*81
On April 15* 1955 # the achco! session came to an end
ftp

and remodeling and construction of the school began* ^ Because of unforseen difficulties and the need for more funds*
requests were made to the State Office of Education* and the
final coat of the building came to nearly #300*000*GO,
The remodeled Manila.School was opened for use by the
students in September* 1955* aid on January 18* 1956* the
completed building was accepted by the Daggett County Board of
Education**

This is the present Manila School* and the

addition was placed directly east of the old building* connected to the latter by a brick and concrete corridor•

{FigBi

33 and 3l|*)
In remodeling the former school* the shingle roof was
removed and replaced by a gravel compositlon material* while
all of the old stucco was taken off and new applied*

Wooden

window frames were torn out and metal frames installed*

On

the interior* a portion of the flooring and all of the plaster
SllbidU, February 7, 1955.
aMJ#« January 13, 1956.
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on the walls and ceiling waa completely removed,
only the wooden framework and studding*

leaving

Sheetrock was placed

upon the walls and accoustical tile added to the ceilings*
Linoleum flooring was installed* along with a completely new
electrical and heating system*

Fig* 33«~The west wing of the Manila School

In the basement| the old first and second grade room
and kitchen*, on the west, .were remodeled into a. kitchen and
cafeteria-multipurpose room*

The two lavatoriae were rebuilt*

The remaining basement area was utilised as a Storage room
and a center for the water tank and pumping machinery*

~ 159 -

Pig* 3U-»*The Bast wing of the) Manila School

On the main floor* to the southwest, the first and
second grade room was situated; to the northwest, the third
and fourth grade, and directly across the hall from the latter,
the typing classroom*

The old auditorium was divided into a

fifth and sixth grade room and a high school room*

The south

entrance was left extant, and directly east of that, in the
former office, a now library was constructed.

In the south-

east corner, another high school room was placed*
Following the corridor directly east from the old
building and into the new addition, on the north, main floor,
was situated a complete new home economics room, equipped, with
the necessary materials for an effective program in that area*

~ 160 The main section, of this level was occupied by a new regulation-siaed gymnasium-auditorium, which provided the largest
room under one roof ever constructed in Daggett County. To
the west,

across the hall, a science room was located, and

just south of the latter, the principalis office and the book
store.

East and across the hall from the office was the

faculty and board room, which was recently converted into the
office of the superintendent.
The boiler room, boys1 and girls * shower rooms, and a
complete miw shop, which, offered the first real industrial
arts program in the Daggett County schools, was located in
the basement of the new addition*
The structure was built of buff colored brick, with a
gravel composition roof and green trimming, overlooking the
town of Manila.

At the present time it is the largest and

moat attractive building in the community, and until the construction of the'Flaming Gorge School, was the finest structure in Daggett County.
This institution has been in continuous operation
since September, 1955* and serves as one of the two grade
schools and the only high school in Daggett County.

It is

well equipped with new furniture, blackboards, books, and
other materials.

In the home economics, physical education,

and industrial arts areas, the new construction brought about
a complete revolution.

Cooking and sewing, which,' in the

past, had been a rather mediocre affair, are now taught at
the same level as any other school of comparable si2:0 in Utah.

** 161 The new gymnasium provided the opportunity for competitive
games with other small schools, particularly, in Wyoming, and
in 1953, the Manila High School, for the first time, played in
a competitive league of basketball, with "Class C" schools in
nearby Sweetwater County#^3
The shop has acquired many new tools, including welding equipment, a planar, power sa*?s, drills, and a for;/ »
Efforts have bean made, during the'past few years, to improve
the science and library areas in order to bring the Manila
High School up to standard*
Following is a list of graduates from %hin Manila
School:
1955-56

1958-59

James Olson
David Laraen
Dwain Walker
Jerry Si^er
Deanna Schofield
1956-57
Lura Jean Christensen
Zona Gay Biorn
Glsnda Potter
Louis Potter
Linda Olaen

Linda Masters
Elbert Steinaker
Elaine Steinaker
Jerry Christensen
Roger Olson
Ronnie Beck
Lynn Borden
Garnett Anson
Evelyn Rogina,-,.
Ronnie Martin ^+
Claire Christensen
Mera Don Larson

1957-58
Marian Bennett
Carina Potter
Carol Potter
Arthur Robinson
The elementary school curriculum remained, basically,
33Kay W# Palmer,

interview»

' ^ G r a d u a t e Record Book, 1956-1959*
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the same as earlier*

In the fall of 1957• fc Kindergarten was

begun with an enrollment of twenty-one children, marking the
first time this program was ever undertaken in the region
under study^J?

The effort was discontinued after the 1957-58

school-year because of the inability to obtain a certificated
teacher for the position*
Daggett District continues as one of the districts
accorded a "Special" status* wherein the schools receive more
financial aid from the state than they would be entitled to
if aid was based entirely on the number of pupils in daily
attendance*

As of August, 1953* Daggett County was accorded

the following Distribution Units J
Manila Elementary School'
3 l/2 teachers

Manila Jr* & Sr« High
6 teachers
l/2 principal

Flaming Gorge Elementary School
Administration
3 l/2 teachers
l/2 principal

1 superintendent
l/2 secretary ^&

In September, 1957s the superintendent attained the
full-time status of a superintendent, and one-half of a unit
was added for a principal*

In September, 1959* & full-time

principal will serve at Manila* '
Following is a list of enrollment for the Manila
School between 1955 and 1959s
^Kay •'• Palmer, interview*
:36

Ibid»

87

Ibid,
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1955-56
1956-57

92
99

1957-53
1950-59

ISk
190

estimated00

Wyoming pupils from Washam and McKinnon continue to
attend at the Manila School, along with junior and senior
high students from Dutch Joh:p, Daggett County*

All transporta-

tion ia provided by buses owned and operated by the Daggett
District*

On June 10, 1957* a thirty-six passenger Ford bus

was purchased* in order to transport the growing enrollment
from Dutch John, and on June 25* 1958* • sixty-six passenger
Ford bus was added*V7
In the spring of 1957* the Manila P*9«A« established
playground equipment just south of the school$ including a
small merry-£;o~rouncl* swings, and. a climbing jungle•

A soft-

ball field is situated directly east of the main building*
Following is a list.of the moinbers of the Board who
have served since the completion of the present Manila School:

1955-56
Dick Bennett
Gene Campbell
John Ylincheta
Alton Beck
Torn, Christensen

1956-57
Dick Bennett
Gene Campbell
John Ylincheta
Alton Beck
Tom Christensen

1957-58
Dick Bennett
John Ylincheta
Alton Beck
Tom Christensen
William Robinson

1953*59
Dick Bennett
John Ylincheta
Tom Christensen
Hilllam Robinson
Muerl Larstm 90

88Biennial Reports, op, clt«» 1955-1958*
^9iy>lnutas of Daggett District, p p v cit», June 10*
1957/and June 25* 1958*"
^%tah School Directory, op* git** 1955-58•
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Following ia a copy of the 1958-59 budget adopted by
the Daggett County School District:
June 30, 1958
Administration
Salaries
Travel
Supplies and Materials
Other

11,465*00
1,265*00
600.00
464*00

113,794*00

Instruction
Salaries
Trave1
Textbooks
School libraries and audio
visual Materials
Instructional Supplies
Other

53,363*00
400*00
1,530.00
1,900,00
2,120.00
701.00

#60,094*00

811.00

811.00

Other Services
Student-Body Activities
Transportation
Salaries
Contracted services and
public carriers
Pupil transportation
insurance
Expenditures in lieu of
transportat ion
Gas, oil, tires, parts &
repairs

5,310.00
2,050.00
700.00
1,500.00
2,226.00

#11,736.00

2,952.00
4, ij„01.00
150.00

#7,503.00

School Lunch
Salaries
Pood
Equipment
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Operation of School Plant
Salaries
Fuel and Utilities
Supplies, except utilities

lj.f 715*00
4,800*00
250.00

#9,765.00

Salaries
970,00
Materials & Contracted Services..1,750*00

^2,720*00

Maintenance of School Plant

Fixed Charges
Retirement is Social Security
Insurance
Cdllection of tax

i

3^56#00
1,500.00
,1,800,00

$6,756*00

Capital Outlay & Debt
Service
Buildings a n d Sites
Equipment
Retirement of debt
Interest

2,567*00
6 , lif.1 # 00
J4,, 000*00
2,5U3»00

Total:

^15,251*00
$128,1+80*00

91

Following is an outline of revenues and income
expected for the school y e a r , lf$B*$9t

9lMinutes of Daggett District, op_» cit», June 3 0 ,
1958 *
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State Guaranteed Programs

K &0

Basic (34*333 D - ff*U) 168,798

Supplemental

8f I4.96

Transportation

6,000

Soc# Sec*. & Hat*

3* 456

Total State Guaranteed
Less Local Property Tax

#86,750
19g200

Stat© Contribution

167*550

Local Property Tax

19#200

Federal M & 0

15,000

(P.L* 87^)

Forest Fund

2,i|D0

Tuition (Green River - 20)

6,1^00

Transportation (Green River)

2,500

Other (aal#a & rentals)
Balance on hand
Total Maintenance & Operation
Capital Outlay & Debt Service!

1,000
- 7»0.1,3,
$107*037

Balance on Hand

851

Bond Obligation

$12,000

, Local Leeway

2,j|00

Total Capital Outlay & Debt Service

# 15*251

School Lunch Pundt
Federal
State
Sale of Lunches

# 967
815
Ii,2G9

Total Lunch

# 6,192

Grand Total Receipts

#128,ij.80

- 16? The rapid increase in the si&e of the budget, to a
large degree, was due to the influx of pupils resulting from
the development of the Plaining Gorge Project *
A salary schedule adopted on February 3* JMMJ&j Is
listed:
Daggett
Schools

Ho Degree
Ifo Cert.

Degree
No Cert

Utah Cert*
Bach. Degree

Ut. Cert.
Masters

0
1
to
15

#3,000.00

#3,5oo.oo

tij.,100.00

#3,o5o»oo

#3,550.00

#^,000.00
#l|, 100.00
to
#5,500.00

Bince

$]i> 200.00

#5,600.00 93
#3,850.00
#3,350.00
A list of those who have taught at the Manila School
1955 is as follows:

1955-56 '
Ponte11a Galloway
Vesta Jarvis
Merle Elmer
Donald Baxter
Rae Onda Baxter
B e v e r l y Palmar
Thomas Welch
Kay V* Palmer, Prin* & Supt*

1956-5?

Pontella Galloway
Veda Tripplett
Anna C# Smith
Agnes Briggs
Betty Chamberlain
Beverly faimer
Carol Toone
Kenneth Toone
Thomas Welch, Prim
Kay 1# Palmer, Supt*

1958-59

Fontella Galloway
Vesta Jarvis
Merle Elmer
Donald Baxter
Agnes Brlggs
Eutona Jarvie
Beverly Palmer
Thomas Welch
lay MU Palmar, Fx»itt« & Supt*

93

1957-53

Pontella Galloway
Carol Ann Briggs
Anna C» Smith
Betty Chamberlain
Beverly Palmer
Milton Wilkinson
Carol A« Toone
Kenneth Toone
David C* Watkins
Thomas %eloh
William Purdy, Prin*
Kay V* Palmer, Supt#94

lbid,, February 3, 1958*

^kltah

School D i r e c t o r y , op« enlt», 1955^59*
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Superintendent Kay W. Palmer, who is the present
administrator of the Daggett County School District, arrived
at Blanila in September, 195>31 and it has been during his term
that the greatest degree of growth in buildings and advancement in the quality of education In th© district has taken
place.

The building of the present Manila School and th© con-

struction of the new Flaming Gorge School took place under his
guidance and direction*

Plans are being discussed for the

addition of new rooms at Flaming Gorge, and the building of a
four-room elementary school at Manila in order to utilize the
remodel©d portion of the present plant as part of a growing
high school*

An attempt was made, in 1959* under the leader-

ship of Superintendent Palmer, to gain funds, by bonding, for
the construction of housing for teachers,, which has always
been a problem in the district•

Because of legal complica-

tions, the plan for the new teacherages did not materialize•
Superintendent Palmer deserves much credit for the leadership
he has afforded in th© expansion and development of the Daggett
School District*
In regard to the public health program, the school
continues much aa before, with eye examinations, vaccinations,
and'physicals being carried on*

With the presence of a hospi-

tal and doctor at Dutch Johp, tee role of the Manila School
In public health may not be c** important as it was in the past*
The Manila .School is a community school, perhaps even
to a greater ©xtent than it has been in earlier years. Its
kitchen and cafeteria facilities have been readily available

m X 6 9m
\

to public groups, and the gyran&sium presents the largest dance
floor and auditorium in the area*

Basketball games and social

dancing are extremely popular*
In conclusion, the next few years will be difficult
for the Manila School, in view of"the great increase in enrollment expected with the construction of Flaming Gorge Dam*

A

school system which, in 1955, was expected to accomodate about
one hundred pupils, may he trying to cope with three or four
hundred within the next two years*

Daggett District, for the

first time, is experiencing some of the problems that schools
in Utah population centers have been trying to deal with for
some time*

CHAPTER VI
LAW,SUMMARY,AND CONCLUSIONS

TheLegislativeground of School in Daggett Cou
rritorial school laws*

rtaw*«^ti*w*t»*»ww^i(NKv^^

The H<

IfitL

of .the founders of Utah lad them to organise their school
system in virtually the identical method of their forebears
They

?ht this about

the passaga of the Law of 1852,

deh recognised the principle that the schools belong to the
&§g and, therefore., should-be governed by the people*

A

istees became the common administrative body for
the a
.ssess
***»•'

* and these directors were given the right to
collect taxea and build and maintain school buildresponsibility for the establishment of schools

S baaed upon local Initiative
alec made it the duty of
appoint a board of ex^

re

county court to
er

were

dates and iesue certificates to those who qualified, thus, the
.ame the basin for teacher certification.
Further legislation in 1851], strengthened
law by requiring the University of Deseret Board of Regents to
appoint a te

rial superintendent,

was

report on the condition of the common schools*

annual
County courts

retained the responsibility of appointing examining boards

«*»
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j,'

.stees continued to set UD schools and direct their

iminlstrat

tier duty of the county board of examiners

s to report to the territorial superintendent as to the
•or of students and the amount of school revenue collected*
Significant legislation was passed in i860*, when the
office of county superintendent of schools was created i
he duty of keeping
a correct a<
"O
jy

and w:

) trustees

th

.t" with the coimty treasurer

school districts*i of all funds re-

calved or disbursed for school purposes * Thus, one person
was given responsibility for the condition of education in the
county* rather than the widely scattered boards of trustees
and. examiners* although those bodies continued to function*
One of the most important laws passed by the territorial assembly was the act in 1871}. vfoich required the territorial superintendent
to make a pro rata dividend of school money to the various
school districts of the Territory* according to the number
the children in the districts between the ages of
and sixteen years * 3ier to participate in this fund* districts ware required
ain a good school'for at least three months*
With this legislation* the Territory assumed more
direct responsibility for the education of its children* and
the appropriation of territorial funds was accompanied with
the stipulation

j%

um standards for local districts

Prior to 1865* there was no provision for the payment
of teacher salaries

of tax funds 9

vever* in that year

"'-Laws of the Territory of Utah, 1376, sec* 20*
»«ii<liiii>»ir-»li<lVi|W)»»Mi.K»M»,i<iiii»«ii. iM»i,aiu»ii»iiii>iinmi«iixw»mW'i«Mlm»M

i*atvvinttnM»Mtmv**i,mnmMm*n,t*MM-<iiti*m**!^miivui:u\\*MM
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statutory approval was
pi

•en for the use of rpublic funds for
of teachers* An act of l8?6 provided f20,000*00

to be- used for teacher salaries* and it also provided for th
election of a territorial superintendent of public schools*
In 1886* county assessors were given the duty of
collecting all school taxes* whether district, county, or
territorial and in 1890, the assembly passed the so-called
free school act, which reduced the coat of education to the
individual child and hia parents, by giving increased powers
to the boards of trustees and stipulating that th© yearly
school session waa to be carried on for a minimum of twenty
ea&s a year*
the entrance of Utah into th© union in I896-, the
Utah. State Constitution became the legal basis of education*
A significant change in state administration was the creation
of a state board of education

' oh

M given general control

and supervision of the state school system*
This waa, then, the background in legislation, for
the existence of the schools of Daggett County, up to the entrance of Utah into the union, which coincided rather closely
1th the establishment of public schools in this northeastern
area of Utah*
1398 1

At the

of the settlement of Manila in 1897-

tggett County was still a portion of Uintah County, and

was administered from Vernal*
teen at Birch Ore-

In 1897* District Number

s receiving county funds for Its school

but by I898, this money had been transferred to the new District Number Fifteen at ManiL

.y two schools were

-—^.

in existence in what is n o w Daggett County*
following Utah's entrance into statehood*

immediately
It should he re<*

membered* however* that schools were in session at Burntfork*
Coon Hollow* W&aham* and B r o w n 1 a Park at this t i m e , although
located just across the state line in Wyoming and Colorado*
The Development of Daggett Schools under Utah L a w
In 1903* school boards were given the authority to
supply hooka and materials to grade school children*

Durir

this same year* the second Manila School began operation and
one year later* the Linwood School* h o w e v e r , no relationship
b e t w e e n the provision of free supplies and the erection of the
XIBW

.schools was

discovered*

A statute was passed in 1905 and amended in 1909 and
provided for the maintenance of a basic minimum

i

alary to be paid to teachers f and also enumerating the amount
time school was to be in session In the various school d i s tricts*

The local district was to tax itself to an extent of

at least four mills in order to qualify and the state would
make up the difference in
salaries*

COL nil

els needed to maintain m i n i m u m

r e c o r d s , schools in what is now

ggett County were maintaining the standard twenty-eight
chool year by 1911*
during the latter year* a law was passed setting "
what came to be known as '"the H i g h School Fund* which was
levy assessed annually as a .tax of one-half m i l l on each dollar
of valuation of taxable property for h i g h school purposes*

In

1915* local boards of education were given the right to levy
a high school tax for the purpose of establishing high schools*
The Manila School added the first

grades of high

school in 1915* although there was not sufficient revenue to
conduct a full high school program until 192)4..*
inci has been* even toe;

Thus

statehood? toward

Increasing territorial and state financial aid, accompanied by
the establishment of minimum standards* in an effort to make
the schools of Utah uniform*

With the passage of legislation

leading to equalization* Daggett District schools benefited
c
*ar 1915 was one of the moat important in the
^history of education in Utah* for on March 17 of that year*
legislature passed an act requiring; the consolidation of
strlets* thus eliminating the small trustee
latere & schools-which had been in vogue since the settle
me.

>u%

The' county commissioners were to designate

the name of. the sch«
w1

district and divide it into five repre

eincts* governed by a school board of five

elected individuals* and the board was to prepare a budget
for submission to the county commissioners with the amount of
levy

led* the c

super 4

gpsioners

to collect the tax*

A county

dent was to serve as executive of the board
©ceedad the law of 1915 hy one year*

/hen, under the leadership of County Superintendent Kelson
towards

istrict was consolidated in 1934*

Eft»ft)illlHl||jWii<>|>|iB|MW

w

.-

M.'uWiyit.im—MWww

In turn,
^***"* «M#I< £,*VMIVQI|HHpHp|
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when Daggett County was separated from Uintah in 1913. the
came a separate school district*

COUJ

She benefits of consolidation can readily be seen when
the status of public education in Daggett County is compared
1th that of nearby Wyoxaing districts at the present time*
i ere.

of Daggett District in 3,9X3 j the Lin-

ood School was closed and the students

;ded at Washa:

or Manila, and only in extreme cases, such as Greendale,
Brown1s P&rk, and Clay Basin, have separate schools been
then only because of the extreme isolation of

p

;e areas*
she other hand, District Number Five at Burntfork
>
•

•

•

•

.

m at McKInnon, in Sweetwater County, Wyoming, only
miles apart, maintained separate schools until
urrvfcfork with an enrollment of about ten i
in enro

thirty-seven*

*3

Each district was admin-

istered by its own board of trustees until 1950, when they ,
were consolidated*

District Fourteen was consolidated with

District Two in 1959* administered from Grean River, Wyoming
It would not be fair to draw- the same conclusion in
regard to th

aaham schools, or the tiny Colorado school in

Brown i

s they are extremely isolated from other

Park,

schools in their respective states*
Other factors., such as a larger population more
closely grouped together at Manila and increased state
rave Dappett District further advantage, but the comparison
bandoned school at Burntfork and the small school

** 1?6 **

at McKlnnon with the fine new brick building; at Manila is proof
indeed of the fortunate position Utah holds with its sister
states in regard to consolidation*
Another attempt was made to further equalize educa-*
tional opportunity in Utah when, in 1921, the legislature
passed what came

to be known as the | 2 $ school fund#

It,

In substance, required the state board of equalization to
have an annual levy which, when added to other atate funds
available f o r school purposes, would amount to |25»00 for
each student of sol

i

Daggett District erected the fourth Manila School,
which was a x&arked increase in the quality of school plants
for the district*

fwo yaara later, a full high school pro-

gram, up to the twelfth grade was inaugurated, with

first

graduate from Manila High School receiving his diploma in
1928*

levertheless, the high school program was severely

limited due to the fact that the total program from grades
seven

«v

reive was taught by two or three teachers as

w»V t » -t*,

late as 1955*

1 t h the advent of the d e p r e s s i o n , and the wide
rgence

sdlity to support schools among the various

01»*

districts of Ut.

%3-jm i

legislature passed a law in 1931 setting

up the Equalization Fund*
me nt B

r

e

&

educational require

t&te board of education was given

re o u

full power to administer the fund*
t

UtJk«M

Districts not approved by

rd of education could not receive benefit*

The

•

as

ed t o give advantages t o high school s t u d e n t s

^^^

«*

other items such as coat of transportation., the number
of one-and two-room schools in a district, and the ability of
district to support education*
Shortly after the enactment of this law, another
achar waa added to the staff of the Manila School

:.'•

and with

federal aid, more classrooms wsra provided in the basement of
the building*
.1--

The maintenance of one~room schools

bridge

PP§

Clay Basin, and Green dale, was possible because of this

4* %«f V^ *•>; *•

sr effort to combat the effects of the depression

on the schools of Utah, was the passage of the legislation
creating the Uniform School Fund in 19.39*

This law required

a minimum levy of tan mills on taxable property in a district
and guaranteed the BUM of eighty-six dollars per student in
average daily attendance during the preceding school year,
combining the resources of the state district school fund,
the high school fund, and the equalization fund*
m
4.

equalisation fund and the Uniform School Fund

ed poorer i|,f^:Fa.#tSi §U#h M

©ag|ptt| ?Q &m?Vf on O,UTJJU;.

;he depression years*
During the emergency of the Second V/orld War, when
higher paying defense jobs attracted

away from the field

teaching, the legislature, in 19i+3# passed House Bill 2-3,
which appropriated a sum of money to each district on a per
caoita basis of tho

,

•

:

-

•

6

see, thus enabling them to

Krhat higher salaries to the teaching staff *. fhts was
reflected

aggett District, with the adoption of the first
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MM

official salary schedule, which was a requirement of the law*
In 1945* the legislature combined all of the school
•M into one general fund for equalisation purposes*
a ct cf x i> x o n

In

law guaranteed state support for a minimum of
*So^

Vfc Ilk

$3*000*00 per classroom unit In each district, with the requirement that each district must levy at least ten mills
on taxable property and maintain certainly minimum standards*

be aided according

Transportation W&B

e needs of the

several districts*
o years later, the uniform minimum school program
&s icterained to be $3*300*00 for each classroom unit* with
in additional allottment for transportation*

w cant of the amount of

on a

could receive an

A school district

school program by a majority approval of
the

otors*

I

on, another ten percent of the cost

program could be obtained for the

ase of

school sites or the erection of buildings
In 19l|7* Daggett District purchased a twenty-eight

ssenger &

and the

acted in the hiring

-eased state aid was re-

extra teacher for

a seven

through twelve, which enabled the superintendent-principal to
n

i administrative duties.
One of the most significant acta passed by the legis-

lature In regard to benefits derived by Daggett District, was
creation of the emergency building fund, on March 6, 1951*
wo million dollars was set aside for the purpose of
r and overcrowded districts to build needed school

1*70
plant**

mm

Subsequent legislatures appropriated further funds,

md I

,s m

8

that provided the means for Daggett

District* In 1955# to construct the modern plant
ss
•»•

the present time*

The district bonded itself for

some f?0,000*00 and the state contributed some $230,000*00,
which indicates the extent to which state aid was needed for
the erection of a plant that would enable Daggett to meet the
state minimum standards.*
X »-l JL jQp

ding brought about an upgrading of the high

school curriculum, with the provision of home economics, inus

,al arts, and physical education facilities that were not
,i bei ore *
During the legislative session of 1953* the term clas IP
was changed to

Wn \J •

tm

distribution unit

*#

no differed

m wai: t o 'be XVMIC 'bctivcvjn clc^c.c.tm*-?/ and coconCo:^j

iftij

Prom t h i s s e s s i o n on, one d i s t r i b u t i o n , u n i t was to z
twenty-seven p u p i l s i n average d a i l y attendance*

The average

d a i l y attendance of the c u r r e n t year was t o be used f o r d e t e r mining the number of u n i t s , r a t h e r than the p a s t year*
s t of t h e b a s i c s t a t e - s u p p o r t s

The

Rram was placed
at
r

#3*450#00 per Distribution Unit, and school districts were
permitted to choose their
accompanying mill levy

basic program, selecting the
to bo imposed upon the assessable

rty within the district*

Subsequent legislatures have

raised the distribution unit amount, and the 1959 legislature
figure at the sum of #5»150»GO*
Daggett District has had a tendency in the paat few

m$
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years to choose the lowest basic program, accompanied by the
lowest local mill levy, which has caused norm resentment among
other districts of the state duo to the

that individuals

living in those higher taxed districts felt that Daggett

s was one

re than its local effort justified

t, o w w JL V'*** w^

•eason why t h e S t a t e Board of Education refused to a p p r o p r i a t e
*v

iJkfjL JL w X 0X1-0,4*

4*. v*JM *mPm

the erection of a complete new school

ant. and forced tha district to remodel the former Manila

Since 19551 a full-time superintendent* a full-time
principal, a part-time secretary, and additional teachers have
been added to the staff of the Manila .School, as a result of
the foregoing legislation, plus the classification of Daggett
Istrict as a "Special School District,** meriting increased
over an

•e that baaed on the number of pupils in aver-

ts uaily attendance*

It is only when it is realised that

an 3* s on o 0: JL p r incipals head schools with more pupils than all
of the students
be

r§

i6-d in the region under study, that it can
much the various state equalisation prog

have meant to public education in Daggett County*

In 1955$

with tm enrollment of about one hundred pupils in grades one
>

through twelve and a population of about four hundred people,

the

trlct ii

sd an elementary and high s c h o o l organ!*

-ation In a school p l a n t c o s t i n g some
e t amounting t o over $$9*000,00*
trict with the small population

#00 with a bud-

I t is obvious that a. dis
meager resources of Daggett

County could not even hope to approach such a program without
'
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s t a t e f i n a n c i a l a i d as
fjfa*|

m

l a t a i n Utah*
-]

in Modern Daggett County

uniy School"-District

its adjacent areas

have had to bear with many of the problems that confront most
a

$

aver* there are a number of characteristics which

0i

tend to sat the region apart from others*
• In the first place* this was a region of the lest
b

was om

the earliest to be visited by white Americans i

and yet* remained a frontier country well into the present
century*
Secondly* the economy of the- area is based upon agribure, which* in turn^ limited the growth of.' towns and
brought about a sparse population spread over a comparatively
la:

region*.
thirdly* the county was separated geographically from

its oarent state* and its residents tended to have their social
and business affairs closer to Wyoming than to Utah*
lb place* all of the schools of the

0 ]

ere isolated from other districts in their respective states*
and had a tendency to be quite similar at a given period of
time* regardless of location* until consolidation* a more com**
pact population* and an advanced program of state aid gave
ggett District an advantage over its neighbors in Wyoming;*
In the fifth place* there were

f schools in exist-

stween 1869 and 1959* sorting a comparatively small

A

at ion* -until state equalization and improved roads
'W

*A*

M*

m

provided the means of

182

m

.sporting isolated pupils to a central

location*
Lastly* the district is in the middle of an economic
upsurge and population increase* with the advent of Flaming
Gorge* which is resulting in increased prosperity for'the
;y* but* in turn* is bringing with it problems which it
las

had to cope with before*. What the ultimate results

PIamine Gorge will be in regard to public education in
Hii11 Coun t y* only t inie w i l l te 11 #

*04£

P^cBcnt time* 0a g e t t D i s t r i c t

i s operating

a

combined elementary and secondary school at Manila and an el©
ment&ry school at Dutch John, with a j u r i s d i c t i o n

5oo

over some

#.00 in shhool plants, vehicles* and equipment and a

yearly budget exca©

Jt

j,\»*.

000#QQ»

Its personnel consists

of a superintendent* a principal* thirteen teachers, a secre
tary* two custodians* three bus drivera, and one cook* all
serving the needs of some three- hundred school children*
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Abstract
The region under etudy to this report consists of
County* Colorado* saoA th» touthweatern lyrea of Sweetwater
County* Wyoming* I t i s son a^^a $bout f i f t y miles in length
ted geventeen miles l a widths with a population of some four
upon a g r i c l t u r e which prevented the growth of large towns
and determined

a characteristic of a sparse population

in a comparatively largo area*

living

Isolated fros Utah by a hag*

» a » t a l n rang** the people of Daggett County wara

OXOB4»V«

la

mmj j*@fp#otfi> to the affairs of Wyoming, than of t h e i r
as»©at atat»#
aw

by wiii%© American** II res&lned frontier eoimfery* o w n Into
the twentieth century*

She earliest eettlere were ranehers*

who situated ti.::,:-".;;ieol¥eg along. the greeks where watar would fee

tbft arwnaon colonists at about the turn of the century* who
founded the hamlet of Manilat which wm to hmm&

the center

of eduoatlon in tt» region*
Schools ia the area bug an about 18-69 $ with a total of

th@ ninety years since*

The sparsenses of population*

eoupled with a lack of adequate roada* prevented th© consolidation of saaller districts* Other sehools w r e so caapletely
isolated* that a aehool 'Md to b% maintained m a cutter of

Bf$iSitt of the isolation of the entire region from
association with school districts In their respective states*
aoit of ttm schools tended to have the earn general character*
istias in regard to administration* finance* ctnwlculum*
equlpiaenfc* and eohool plant facilities * wherever their looa**
•». *

.

With the advantage of consolidation* increased state
equalisation* arid a larger population grouped in one area* the

Wyoming and Colorado located n#ar the Daggett County boundary•
Having the only high school in the entire region tended to
attract students fimm the looming schools to Daggett District*.
. -;n the new eohool plant was erected in 193$* ^nd increased
allocations wart &ade by the state of Utah* the Manila School
beeaa© the c#at#r of ptiblle education in the region*

in. the building of a eowamlty in Daggett County with a popu**
l&tlon larger than all of thefcsfttletsin the region under
study* combined*

With it hae eoae a- new problem* that of pro-

viding school facilities for a tripled school enrollment*

Utah* has benefited from the program of niate equalisation*
Without It* the district could not hope to maintain a program

tli© extent that i t
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